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Space Station Freedom, now under development, is a manned low Earth orbit
_ facility which will become part of the space infrastructure. Starting in the mid
1990s, Freedom will support a wide range of activities, including scientific
research, technology development, commercial ventures and, eventually, serve as
_ a transportation node for space exploration. While the initial facility will not be
capable of meeting all requirements, the space station will evolve over time as
requirements and on-board activities mature and change. The space station
__ design, therefore, allows for evolution to:
- expand capability,
- increase efficiency, and
- add new functions.
It is anticipated that many of the evolutionary changes will be accomplished
through on-orbit replacement of systems, subsystems, and components as
/" technology advances. Therefore, technology development is critical to ensure the
continuing operation and expansion of the facility.
The Office of Aeronautics, Exploration and Technology (OAET) has sponsored
development of many of the technologies that are now part of Space Station
Freedom" s baseline design. Evolutionary and operational aspects of Freedom
continue to be an important thrust of OAET's Research and Technology (R&T)
efforts.
This workshop has been an important step in our understanding of the space
station's baseline systems, the evolutionary scenarios including the station's role
_ in space exploration, and the technologies that will be necessary to meet
evolutionary and growth requirements.
It is anticipated that application of the information acquired through the
workshop will lead to further technology development efforts to benefit Fi'eedom
and will lead to continued collaboration between the Space Station Freedom
Program and the technology development community.
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CLARIFICATION
Since the workshop was conducted in January of 1990, there have been some
organizational changes throughout the agency. The Office of Aeronautics and Space
Technology (OAST) has been reorganized to include the former Office of Exploration
and is now called the Office of Aeronautics, Exploration, and Technology (OAET).
Also, the Human Exploration Initiative (HEI) has been expanded and renamed the
Space Exploration Initiative (SEI). Some of the materials in these proceedings were
prepared after the workshop, and, therefore, references to new organizational entities
and new programs may be found in certain sections.
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INTRODUCTION
NASA's Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST) conducted a workshop
on technology for space station evolution January 16-19, 1990, in Dallas, Texas. The
purpose of this workshop was to collect and clarify Space Station Freedom technology
- requirements for evolution and to describe technologies that can potentially fill those
requirements. OAST will use the output of the workshop as input for planning a
technology program to serve the needs of space station evolution. The main product of
_ the workshop is a set of program plans and descriptions for individual technology areas.
These plans are the cumulative recommendations of the more than 300 participants,
which included researchers, technologists, and managers from aerospace industries,
universities, and government organizauons.
The identification of the technology areas to be included, as well as the development of
the program plans, was initiated by assigning NASA chairmen to the eleven technology
-- disciplines under consideration. The disciplines are as follows:
Attitude Control and Stabilization (ACS)
Communications and Tracking (C&T)
Data Management System (DMS)
- Environmental Control and Life Support Systems (ECLSS)
- - Extravehicular Activity/Manned Systems (EVA/MANSYS)
- Fluid Management System (FMS)
- - Power System (POWER)
- Propulsion (PROP)
- Robotics (ROBOTICS)
_ - Structures/Materials (STRUCT)
- Thermal Control System (THERM)
-- Each chairman worked with a panel of experts involved in research and development in
the particular discipline. The chairmen, with the assistance of their panels, were
responsible for selecting invited presentations, identifying and inviting Space Station
_ Freedom Level III subsystem managers, and focusing the discussion of the participants.
In each discipline session, presentations describing status of the current programs were
made by the Level III subsystem managers and by OAST program managers. After
invited presentations by leading industry, university, and NASA researchers, the
-- sessions were devoted to identifying technology requirements and to planning programs
for development of the identified technology areas. Particular attention was given to
the potential requirements of the Human Exploration Initiative (HEI). The combined
inputs of the participants in each session were incorporated into a package including an
1
overall discipline summary, recommendations and issues, and proposed development
plans for specific technology areas within the discipline. These technology discipline
summary packages were later supplemented by the chairmen and their panels to
include the impact of varied funding levels on the maturity of the selected technologies.
OAST will review the program plans and recommended funding levels based on
available funding and overall NASApriorities and incorporate them into a new OAST
initiative advocacypackage for space station evolution technology.
These proceedings are organized into an Executive Summary and Overview and five
volumes containing the TechnologyDisciplinePresentations.
Volume II consists of the technology discipline sections for the Data Management
System and the Environmental Control and Life Support Systems. For each technology _.
discipline in this volume, there is a Level 3 subsystemdescription, alongwith the invited
papers for that discipline.
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NOMENCLATURE / CHARACTERISTICS DESCRIPTION
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DMS ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENTS
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NOMENCLATURE / CHARACTERISTICS DESCRIPTION
• NET\VORK OPERATING SYSTEM
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RODB COMMAND AND CONTROL DATA FLOW MODEL - ORDER
COMMANDAND CONTROLWITH RODB/MODBCONCEPTWOULDMEAN:
- ONE DMSENGINEERED,SYSTEM-WIDEAPPROACHTO COMMANDAND CONTROL
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Definitions
• RODB
o Isolates applications from the effects of data request changes
resulting from"
-- Crew user interface
-- Space/ground telemetry/command
6o
o Provides standard services to applications for sensor/effector
related processing
o Requires applications to make data global for visibility
o Runtime online data base
o Contains directory, dictionary, and current values of objects
o Contains a subset of the data in the MODB
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CONTENTS
This presentation discusses the Space Station Freedom Software Support Environment. After a brief overview of
the SSE, the implementation approach and the current and planned functionality are described. The implications
and future potential of this common environment for software development and sustaining engineering are also
discussed.
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WHAT IS THE SSE?
The Software Support Environment (SSE) is a common software environment for all developers
of Space Station Freedom Program (SSFP) "operational software". It consists of software tools,
procedures, standards, hardware specifications, and user support services including continuing
maintenance and upgrade of the SSE, user help desks, training material and documentation.
The SSE System is an environment consisting of computer hardware, communications networks,
the SSE and other elements forming an integrated support system for SSFP software developers.
The SSE provides a common set of tools and methods across all the SSFP facilities involved in
software life cycle management, including the Software Production Facilities (SPFs) at the four
Work Package Centers and Kennedy Space Center, the SSFP integration facilities (to be
established) and the SSE Development Facility (SSEDF).
"Operational software" is currently defined by the SSFP as ALL flight and ground software that
either 1) interfaces with on-orbit elements in real time, or 2) is critical to the mission, such as
all control center, test and certification software including associated models and simulations, or
3) SSE software.
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WHAT IS THE SSE?
O SSE PROVIDESTHE COMMONENVIRONMENTTO BE
USEDFORTHE LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENTOF ALL SSFP
OPERATIONALSOFTWARE.
o SSE IS A COLLECTIONOF:
- TOOLS(SOFTWARE)
- RULES(POLICIES,STANDARDS,PROCEDURES,SOFTWARE
PRODUCTIONHARDWARESPECS)
- SERVICES(DELIVERYOF OI'S, USERSUPPORT,TRAINING,
DOCUMENTATION)
o THE SSESUPPORTSALL SSFP FACILITIES INVOLVEDIN
SOFTWARELIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT. THESE FACILITIES
INCLUDE:
- WORK PACKAGEAND KSC SOFTWAREPRODUCTIONFACILITIES
- SSFPINTEGRATIONFACILITIES
- THESSEDEVELOPMENTFACILITY
SSE Supports Program Standards
Since the SSE is the common environment for all SSFP software developers, it provides the mechanisms to enforce
program-wide software policies and standards. High-level SSFP software policies are set forth in the Level A
Software Management Policies, dated November 11, 1986. Elaboration and expansion on these policies are provided
in the Level II Software Policies Document currently in under final review prior to becoming a formally baselined
Program document. The SSE will be used to support and enforce use of these policies and standards. Current stan-
dards include Ada as the standard programming language, a Common User Interface (CUI) definition, standard
content formats for software documentation, and a common software verification approach.
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SSE SUPPORTS PROGRAM STANDARDS
THE SSE SUPPORTSAND PROVIDESMECHANISMS
TO ENFORCEPROGRAM-WIDESOFTWAREPOLICIES
AND STANDARDS,SUCH AS
- STANDARDPROGRAMMINGLANGUAGE(ADA)
- COMMONUSERINTERFACESTANDARDS
- SOFTWAREDOCUMENTATIONSTANDARDS
¢j1
- COMMONSOFTWAREVERIFICATIONAPPROACH
SSE System Context
The SSE System consists of a collection of SSE System Elements in a wide area network (WAN). Each SSE System
Element consists of a host platform and a collection of workstations running the SSE software. Each element has
several external interfaces which may include SSFP operational facilities, Data Management System (DMS)
simulation facilities and ground systems, SSE users (connected either directly or through a communications
network), TMIS (the Program Technical and Management Information System) and other software production
facilities.
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SSE Hosts and Workstations
Two computer systems are currently supported as SSE host computer architectures: Architecture A is the DEC VAX
family with VMS operating system and Architecture B is the larger IBM mainframes with VM. The SSE
Development Facility has one of each: a DEC VAX 8820 and an IBM 3090.
There are three workstation types currently approved as SSE workstations: IBM PC/AT Compatible (PS/2 Model 60
running DOS and AT compatible personal computers), Apollo DN 3000 running the DOMAIN operating system,
and Macintosh II workstation with Finder as the operating system. Currently, consideration is being given to adding
the IBM PS/2 Model 80 as another workstation since the software tools available for this and the Apollo are very
similar.
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SSE HOSTSAND WORKSTATIONS
O SSE HOSTCOMPUTERARCHITECTURESAT DF.
- DECVAX 8820WITHVMS OPERATINGSYSTEM
- IBM3090WITHVM
,= o SSEWORKSTATIONTYPES.
r,D
- IBMPS / 2 MODEL60 ANDAT COMPATIBLES
- APOLLODN 3000
- MACINTOSHII
O ADDITIONALWORKSTATION,IBM PS / 2 MODEL80 (80386),
UNDERCONSIDERATION.
Why does SSF need the SSE?
Software is a high risk area for the Space Station Freedom Program in terms of both safety and cost. The quantity of
software developed for this program is expected to far exceed that required for previous space programs including the
Shuttle Orbiter. Since there are so many different organizations developing software for the SSFP and they are dis-
tributed geographically as well, the potential for problems in the integration and testing phase of the development
can be alleviated through the use of common tools and standards provided by the SSE.
Through the common environment used by developers of SSFP software, the life cycle costs can be contained in both
the development phase by reducing duplicative efforts and especially in the sustaining engineering phase, when the
wide use of a common environment will provide a greater base of skilled support personnel.
The SSE will also provide the means to quickly disseminate improved software tools and to increase software quality
ol as technology improvements emerge.
o
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WHY DOESSPACE STATION FREEDOM
NEED THE SSE?
o SOFTWAREIS HIGH RISK FORTHE SSFP IN TERMSOF BOTH
SAFETYAND COST.
- LARGEAMOUNTOF SOFTWARETO BE DEVELOPED.
- INTEGRATIONANDTESTINGARE MAJORISSUES.
o SSE PROVIDESA MEANSTO CONTROLSSFP SOFTWARE
LIFE CYCLE COSTS.
- A SINGLECOMMONIMPLEMENTATIONAPPROACH.
- A CONSOLIDATIONOF SKILLS FORSUSTAININGENGINEERING.
O SSE PROVIDESTHE MEANSTO CONTROLSSFPSOFTWARE
QUALITY THROUGHCOMMONPROGRAM-WIDESTANDARDS
AND TOOLS.
Who are the SSE Users?
The SSE user community consists of all persons involved in the life cycle management of SSFP software. This
includes software project managers, requirements analysts, software designers, software developers, testers, quality
managers, and software configuration control managers. Most of the users will be Work Package contractors. Other
SSE users will come from NASA SSFP organizations, Kennedy Space Center and ground support contractors, Space
Station Freedom users, and international partners in the SSFP.
The Software Support Environment User's Working Group (SSEUWG) provides the forum for SSE user infor-
mation exchange and input to the SSE Project. The SSEUWG has representatives from the NASA Centers and orga-
nizations involved in the SSFP, the Work Package contractors, the international partners, and potential SSF cus-
tomers. Meetings are held approximately quarterly. For more information, contact the SSEUWG Chair, Susan Voigt
at NASA Langley.
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WHO ARE THE SSE USERS?
O SSE USERCOMMUNITYARE DEVELOPERS,TESTERSAND
CONFIGURATIONMANAGERSOF SSFP SOFTWARE.
o MAJORITYOF USERSARE WORK PACKAGE CONTRACTORS.
o OTHERSSE USERSWILL INCLUDE:
- NASASSFPORGANIZATIONS
- KSCAND NON-PRIMECONTRACTORS
- SPACESTATIONFREEDOMUSERS
- INTERNATIONALPARTNERS(STANDARD)
O SSEUWGIS THE USERFORUMFOR USER INFORMATION
EXCHANGEAND INPUTTO THE SSE PROJECT.
SSE Implementation Approach
The SSE is being developed by Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inc. (LMSC) under contract to NASA. The
development team is located in Houston, TX near the NASA Johnson Space Center. Subcontractors with LMSC are
PRC, SAIC and Ford Aerospace. The six-year contract started on July 10,1987.
The SSE is being developed incrementally. The first SSE system was delivered to the Government, called the
Interim SSE, on September 10, 1987. Operational Increments (OIs) have been delivered periodically to increase the
functionality of the SSE. The SSEDF has been recently upgraded to OI 3.2. This system will be delivered to the user
Software Production Facilities (SPFs) beginning in mid-February. Future OIs are planned for release about every 5
months.
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SSE IMPLEMENTATIONAPPROACH
O SINGLECONTRACTORFORSSE DEVELOPMENT.
o CONTACT AWARDED TO LOCKHEED MISSILES AND
SPACECOMPANY,INC., HOUSTON,TX.
- CONTRACTSTART DATE (CSD)- JULY 10, 1987.
o INCREMENTALDEVELOPMENT.
- INTERIMSSESYSTEM(OPERATIONALINCREMENT1.0)
DELIVEREDSEPTEMBER10, 1987.
- CURRENTLYSSESYSTEMAT 013.2.
- FUTUREors TO BE DELIVEREDEVERY5 MONTHS.
Status and Challenges
The SSE Project Schedule has undergone some replanning in the last year. The original plan called for completion
of the SDR in mid 1988, but achieving a requirements specification that was satisfactory to the user community and
the SSFP took considerably longer than expected Subsequent review points have also slipped. The original approach
called for a replacement system at OI 4.0, but under the revised plan, the interim SSE system is gradually being
refined and will transition to the new SSE architecture by OI 7.0. Meanwhile, the five SPFs have been installed and
are operational at Work Package contractor sites. These contractors have software reviews (PDRs and CDRs) that
require support from the SSE, and these are also depicted on the schedule.
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STATUS AND CHALLENGES
SSE PROJECT SCHEDULE
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$SE Users
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SSE Implementation Status
Software Production Facilities (SPFs) are installed at five Work Package contractor sites: Work Package 1 - Boeing,
Huntsville, AL; Work Package 2 - McDonnell Douglas, Huntington Beach, CA and IBM, Houston, TX; Work
Package 3 - General Electric, King of Prussia, PA; and Work Package 4 - Rocketdyne, Canoga Park, CA. An additional
SPF is planned for support at Kennedy Space Center at Harris Corporation, Rockledge, FL.
The SSE Operational Increment (version) 3.1 is installed on the five operational SPFs. OI 3.2 has already been
installed at the SSEDF and will be installed in the SPFs beginning in February. The next OI will be OI 4.0, ready for
installation in the fall 1990.
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SSE IMPLEMENTATIONSTATUS
O SOFTWAREPRODUCTIONFACILITIESAT 5 SSFP CONTRACTOR
SITES.
- ROCKETDYNE-CANOGAPARK, CA.
- McDONNELLDOUGLAS- HUNTINGTONBEACH, CA.
- BOEING- HUNTSVILLE,AL.
- IBM- HOUSTON,TX.
- GENERALELECTRIC- KINGOF PRUSSIA,PA.
O SSE SOFTWAREPRODUCTIONFACILITYPLANNED FOR
HARRISCORPORATION,ROCKLEDGE,FL.
o SSE CAPABILITIESIN PLACE.
- 013.1 IS INSTALLEDAT THE 5 SPFs.
- OI 3.2 INSTALLATIONWILL BEGINAT SPFsIN FEBRUARY1990.
- OI 4.0 SCHEDULEDFORFALL1990.
SSE Architecture
The architecture for the eventual SSE is a layered one, with very well defined interfaces between the layers, so that it
can evolve over the 30 year life time of the Space Station Freedom. The Common User Interface layer is the external
view the user will have. It will be based on industry standards such as X-windows and OSF/MOTIF. the software
tools that support the users are called "environment applications" and these may be commercial off the shelf (COTS)
products or specially tailored tools and procedures. Below that layer is the Process/Object Management layer which
contains the mechanisms to provide life cycle support for both software development processes and the objects
(specs, designs, code, test procedures, test data, etc.). The lowest layer is the host and workstation platform operating
systems on which the SSE system must run.
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SSEARCHITECTUREI
SSE ARCHITECTURAL MODEL (LONG-TERM)
User-Visible
Views SSE(IntegratedLife-Cycle
SupportforSoftware)
CommonUserInterfaceServices
c_ (Standard.Tailorable.UserInterfaceServices)I--A
EnvironmentApplications
(ConfigurableTools.Rules.Procedures)
Process/ObjectManagement
(Ufe-CycleSupportforProcessesandObjects)
Platform
(Hosts.Workstations.Networks) Interfaces
LogicalLayers
,=,===_,,,=--=SSE StandardInterface
- No InterfaceAcrossLine
SSE Transition Plan
The SSE Project replan includes a transition phase during which the SSE will evolve from the current collection of
proprietary and COTS software to a target architecture which contains the four layers of the final architecture, but
also permits "non-conforming environmental applications" which are COTS that require direct user interface and
cannot be handled through the common user interface services. The SSE Architectural Design Document (contract
document requirements list item number 58) describes the architecture in more detail.
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SSE TRANSITION PLAN
I I I I
SSE SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
CURRENT SSE SSE TARGET ARCHITECTURE
I NON-CONFORMING!APPLICATIONS
'_ i TRANSFORMATION] CommonUserIn,effacePROCEDURES Services
non-slsnds_d Non.
t=fm=, ConformingEnvironment
_c_ APPLICATIONSI __ _ • Envl,onme, Application
; PRO(_SS _ -_PP_" ProcesslObJea
MANAGEMENTir_ Management
AI:4_IE _ Platform
L _i
Non.integrated
SSECompon_t=
O DURING THE TRANSITION PERIOD SPANNING FROM OI 4 THROUGH OI 6 THE
CURRENT SSE WILL EVOLVE FROM A COLLECTION OF PROPRIETARY AND
COTS SOFTWARE CAPABILITIES TO THE NEAR TERM GOAL ARCHITECTURE
DEFINED IN THE SSE ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN DOCUMENT (DRLI 58)
SSE Transition Plan/Cube Model OI 5.0
This is a detail from the SSE Architectural Design document showing the elements of SSE OI 5.0, with several non-
conforming tools, many of which reside on the SSE workstations, and some conforming applications/tools which
are being developed specifically by the SSE Project. Major elements of the Process Object Manager will also be
complete by OI 5.0.
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SSE TRANSITION PLAN
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SSE Functionality
The SSE provides support for software development in Ada. If the SSFP authorizes additional standard languages,
the SSE will be expanded to support them as well.
The SSE Ruleset provides the software standards, guidelines, and procedures to support software acquisition, integra-
tion, verification and maintenance. It provides support to enforce the software policies and standards established by
the SSFP.
The SSE Toolset provides the tools necessary to acquire, integrate and deliver SSFP operational software during all
life cycle phases. The tools encompass the following functional areas: SSE process management; software manage-
ment support; software production; flight software integration, test and verification; data reconfiguration, training,
and library (object) management. The SSE also provides services such as delivery and configuration management of
the SSE software itself, user support, training, and documentation.
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SSE FUNCTIONALITY
o SSESUPPORTSSOFTWAREDEVELOPEDIN ADA.
o SSE RULESETPROVIDESSOFTWARESTANDARDS,GUIDELINESAND PROCEDURES.
o SSE TOOLSET PROVIDES ALL SOFTWARE TOOLS
= NECESSARY TO ACQUIRE, INTEGRATE AND DELIVER
_ SSFP OPERATIONAL SOFTWARE. SSE TOOLS
ENCOMPASS THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONAL AREAS:
- SSE PROCESSMANAGEMENT
- SOFTWAREMANAGEMENTSUPPORT
- SOFTWAREPRODUCTION
- FLIGHTSOFTWAREINTEGRATION,TESTAND VERIFICATION
- DATARECONFIGURATION
- TRAINING
- LIBRARY(OBJECT)MANAGEMENT
o SSESERVICESENABLE SSE USAGEFORSSFP.
SSE Requirements Specification
/
The SSE functional and detailed requirements have been documented in the project documents DRLI 16 and 72.
This chart indicates the various categories of requirements and how they are organized in the SSE Requirements
Specification Document (DRLI 72) Some requirements specifically support user activities and others are computer
process support requirements.
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SSE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
I
SSE REQUIREMENTS ORGANIZATION SECTION4.8
SECTIONS 4.2 - 4.7 (ANCILLARY
(NECESSARY FOR OPERATIONAL SIW DEVELOPMENT) FUNCTIONS)
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SECTION 4.1 OPERATING SYSTEM INTERFACE
COMPUTER DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
PROCESS INICATIq
SUPPORT USER INTERFACE
MANAGEMENT
REQUIREMENTS PROCESS EXECUTIVE
SSE Project Overview/Functional Capabilities
The allocation of the requirements to the SSE architecture is depicted in this diagram which shows various elements
in the SSE design and the categories of tools or functional areas contained in each. The SSE architectural design has
evolved so that the terms "Framework" and "Test and Tools Harness" have been replaced. The process manage-
ment element is now part of the Process/Object Management layer, and the tools are called environment appli-
cations. The functional capability of the harness is embodied in the interface between the common user interface
and the environment applications layers.
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SSE PROJECT OVERVIEW
SSE Functional Capabilities
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Implications and Future Potential
In the near term, the SSE Project will need to focus its resources on providing support to the most critical needs of
the Space Station Freedom development teams. With each OI, the SSE will transition more towards the long term
architecture. As the Process Object manager evolves, a more object-oriented approach will be enabled, and the lay-
ered architecture will have better defined interfaces. The well-defined interface layers will permit changes within
any of the layers without a cascading impact on the entire system.
The primary benefits of the SSE will probably not be evident until the Space Station Freedom is in orbit and the pro-
gram reaches a sustaining engineering and growth status. Then the disciplined software approach enabled by the
SSE will make the continued operation and expansion of the software much more tractable.
The layered architecture of the SSE also provides great potential for migrating new software technologies to the SSE,
such as improved requirements analysis tools, expert system design aids, elaborate reuse library support, and formal
verification.
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IMPLICATIONSAND FUTURE POTENTIAL
O NEARTERM- SSE PROJECTWILL FOCUSON SUPPORTING
WORK PACKAGE CONTRACTORDEVELOPMENTEFFORTS
o EVOLUTIONTO SSE LAYEREDARCHITECTUREPROVIDES
GOOD BASIS FOR CONTINUEDGROWTH AND IMPROVEMENT
OF SSE CAPABILITIES.
..,3
c,o
o SUSTAININGENGINEERINGOF SSFPSOFTWARE USING
THE SSE RULESAND TOOLS WILL BE MORETRACTABLE
AND COSTEFFECTIVETHAN UNDISCIPLINEDDEVELOPMENT
ANDSUPPORT.
o NEWSOFTWARETECHNOLOGIESCAN MIGRATETO THE SSE,
SUCHAS IMPROVEDREQUIREMENTSANALYSISTOOLS,
EXPERTSYSTEMDESIGNAIDS, ELABORATEREUSELIBRARY
SUPPORTAND FORMALVERIFICATION.
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• FaultToleranceApproach
• AdvancedInformationProcessingSystem(AIPS)
• FaultTolerantParallelProcessor(FTPP)
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= Lro@jBASELINE DESIGN AND VALIDATION PROCESS
• Baselineprocessorandnetwork architecturesfor spacestationrely
on a combinationof computerself-testsand diagnosticsand
additionaldiagnosticsby the crewto:
- detect and isolatein-orbitfailuresof computers,networksand
-_._ their interfacesto sensorsand subsystems
- reconfigure,repairand revalidatethe systemfollowingeach
componentfailure
• Designandvalidationof distributedfault tolerantarchitecturesis
accomplishedby extensivetestingof ad hocdesignswhich have
beenput togetherusingsubjectivecriteria
F NEED FOR VALIDATEDFAULTTOLERANT ARCHITECTURES
• A validatedfault tolerantcomputersystemarchitectureis
requiredthat canautonomously:
- monitoritsown status
- monitorthe statusof sensorsandsubsystemswith which it
interfaces
- detectand isolatefaults in computers,networks,sensorsand
oo"_ subsystems
- reconfigurethe resourcesin realtimeto continueto performall
the criticalfunctionswithoutmanual(crew) interventionfor
reconfigurationand revalidation
• As SpaceStationevolvesto supportadvancedmissions,its
computersystemarchitecturemustalso extendto support:
- mixedredundancy
- functionmigration
- reliablecommunicationbetweenphysicallydistributed
_ computersof differentredundancylevels j
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DRAPER APPROACH TO ._
=_L_o_j_ FAULT TOLERANT COMPUTER DESIGN
• Draperlab hasdesignedfault tolerantcomputerswhichpossessthe
followingattributes:
- validatable
._ - Byzantineresilient
_o
- very lowfault toleranceoverheads
- fault toleranceand redundancymanagementare transparentto user
c_.._ BYZANTINEFAULTSDEFINITION
• A Byzantinefault is an arbitrarybehavioron part of a hardware
component,a softwaremoduleor a logicalentity
• A particularlymaliciousmanifestationof a byzantinefault is a
"lying fault"
oo
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BYZANTINE RESILIENCE- MOTIVATION
-- _l_r@_j_
DesignExample:
• Highlyreliabledigitalcontrol
oo • 10e-9per hour maximumsystemloss
probability
• 10e-4 per hour channel failure rate (typical)
c_.._ BYZANTINE RESILIENCE- MOTIVATION
Approach 1:
• Enumerateeach possible failure mode and
provide a fault tolerance technique for each
• Uncoveredfailure probability must be less
than < 10e-5
Oo
bo
Problems:
• Mustdemonstratethat fewer than 1 in
100,000failurescan cause lossof control
• Difficultvalidationproblem
• Difficultreliabilityanalysisproblem
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__r_ BYZANTINERESILIENCE- MOTIVATION "_
Strangefailure mode: Failureon A's transmit
bus causes B, C, and D to diverge
OO O O O O
Processor Processor Processor Processor
A B C D
J lJl i i _ I J Jl _ i "I'm OK" _ Jl jk "*(&(*" J Jl ]_ "I'm OK"
I
If ,
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BYZANTINERESILIENCE- MOTIVATION
Examples of strange failure modes:
• In-flightfailureof YC-14flight controlcomputer
• Promiscuousnetworknodefailure
• FTPPinconsistentvote errors
Oo
• FTP power supply-inducederror
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_p_Lr_j_ BYZANTINERESILIENCE _'_
Approach2:
• Makeno guessesabout likelyfailure modes
• Tolerate arbitraryfailurebehavior:
"Byzantine Resilience"
= Advantages:¢j1
• Theoreticalrequirementsfor Byzantine
Resiliencewell-knownand unambiguous
• Easiervalidationandanalysisproblem
• Higherreliabilitythanotherapproaches
F BYZANTINERESILIENCE- REQUIREMENTS
Theoreticallycorrect implementationof Byzantine
Resiliencerequires:
• Bitwisecomparisonof resultsemanating
from redundant sites of equivalent state
complexity
Go
Cr_
• 3f+1 fault containment regions (FCRs)
• 2f+1 inter-FCR connectivity
• f+l round inter-FCR protocol
• FCRsynchrony
J
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F BYZANTINE RESILIENCE-REQUIREMENTS _'_
1-ByzantineResilientprocessingsite:
• 4 identicalFCRs
• fully connected
• 2-roundinteractiveconsistency
= protocol
• synchronous
Fault
Containment
Region
Disjoint
Paths
F ADVANCEDINFORMATIONPROCESSINGSYSTEM
_LI_ _ _
Objective
Developan.ob'ectivej,knowledgebase,and demonstrate,systembuilding
b!ockswhich wdl allowachievementof vahdatedfault tolerant
d=str=butedcomputersystemarchutecturesfor a broad range o_
advancedaerospaceapplications.
oo Accomplishments
OO
Demonstrated major attributes of the AIPS architecture using the
engineering model:
Validatability
Distributed computation
Mixed redundancy
Faulttolerance(processors,networks,interfaces)
Damagetolerance
Gracefuldegradation
Expandability
Transparencyof faulttoleranceto applicationsprogrammer
Lowfault toleranceoverhead
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F ADVANCEDINFORMATIONPROCESSINGSYSTEM
= _k'_'J
Accomplishments
Producedan analyticaland empiricalknowledgebasefor the validation
of the AIPSarchitectureand buildincjblocks:
Architecturedesign rulesand guidelines
Analyticalreliabilityand availabilitymodels
oo Analyticalperformancemodels
Empiricalreliabilitydata
Empiricalperformancedata
Analyticalcost models
Completedthe distributedengineeringmodelfor the demonstrationof
the AIPSattributesand for test & evaluation;Demonstratedthe
followingbuildingnblocks:
3 triplex FTPs
1 simplexprocessor
triplexintercomputernetwork
meshI/O network
SystemServicessoftware(85,000linesof Ada Code)
AIPS BUILDINGBLOCKS: HARDWARE
FAULTTOLERANTPROCESSORS Simplex • Duplex_ Triplex
o INTERCONNECTION
NETWORKS _ -o--o---o-
MESH BRAIDED REDUNDANT RING REDUNDANT
MESH BUSES RINGS
INTERFACES
Input/Output Interfaces
Inter-C0mputerInterfaceSequencer
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F AIPS BUILDINGBLOCKS: SOFTWARE -_
LOCALSYSTEMSERVICES:
Ada RealTime OperatingSystem
FTP RedundancyManagement
LocalTime Management
INPUT/OUTPUT(1/O)SYSTEMSERVICES:
I/O UserCommunications
I/O RedundancyManagement
INTERCOMPUTER(IC) SYSTEMSERVICES:
Ada DistributedSynchronous
Communications
IC User Communications
IC RedundancyManagement
SYSTEMMANAGER:
FunctionAllocation& Migration
System RedundancyManagement
GlobalTime Management j
F AIPSENGINEERINGMODELCONFIGURATION _'_
I/0 NETWORK
15 NODE CONFIGURATION
R M LAYER Triplex N LAYER
Inter-Computer
Network
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AIPS ENGINEERINGMODEL -_
i
Triplex vrP
(Site 2) Triplex FTP Triplex WI'P
(Site 3) (Site 4)
G
t
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Simplex Processor
c_..._ TRIPLEXFTP CHARACTERISTICS "_
AIPS FAULT TOLERANT PROCESSOR
10"
11"
¢JD
SIZE: 0.8 CUBIT FEET
WEIGHT: 50 Ibs
POWER: 42 watts
THROUGHPUT: 20 MIPS
MEMORY: 4 MBYTES
RELIABILITY: 106- 107 hrs MTBCF
PROB. OF FAILURE: 10 -6 to 10"7per hour
REDUNDANCY: Triplex (Expandable to quad)
FAULT TOLERANCE: Fail-Operational, Fail-Safe
MODULARITY: Highly Modular
EXPANDABILITY: Network of FTPs ,
,- I II ) I I I I I I i ! I I I 1 I I , J
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___l_j_ ADVANCEDLAUNCHSYSTEMAVIONICSBLOCKDIAGRAM
DUPLEX FFP QUAD FTPS
ADAPTIVE
SENSOR IMU/GPS GUIDANCE & CONTROl
PROCESSING PROCESSING +
(NON.CRITICAL) CRITICALSENSORPROCESSING
€,D
REDUNDANT
RINGS
O O
PROPULSION PROPULSION PROPULSION
CONTROL CONTROL I o I CONTROL
ENGINE #I ENGINE #2 ENGINE #N
TRIPLEX FTPS
j
F FAULTTOLERANTPARALLELPROCESSOROBJECTIVES
• Developconceptsapplicableto highreliabilityparallelprocessing
• Demonstratekeyconceptsvia proofof concept
• MakeFTPPavailableto NASA/DoDcommunity
F ATTRIBUTEScF_
• Message-passingparallelcomputer
• Messagesserve both intercomputercommunicationand fault
tolerantpurposes
• Efficienthardwareimplementationof fault tolerance-specificfunctions
..,3
F ATTRIBUTES (CONT.)gP
• Highlyreconfigurable
- Tradesredundancyfor throughputin real time
- Allowsvarietyof redundancymanagementmodes
• Supportsdissimilarprocessingsites
oo
• Supportsoff-the-shelfcomponents
• Programmablein C, ADA,or Assembler
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F FTPP POC CONFIGURATION
Primary - Elements
Fault _.
Containment
Region
Network Element
J_--N-
\
_ Fault
Containment
Region
QI Quad 1
TI Triad 1
__ S1-$9 Simplexes 1-9 j
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"_ A FAULT-TOLERANT RISC MI CROPROCESSOR
FOR SPACECRAFT APPLI CAT IONS
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HARRY BE NZ
NASA/L aRC {O,
REDUCED INSTRUCT ION SET COMPUTER
COHTROL UNIT DATA AND ADDRESS UNIT
ADDRESS ADDER . i
PC IHCREHENTER/HUX
GEHERAL REGISTERS (32 x 3Z)
ALU
HARDHIRED
(HOT MICROPROGRAMMED) SHIFTER
NULTIPLIER/DIUIDER
I HTERRUPT UHI T
I NTERRUPT REGI STERS
PRIORITY IHTERRUPT LOGIC
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FAULT TOLERANT REGISTERS
GENERAL REGISTERS CHECK BI'IS
[32 x 32)
DOOBLE-RA I L
ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION LOGIC [
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"_ FAULT _/ ////s/"TOLERANT ALU
s -/\\ , o°
FAULT TOLERANT ALU
DATA A DATA B
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DOUBLE RAIL CMOS LOG IC
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High Rate
Science Data Handling
_=_
_=_
_=_
JPL
Z
Richard Masline €_),
January 16, 1990
• bJ
JPL HIGH RATE SCIENCE DATA HANDLING
• Performed under the auspices (and funding) of the PE&A office.
• Documented in "Data Handling Options for Space Station Freedom
Program Office", JPL Document No. JPL D-6746, dated September 19, 1989.
• Methodology
, Identify User Requirements
• Establish Baseline SSF capability
• Evaluate experiments' requirements
• Identify shortfalls
• Locate new and emerging technologies that may address problems
• Develop a system architecture that addresses the problems
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JPL
SCIENCENEEDS
. VERSUS
c,o
TECHNOLOGY
Jpl_ HIGH RATE SCIENCE DATA HANDLING
SCIENCE NEEDS VS. TECHNOLOGY
• ExperimentNeeds
• 2[ X2rby 8 hit _ 1000 frames/se¢(Fps)
Mass Transport • SSFProvisions
• l[X _001_by _ bit@ 1000Fps eNTSC- 256KX 256K at30 Fps
ThermophysicalMeasurements Broadcastquarry
• 31[• 11[by 4 bitm 2000 Fps 512K z 512K at30 Fp$
MJ_>grsvityCombustion Studioquality
• _1[XSl_by8bite I000Fps
Cr'yst.=llization o( Spheres .HDTV - ApproximatelyIK X IK at30 Fps
a Z001[X 2661[by 4 bit• 6000 Fps Broadcastquality
Poo4boilin| IKX IKat60 Fpa
• 101[X 101[by 8bit• 1.000,000Fpa Studioquality
_tainerles,Processial
S(_AM • Bestrufgedizedisplay2K X 2K at72 Fps
Plus• wholehootofotherrater
• Axe theneedsschieveable?
• Are theresolutionsiJ'we arenotgoin8toflyfilminSSF?
Yes,by F'tl..: Yes,work isprogressingtowardfast,large,disitalCCD focal
The _parilon offilmretolut_ontopLxelretoluLionf planes:
a(X_0isverydi/1'iculLAfterdi_ussionswith_ieatistsat
1[odaL,!developedan understandingthattheboundariesof • Kodakisproducinga 2K X 2K focalplanebasedon theirmelspi.xel
Trim re_oluUo_ Jurebest represented by an eUipse on this camera, which their scientists believe can be developed to • 1000
_li_-t. Variables such as light _ource, temperature. Fps camera.
handlJnt, time. _oee.iag. backing, grain size, etc. Ll'fect
the results. • Ford Aerospace has a 4K X 4K foczl plane which could be developed
Ifone were to8o by linepairresolutionfigures,then torun at1000Fps.
16MM miSht be €onsldered to produce a resolution of 26K X
201'.Thisisno¢.a reali_ccalculation.ReaGtyismuch less • Q-Dothastestunitsdesignedtorun at1000 Fps,whichtheyplanto
than that, but published compari_ns have not been round, evolve into I 0,000 Fps.
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SCIENCE NEEDS VRS TECHNOLOGY
16384 x 16384 --
8192x8192 --
35 mm
COLOR DOMAIN OF4096 x 4096 -
INTEREST
2048 x 2048 --
HIGH
DISPLAYS
_ FORD
1024 x 1024 _ KODAKHDTV
QDOT
512 x 512 _ I I 16STUDIO MONOCHRC
_=11
_'1114.
256 x 256
NTSC
I 16m
II COLOR
128_128- I I
__1 LJ ]. L i
10 30 60 100 1000 10K 10OK 1M 1.6M
72 FRAMES/SECOND
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JPL HIGH RATE SCIENCE DATA HANDLING
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
This chart his no vertic•I axis. The only axis is the horizontal one, which is eaUbtated in bits per second on •
logarithmicKale.The bitspersecondistheinputoroutputrateo(thedevicesunderconsideration.
• There •re listed various career• configurations on the left which •ddress the needs on the previous charL
• The fastest commerciatty available camera, 192 X 240 @ 2000 Fps, is from Spin Physics.
• The rates a output of these cameras far exceed the Spin Physics c•mer• system.
• They exceed the capabity of FDDIand TDRSSby even larser mar$ins.
OO
• What can be done to cloee this gap?
• Transporthedata*Fibertechnology
I Gigtbit and gre•ter
• Process the data
MCI¢¢- Blitzen chip * 10 GByte/sec I10
AMT -DAP 620+ - 1,6GByte/secIlO
• Record the data
1.9 GBytelseeingest rate
• Downlinkthe d•te
1-5 Gbit downtinlts can be built
Airborne receipt can be done
• Opticalholographicmemories
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TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
10K x 10K AT IM FPS /f•J
BY 8 BITS
OPTICAL HOLOGRAPHIC _MEMORIES
UNISYS _DOWNLINK
RECORDERSRAM IN 6.25 in2 -- PROCESSING
HOECHST-CELANESE • SWITCHING DOMAIN
BY 24 BITS _ FIBER TECHNOLOGY
2K x 2K AT 1000 FPS _ STATED EXPERIMENTAL
BY 8 BITS DOMAIN
BY32 BITS • M
1.3K x 1K AT 1000 FP.S • C
BY8BITS • M
iK x 1K AT 1000 FPS
BY8 BITS
BLI1-ZENBY MCNC •
AT&T •
ilaULTRA • . •
SCS •
192 x 240 AT 2000 FPS J. I [ I J_ I
BY 8 BITS
#., , 109 1010 1011 1012 1013 1014 1015/ \
/ I BITS PER SECOND
FDDI / TI_RSS
.,.--. SSF DOMAIN
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JPl., HIGH RATE SCIENCE DATA HANDLING
CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE
• Begin with SSF baseline
Experiment
DMS
C&T
• Add:
I. A control structure. This could reside within the DMS, but we
did not wish to alter the DMS.
2, Camera to view the experiment
3. Processors
- Camera head
- Router or switch
- Image analysis
4. Network (may include the router in 3)
,,
i'ii 5. Recorders
6. Random store = Holographic memory or parallel disk
7. Direct downlink
\
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JPL HIGH RATE SCIENCE DATA HANDLING
CONCLUSIONS
• Science needs will exceed capacity of existing or planned systems to
transmit to earth.
• Capability to generate image data will continue to exceed capacity to
transmit to earth.
_ • The need for mechanisms to capture, route, process, manage, analyze
= and store High Rate Data are common to many experiments.
• Technology for these mechanisms can be made available.
• The scientist must actively participate in the development.
• The system must be easily adaptable to changes in requirements
and technology.
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LaRC TECHNOLOGYFORSPACE STATION
EVOLUTION
OPTICALDISKTECHNOLOGY
SPACEFLIGHTOPTICALDISK RECORDER
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SPACEFLIGHT OPTICAL DISK RECORDER
A NASA programto develop a high performance (high rate, high capacity) rewriteableoptical disk
recorder focused on use aboard unmanned polar orbiting platforms is underway at Langley
Research Center. An expandablesystem concept is proposed consistingof multiple drive modules
and a modularcontroller.System goals are 160 gigabyte capacity at up to 1.2 gigabits per second,
concurrent I/O, varying data rates, and five year operating life in orbit. Drive performance goals are
10 gigabyte capacity, 300 megabit/secondtransfer rate, 101° corrected BER and 250 millisecond
access time.
Although developmentis currently focused on Eos polar orbiting platforms,the SODR is an enabling
capability for many future missions, such as Space Shuttle and Space Station Freedom payloads,
Mars Rover,and polar and geostationaryorbiting platforms.A possible Space Station applicationfor
SODR is that of a dedicatedresourceto store the high speed optical data recordedand transmitted
from microgravity science experiments.Surveys conducted for a workshop sponsored by NASA-
Lewis in May 1988 show that a minimallyconfigured SODR can meet the requirementsof manyof
,_ the investigators.¢.o
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3.1-SPACEFLIGHTOPTICALDISKRECORDER(SODR)
OBJECTIVE
DeVelopanddemonstratecomponentsand subsystemsrequiredto providehigh-performance(highrate, highcapacity)
randomfile accessstoragesystemsbased onerasableopticaldisk technologyfor futurespaceflightmissions. This
includesdevelopmentof magneto-opticdisk media,diode laserarray,write/read/eraseelectro-optichead,diskdrive
unlt_and systemcontroller.
DESCRIPTION
Keytechnologiesthat formthe basis for the systemare14-inchmagneto-opticmedia,9-elementdiode laserarrays,
multi-trackelectro-optichead,and versatilesystemcontroller. The arealdensity (bit/area)of opticalmedia,is projected
to beeightto twentytimesthat of magneticmedia. The SODRgoal is 10gigabit perdisk. The useof a diodearray
and supportingelectro-opticheadto write, read,anderaseeight simultaneousdata trackson eachsurfaceprovides
highdata rate. Theper headgoal is 150 megabits/secor 300 megabit/drive.The conceptis a dual-sideddisk, two
heads,and supportingelectronicsinto a diskdrive package. An associatedmodularcontrolleris to bedevelopedto
producea configurable,expandablesystemwhichcanprovideupto onegigabit/secratesand 1.2terabitcapacities.
NASARATIONALEANDBENEFIT
Highperformancerandomfileaccessstorageis anenhancingand enablingcapability. Thecurrentprogramfocusis
applicationaboardPolarOrbitingPlatformsin supportof the EarthObservingSystem. Highperformanceoptical
recordinghaspotentialpayoffto manymajorNASAprogramsincludingthe SpaceTransportationSystem,Space
Station,includingGEOand PolarPlatforms,SpaceScienceand Exploration(e.g.,MarsRoverand LunarBase). There
arepotentialbenefitsto DoDspaceprograms,groundbasedGovernmentand commercialprograms,andthe
establishmentof nationalleadershipin criticaltechnologyareas.
STATUS/ ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Feasibilitywasdemonstratedin the lab in 1988. Thisyear the SODRprogramhasdevelopeda new laserstructure,
deliveredimprovedlaserswith 100 hour burnin, completedpreliminaryenvironmentaltestingof aluminumand glass
mediawithglassselectedasthe newbaseline,continuedcharacterizationand enhancementof the breadboarddrive
redefinedgoalsof a drivebrassboardreflectingDoDparticipation,establishedrequirementsand initiatedbreadboard
controllerdesign.
TechnicalContact:Tom Shull,LaRC,(804)864-1874(FTS928-1874)
The SODR program is sponsored by NASA's Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology and
managed by Langley Research Center. The objective is to develop and demonstrate the
technology,componentsand subsystems needed to achieve rewriteable optical disk mass storage
systemsfor space flight applications. The fundamental elements associated with this development
include the following: a) 14 inch dual-sided magneto-optic (MO) media, b) independently
addressable10-elementsolid state laser diode arrays, c) an eight data track electro-optic(EO) head
and d) electronicand mechanicaldrive subsystems.
Media studies have addressed the MO performance and suitability of glass versus aluminum
substratesfor harsh environments.Tests includedvibration, thermal cycling and outgassing.A blank
glass disk survived62 G rms randomvibration. Results indicate that glass is the preferredsubstrate
from both a performanceand cost viewpoint.
Laser developmentis focused on longevityand yield improvements.This includesfine tuning of the
laser structure and process refinement.Conversionto a new growth technique is being considered.
Techniquesare being studied to stabilize the lasing frequencythat can shift due to optical feedback
and aging.
The current spot geometry and spacing on the 14 inch disk support a capacity of 5 gigabytes per
side. The disk is formatted in a continuousspiral consisting of preformattedpermanent pilot track
that contains the radius (track number) identification data. This enables closed loop recordingand
playback that cannot be achieved with a concentric ring pattern. The permanent pilot track lies in
the center of a data band of eight rewriteabletracks 1.4 l_m apart. There is a 2.1 l_m guard band
betweendata bands to accommodatethe laser's 0.7 l_mspot diameter.
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SPACEFLIGHTOPTICALDISKRECORDER
Each SODR drive contains one 14" dual sided storage disk. The concept of a storage module
refers to two drives mountedwith counter rotating disks for angular momentum compensation.One
disk surface and its associated hardwareare referred to as a device (two devices perdrive). In the
current design the device is the minimum functionalunit. The minimumdeliverablephysicalunit is a
drive. The physical device contains the media and its supporting mechanisms.This includes the
optical heads, rotating disks, photodetectors,and the support subsystems (mechanical,optical and
electronic) needed to read or write information on the media. The goal for each drive is 10
Gigabytes of data capacityand 300 Mbpsdata throughput.
Drive specific functions required to transfer data from the user to the medium will be performed
within the storage module. These include sector mapping, data encoding, error detection and
correction (EDAC), buffering, overhead formatting,and command interpretations(seek, read, write
and erase).
_. The physical characteristicsof the projectedflight drive (dual device and device controller)are as
follows:
DEVICE CONTROLLER
SIZE: 3/4 FT 1/4 FT
WEIGHT: 45 LBS 15 LBS
POWER:Write 150 50 W 50 W
Write 300 70 W 100 W
Read 150 75 W 50 W
Read300 130 W 100 W
Erase300 70 W 0 W
ANGULARMOMENTUM:1 FT-LB-S
OVERALL DIMENSIONS:15.3"x 6.5" x 17.9"
DISK DRIVE
ELECTROOPTICHEAD
(SURFACE1}
ELECTROOPTICHEAD
(SURFACE2)
PERFORMANCEGOALS
10 GIGABYTE CAPACITY
300 MEGABITPERSECOND
14,.,M01rtlSl( 250 MILLISECONDACCESS
(TWO SURFACES)
The SODR is an expandable modular system which consists of a modular SODR Controller and
multiplestorage modules. Current plans are to design and build the SODR Controllerat LaRC and
to obtain the storage module design and developmentthrough outside sources. The RODR can be
modularly configured to provide up to 1.8 gigabits per second data transfer rate and up to 160
gigabytecapacity.
The primaryfunctional requirements of the SODR Controller are flexibility, high data rate, high
capacity, simultaneous I/0 through multiple ports, random access to files, and high reliability.
Flexibility will be provided by the system's modularity that allows the system to be configured to
meet different application requirements. Random access to data is an inherent feature in disk
storage systems. This feature will be provided by the controller in the form of random access to
files. The primary goals for system reliability include up to 1012 corrected BER and a minimum of
two to five years operating life in orbit.
The SODR Controllerwill perform standard data transfer functions such as directory management,
resource allocation and scheduling that remove the user from the physical details of the storage
modules. There are differences between the SODR Controller and other high performance
controllers.The SODR Controller also provides higher and variable data transfer rates, contains a
greater numberof modules (more than eight), and supportsdynamic reconfiguration,fault tolerance,
adaptablefile managementphilosophy and reprogrammablesystem algorithms. Also, the command
and data ports are separated to achieve the desired reconfigurabilityand data throughput.
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ELECTRONIC NEURAL NETWORKS
JET PROPULSIONLABORATORY
BACKGROUND
• NEURAL NETWORKS OFFER A TOTALLY NEW APPROACHTO II_FORMATION
PROCESSING TtlAT IS ROBUST, FAULT-TOLERANT, AND FAST.
• MODELS OF NEURAL NETWORKS ARE BASED ON HIGHLY PARALLEL AND
DISTRIBUTIVE ARCHITECTURES.
• JPL IS DEVELOPING ELECTRONIC IMPLEMENTATIONS OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL
NETWORKS TO EXPLOIT THEIR EMERGENT PROPERTIES FOR "INTELLIGENT"
KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS.
• IN AN ELECTRONIC EMBODIMENT, "NEURONS" ARE REPRESENTED BY
THRESHOLD AMPLIFIERS, AND "SYNAPSES" BY RESISTORS. INFORMATION IS
STORED IN THE VARYING STRENGTHS OF SYNAPTIC CONNECTIONS.
• ELECTRONIC IMPLEMENTATIONS OF APPLICATION -SPECIFIC HIGH SPEED
NEUROPROCESSORS FOR:
• ASSOCIATIVE RECONSTRUCTION
• CARTOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
• RESOURCE ALLOCATION
• GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION
• AUTONOMOUS CONTROL
\
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INTRODUCTION
• ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS:
• MASSIVELY PARALLEL ARCHITECTURES INSPIRED
BY THE NATURE'S APPROACH TO INTELLIGENT
INFORMATION PROCESSING
h_
¢o
• KEY QUESTIONS :
• WHAT GOOD ARE THEY ?
• CAN THEY DO SOMETHING UNIQUE FOR SPACE
STATION ?
• WHEN WILL THEY DELIVER?
NUMBERS!
10 14
, A HUMAN BRAINHAS OVER 10 NEURONSAND 10 SYNAPSES.
3
• HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATIONSTODAY ARE AT ABOUT 10 NEURONS
5
AND 10 SYNAPSES.
I--L
,€=
BUT • THE BRAIN IS NOT FULLY CONNECTED!
• THE CURRENT ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS ARE ALREADY
PROVING THEMSELVES EXTREMELY USEFUL.
• NEURAL NETWORKS ARE NOT GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTERS.
THEY ARE SPECIAL-PURPOSE HIGH PERFORMANCE
CO-PROCESSORS.
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JPL NEURAL NETWORK
BASIC COMPONENTS: NEURONS
SYNAPSES
ELECTRONIC IMPLEMENTATION:
I.a,
O1
INPUT NEURON OUTPUT
ELECTRONIC NEURAL NETWORKS
,lETPROPUI_SIONLABORATORY
NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURES
3_.__
INPUT INPUT
X.__.
L
_! _-_ OUTPUT
OUTPUT _
FEEDBACK NETWORK __
dui ui
t_i _ = _TijVj it i + li FEEDFOrtWARD, LAYERED
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ELECTRONICIMPLEMENTATIONS
o JPL'S APPROACHHAS BEEN:
o TO DEVELOPNEURAL NET "BUILDING BLOCKS" FOR MODULARHARDWARE
o TO VERIFY,DESIGNOF NEUROCIRCUIT_;IN SIMULATION
p--L
o TO TAILOR "NEUROPROCESSORS" FOR SELECTEDAPPLICATIONS
o, TECHNOLOGIES:
o VLSh CMOS, BIPOLAR,AND EEPROM
(FLOATING GATE) -'
o THINFILM: AMORPHOUSSEMICONDUCTORS,ELECTROCHROMIC
MATERIALS,ANDCHEMICALMICROSWITCHES
o HYBRID: VLSI/THIN FILM, SINGLE/MULTI-CHIP,WAFER-LEVELINTEGRATION
VLSI/THIN FILM HYBRID HARDWARE
FOR NEUROCOMPUTING
1024 CAPACITOR-REFRESII,
ANALOG SYNAPSE CItlP 17-NEURON ARRAY CItlP
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DARPA DOD
ELECTRONIC NEURAL NETWORKS
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
CASCADABLE, PROGRAMMABLE, 32 x 32 SYNAPTIC CMOS CHIP
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JPL COMPUTATION WITH ANALOG
PARALLEL PROCESSING
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NEURAL NETWORK CELLULARARRAY CUSTOM THIN FILM
ARCHITECTURES PROCESSORS MICRODEVICES
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• ASSOCIATIVE • PATH PLANNING • HIGH-DENSITY
MEMORY INTERCONNECTIONS
• RESOURCE
• AUTONOMOUS ALLOCATION • NON-VOLATILE
CONTROL ANALOG MEMORIES
• GLOBAL
OPTIMIZATION "
• CARTOGRAPHIC
ANALYSIS
FEATURES OF NEUROPROCESSORS
. APPLICATION-SPECIFIC ARCHITECTURES
• FINE-GRAIN, MASSIVELY PARALLEL, ANALOG, ASYNCHRONOUS
PROCESSING
• EXTREMELY HIGH SPEED: TERRA-OPS RANGE
• INHERENT FAULT-TOLERANCE
; UNIQUE CAPABILITIES TO "LEARN" FROM EXPERIENCE AND
SELF-ORGANIZE
., TRULYENABLINGNATURE,COMPLEMENTINGTHE ABILITIESOF HIGH
SPEED DIGITAL MACHINES
APPLICATIONS OF NEUROPROCESSORS
, AUTOMATIONAND ROBOTICS
•" ON-BOARD, REAL-TIME, GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION
,.., • ALLOCATION AND MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES
h3
• AUTONOMOUS,SCHEDULING,SEQUENCING,AND EVENT-DRIVEN
MISSIONREPLANNING
• SCIENCE DATA ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT
• PATTERN RECOGNITION, CLASSIFICATION
• MODELING OF LARGE SYSTEMS
• CODING, DECODING, ASSOCIATIVE RECONSTRUCTION
FROM CORRUPT DATA
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A DEDICATED PROCESSOR FOR PATH PLANNING
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. MASSIVELYPARALLEL,ANALOG,
ASYNCHROF;OUSPROCESSING
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• ACCEPTABLE SOLUTION IN REAL TIME,
THAN THE BEST SOLUTION AFTER A LONG
TIME
• ORDERSOF MAGNITUDESPEED '_ " ......
+ .%,,:_ .IMPROVEMENT,PARTICULARLYFOR "WHAT "'.....
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HARDWARE DETAIL FOR SIGNAL SORTER
AND MAP SEPARATES APPLICATIONS
IIO BUS
._.j_ :32 x :32
_ MUX SYNAPSE SIGNAL SORTER 128-1024 INPUT UNITSDOWNLOAD INPUT -'-!._/ CHiP -"-"
INTERFACE NEURON MAP SEPARATES 64-256 INPUT UNITS32 x 32
64-CH "-_ SYNAPSE
--V ClIIP
I_ 32 x 32
DOWNLOAD INPUT _ CHIP I
iNTERFACE _IEURON 32 x32 _.__] ____ 32 _._j_ 32 x32 32
/
L
O_
__j\ 32 x 32
_ MUX SYNAPSE
DOWNLOAD INPUT "--i/ CHIPtEURONINTERFACE 32 x 32
64-CH "_ SYNAPSE
CHIP
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JPLNEURAL NETWORK SYSTEM INTERFACE
DIRECT DIRECT
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RAPID HAI--IDWARE PROTOTYPING OF
NEURAL PROCESSORS FOR "REAL" PROBLEMS
THE PROBLEMS
• MAP KNOWLEDGE BASE APPLICATIONS REQUIRING LARGE AMOUNTS
OF DATA ArID IIIGII SPEED PiIOCESSING
* CROSS-COUNTilY MOBILITY DETERMINATION" A MULTIDIMEN-
SIONAL EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE MINIMIZATION PrlOBLEM
• GENERATION OF MAP SEPARATES: AN IMAGE SEGMENTATION
oo PROBLEM
• DETERMINATION OF "BEST" PATII: A ROUTING PROBLEM
THE ,SOLUTION
• DEDICATED NEUROPROCESSORS IMPLEMENTING NEURAL ALGOFIITIIMS
FOR SOLVING TIIESE PROBLEMS
• THESE NEUI1OPROCESSORS WILL BE INTEIIFACED Wllll A PORTABLE
ASAS WORK STATION (PAWS) FOil USEI! EVALUATION AT "[llE CENTEll
FOR SIGNALS WARFARE (CSW)
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JPL NEURAL NETS FOR ROBOTIC CONTROL
LAYERED, FEED-FORWARD NETS WITH ABILITIES TO 'LEARN' FROM 'EXPERIENCE'
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OUTPUT
• LEARNING ALGORITHM: ERROR BACK PROPAGATION
• 'KNOWLEDGE' IS ACCUMULATED IN THE ANALOG SYNAPTIC WEIGHTS
ERROR BACKPROPAGATION ALGORITHM
FOR LEARNING
RANDOMIZE SYNAPTIC WEIGI.ITS
FEED INPUT /"
TRAINING SET FORWARD PASS
° I COMPARE OUTPUT WIT11 ADJUST WEIGIITSDESIR ED TA RG ET
AWij = l]SiO i
GEN El/.ATE ERI_.OR VECTOR
IS LEARNING COMPLETE?
YES < , ERROR < TOLERANCE > NO
STORE WEIG HTS
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JPL RESOURCE ALLOCATION MATRIX
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GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION NEUROPROCESSOR
• RESOURCEALLOCATION -_ii,; ..........
• DYNAMICASSIGNMENT %.
"\ ± ......o
• MESSAGE ROUTING _Jlll- ,,,! ._llr_
tlceniwrotor 3 l't)l 1[;1!I_11IIA I UIIS
• TARGET-WEAPONPAIRING O
• LOADBALANCING 3 ^1i.i. _sll_s!_,_^_:11
..
J') "_) t;IIIII.EI_Ii,I./_ILIII 111 AUIIIEVE
• MULTI-TARGETTRACKING z j" H..Hv_-',,"_.^U_'_sl
,-,, • SEQUENCING/ SCHEDULING _"__, J
• REALTIME, ADAPTIVE
MISSIONRE-PLANNING ' -_
,. NEUROPROCESSINGAPPROACH OFFERS OVER 40F{[_ERS OF
MAGNITUDESPEED ENHANCEMENTOVERTHE CONVENTIONAL
COMPUTINGTECHNIQUES.
•. ARBITRARYMULTIPLE TO MULTIPLE ASSIGNMENTS ARE POSSIBLE,
WHICH ARE NOT EASILYACCOMPLISHEDBY CONVENTIOHAL
TECHNIQUES.
DARPA DOD
ELECTRONIC NEURAL NETWORKS
JET PROPULSION LABORA]ORY
PROGRAMMABLE, NONVOLATILE, HIGH-DENSITY, [din FILM
SYNAPTIC ARRAY FOR INFORMATION STORAGE
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ELECTRICALLY PROGRAMMABLE
READ ONLY THIN-FILM SYNAPTIC ARRAY
%
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a-Si:H MICROSWITCH
AND RESISTOR SANDWICHED
BETWEEN METAL ELECTRODESA 62 x 62 SYNAPSE TEST ARRAY WITH
4-_um FEATURE SIZE
CONCLUSIONS
• THE FIELD OF NEUROPROCESSING ItAS SIGNIFICANTLY ADVANCED IN FIECENT
YEARS. INVESTMENTS OF DOD AND NASA ARE I1ESULIlNG Iit 1lIE
DEVELOPMENT OF APPLICA11ON-SPEClFIC,HIGH PERFORMANCE, MODULAR
NEUROPROCESSORS.
• SUCH NEUROPROCESSORS OFFER TOTALLY NEW CAPABILIIIES,
COMPUTATIONAL BREAKTHROUGHS, AND ORDERS OF MAGNIIUIJE
PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENr WHERE CONVENTIONAL PROCESSING METHODS
G)
CHOKE.
• DOD IS MOVING AHEAD IN THE DIRECTION OF HARDWARE PROTOTYPING OF
DEPLOYABLE NEUROPROCESSORS FOR COMPLEX PROBLEMS IN BATTLEFIELD
MANAGEMENT AND TACTICAL FUSION OF INTELLIGENCE, ETC.
• TIME IS RIGHT FOR NASA TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS
POWERFUL TECHNOLOGY. TAILORED NEUROPROCESSORS
WILL BE IDEALL Y SUITED TO SATISFY NASA'S UNIQUE AND
GROWING DEMANDS IN COMPUTATION AND DATA
MANAGEMENT WITH THE EVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPM__NT OF
SPACE STATION.
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TECHNOLOGY EVOLUTION
• A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
• MAJOR DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES
Oo
• CURRENT DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
• KEY TECHNOLOGY AREAS
• TECHNOLOGY EVOLUTION ISSUES
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. A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
- DEDICATED DISPLAYS & CONTROLS (D&C) IN PAST PROGRAMS
- ORBITER HAS OVER 1,200 DEDICATED SWITCHES
03
- MULTIFUNCTIONAL D&C HAS BEEN LIMITED
- LIMITED ONBOARD DATA PROCESSING
- MUCH OF DATA RECORDED OR TELEMETERED TO THE
GROUND FOR PROCESSING
- EXTENSIVE GROUND MONITORING OF ALL SYSTEMS
- OPTIMIZATION OF PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
- CREW INTERFACE CONSIDERED SECONDARY
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• MAJOR DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES
- LOWER COSTS, IMPROVE MAINTENANCE/RELIABILITY
- MINIMIZE PARTS/SKILL OBSOLENCE
o_ - MINIMIZE POWER, WEIGHT, VOLUME CONSUMPTION
- PROVIDE A DESIGN WHICH ALLOWS FOR INFUSION OF NEW
TECHNOLOGY
- REDUCE CREW'S OVERALL WORKLOAD
- MAXIMIZE FLIGHT SAFETY AND CREW EFFICIENCY
- PROVIDE A SOFTWARE RECONFIGURABLE INTERFACE
- MINIMIZE THE USE OF PAPER ON-ORBIT
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• CURRENT DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
- DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
- CREW COMMAND AND CONTROL INTERFACE VIA
_ MULTIPURPOSE WORKSTATIONS
- MULTIPLE MULTIFUNCTION DISPLAY DEVICES
- KEYBOARD
-CURSOR CONTROL DEVICE
- PROGRAMMABLE SWITCHES
- HAND CONTROLLERS
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• KEY TECHNOLOGY AREAS
- COLOR FLAT PANEL TECHNOLOGY
,-, - COLOR ACTIVE MATRIX LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS
-..1
t,,o
- LARGE COLOR PLASMA DISPLAYS
- ADVANCED PROCESSORS
- LATER GENERATION GENERAL PURPOSE PROCESSORS
- ADVANCED GRAPHICS PROCESSORS
- HIGHER DENSITY MEMORIES
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TECHNOLOGY EVOLUTION
. KEY TECHNOLOGY AREAS (CONTINUED)
- NEWAND IMPROVEDCREWI/O DEVICES
- VOICE RECOGNITION
- VOICE SYNTHESIS
- ADVANCED CURSOR CONTROL
- ADVANCED MANIPULATOR/ROBOTIC CONTROL
- HAND CONTROLLER TECHNOLOGY
- IMPROVED CREW INTERFACE SOFTWARE
- NEW CREW INTERFACE TECHNIQUES
- USE OF AI/EXPERT SYSTEMS
JohnsonSpaceCenter-Houston,Texas
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DATAMANAGEMENTSYSTEM
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• TECHNOLOGY EVOLUTION ISSUES
- MATURITY OF COLOR FLAT PANEL TECHNOLOGY
- NO SPACEFLIGHT EXPERIENCE WITH ADVANCED
INTERACTIVE MULTIPURPOSE SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
- DEFINITION OF DISPLAY FORMATS
- DEFINITION OF GRAPHIC OBJECTS
- EFFICIENT NAVIGATION THROUGH A HIGH NUMBER OF
DIFFERENT FORMATS
- ELIMINATION OF DEDICATED SYSTEM D&C PANELS
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° TECHNOLOGY EVOLUTION ISSUES (CONTINUED)
- MATURITY AND UTILIZATION OF AI/EXPERT SYSTEM
TECHNOLOGY IN A SPACECRAFT
- CREW ACCEPTANCE OF A WORKSTATION INPUT VIA
VOICE COMMAND
- DANGER OF MAKING CREW BORED (MACHINE MINDERS)
- LATER INCORPORATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY
- DIFFICULTY IN UPGRADING AN EXISTING
OPERATIONAL NASA SPACECRAFT
- ON-ORBIT CHECK-OUT/VERIFICATION
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ADVANTAGES
• High Speed
• Fault-Tolerant
• Ada Language
• Maturing Component
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NASA MULTIPROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY
OBJECTIVE
Develop multiprocessor system technology providing
user-selectable fault tolerance, increased
throughput, and ease of application representation
for concurrent operation.
APPROACH
_D
Develop graph management mapping theory for
proper performance, model multiprocessor performance,
and demonstrate performance in selected hardware
systems.
MULTIPROCESSING TECHNOLOGY
Concurrent Processing Theory
ATAMM TMR
00 ultiple processor types
o uitiple graphs
GMOS
VHSIC
VHSIC
-1st Cut _ Breadbrd = _ GVSC .= RH-32
-TMR/Simp (EDM) " (ADM}
-Ada
/ /
ADAS Multiprocessor Modeling/>
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Graph Management Operating System
(GMOS)
_P1 _P2 Features
/
/
// o Distributed O/S
// and Nodes
o Real-Time Node
Assignment00p.L
o Application Graph
Fault Tolerance
P3 P4 0 VHSIC 1750A
Processor Assignment
for Node Execution
GMOS FUNCTIONAL FEATURES
• EXECUTES DIRECTED GRAPH - SINGLE GRAPH
- MULTIPLE GRAPH
• GRAPH NODE CRITICALITY -TMR OR SIMPLEX
• GRAPH NODE SCHEDULING
oo_ A) DATA DRIVEN - EVENT FLAG
- SEMAPHORE (MULTIPLE EVENTS)
- AND/OR LOGIC
B) DEMAND DRIVEN - PERIODIC TIMER
- ONE-SHOT TIMER
• BACKUP NODE ALLOCATION
• FAULTY PROCESSOR EXCLUSION, SELF TEST, REBOOT
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ALGORITHM TO ARCHITECTURE
MAPPING MODEL (ATAMM)
• A strategy for the real-time assignment
of the nodes of a data-driven algorithm
graph to parallel processors
; • Based on Petri-Net marked graph theoryCo
• Aimed at large-grain graph applications
• Provides:
- deadlock-free performance
-optimum time performance
- operating system rules
- performance prediction
ALGORITHM MARKED GRAPH (AMG)
FOR 7-NODE EXAMPLE GRAPH
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NODE MARKED GRAPH (NMG) FOR
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ATAMM PROVIDES A NEW CAPABILITY SET
o Mathematically proven lock-free performance
o Operating system rules to manage the
assignment of graph nodes to processors
o Prediction of graph's performance bounds
•
-Maximum data rate
- Maximum number of processors
-Dependency of data rate on number
of processors
ATAMM DEVELOPMENT/DEMO PLANS
STATUS FEATURE DEMO
o Single graphs
o SimplexInitial
ATAMM o Identical processors
(HW & SW) ADM
o Triple Modular Redundant
k_ (TMR)Current
Update
o Graph optimization for
specific no. processors
o Multiple graphs
o Multiple iterations of GVSC
Future the same graphFeatures and for
o Multiple processor types RH-32
o Variable node-latency times
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MAJOR RESEARCH THRUST FOR FY90
o Implement ATAMM Rules into KOS
-Simpler operating system than previous GMOS
-Use Westinghouse Directed Graph Tool
-Use 1553B to provide data I/O and
monitor graph status
-Improved version of Ada compilerk_
_D
CO
- 2.5 MIPS VHSIC ADM 1750A processor
o Demo/Evaluate with Ada Algorithms
- Test Algorithm (Scan-to-scan track
correlation for SDIO)
- Time-simulated graphs
- Simplex/TMR
-Fault injection and continued processing
MULT!PROCESSOR INTERFACE DIAGRAM
J I< PC/AT
1 553BI.
I_ o CONTROL
o DATA IN/OUT
o GRAPH STATUS
i [ o INSERT FAULTS,CPU 1< o RESULTSDISPLAY
MICROVAX I! IEEEr,D
"°° I fo COMPILE < _CPU 2<o DOWNLOAD
o DEBUG PI
BUS
_ICPU 31-"
MULTIPROCESSOR
¢al
oo
-I'I
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MAJOR PROGRAM MILESTONES
FY
1) Integrate/Demo ATAMM and 90
SDIO Algorithm on Avionics
Advanced Development Model (ADM)
p--L
_o
0_
2) Adapt/Demo ATAMM-Based OS 91
on GVSC
3) Expand ATAMM Capability 94
and Adapt/Demo on RH-32
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DATA MANAGEMENT STANDARDS IN
COMPUTER-AIDED ACQUISITION AND
LOGISTIC SUPPORT (CALS)
David K. Jefferson
National Institute of Standards and Technology
301-975-3262
¢D'
Basic Thrusts of CALS
CALS is intended to reduce cost, increase quality, and improve
timeliness of weapon system acquisition and support by greatly
improvingthe flow of technical information. This improvement will
be realized by substituting an integrated digital environment,
encompassing the total weapon system life cycle, for the current
islands of automation linked by paper. The current prime targets
for CALS are CAD/CAM data, such as engineering drawings; technical
manuals, including text and illustrations; and logistic support
data, such as tabular data about failure rates.
0o
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BASIC THRUSTS OF CALS
Reduce cost, increase qua_!_, and improve
timeliness of _ acquisition and
support through _ for. inf_
I--L
_0
The current targets are
-- design and manufacturing
-- technical manuals
-- logistic support
CALS Phased Development
CALS is concerned with two phases of development: the current
Phase I, which provides standards for data interchange; and the
future Phase II, which will provide standards for a shared
Integrated Weapon System Database (IWSDB). Phase I standards are
based on national and international standards; CALS has developed
specific subsets or other guidance for the following:
o the Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) for
product data,
o the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) for
documents,
o o CCITT Group 4 for compressed raster graphics,o
o Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM) for vector graphics, and
o the Government Open Systems Interconnection Profile
(GOSIP) for data communications.
This presentation will be primarily concerned with the Phase II
standards which are now being developed.
\ \
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CALSPhased Development
Phase I Phase II
(Today) (1988-92) (1991 95)
Islands ol Aulomalion Inlerfaced Syslems Inlegraled Syslel!Is
_Paper Flow Digilal Flow Shared Dala Base
• s-,os ' J-',_d_/,__ l
Conlr Gov'l Conlr Gov'l Conlr/Gov'l
Industrial Environment - Phase II
The IWSDB will provide a means for efficient, accurate, and timely
sharing of technical information among the government, the prime
contractor, and subcontractors. The primary means of information
delivery to the government will be a contractor-supplied
information service, rather than millions of pages of paper. This
will save money and time in information development, review, and
maintenance. Clearly data integrity and security are critical to
the operation of the IWSDB.
o
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INDUSTRIALENVIRONMENT-Phase II
INTEGRATED WEAPON SYSTEM DATABASE (IWSDB)
-- 8TANDARD INTERFACE
Standards
CALS is concerned with three types of standards: functional
standards, such as those in military standards that describe DoD
business processes; data content standards, which describe the
structure and integrity rules of the data that supports those
business processes; and technical standards, based on national and
international standards for information technology. Technical
standards provide the basis for open, non-proprietary systems only
if:
o standards are developed through consensus and supported
by products from a large number of vendors, and
o products are tested and certified by a standard procedure
o which provides evidence of reasonable quality.
Standards are frequently quite complex and may therefore require
tailoring to a particular set of users. Very complex sets of
standards, such as those of Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) may
require the development of integrated profiles, or compatible
tailored subsets, as in GOSIP and the Applications Portability
Profile (APP).
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STANDARDS
Three types:
-- Functional (shared business rules)
example: high-cost items must be reviewed manually
-- Data content (shared vocabulary)
example: high-cost is greater than $100,000
0
-- Technical (shared processing)
example: the Structured Query Language is used for table
manipulation
Requirements for effectiveness
-- Development through consensus
-- Testing and certification
-- Tailoringto users
-- Integrationof compatiblestandards
SQL
SQL became the international and national standard for relational
database management systems in October, 1986. That standard
specifies a standard cursor-based interface for calling to SQL
modules from a number of standard programming languages. A 1989
extension specifies a standard means of embedding SQL statements
within a program for a number of standard programming languages.
Application system portability is therefore possible. SQL does not
yet specify an interactive interface, so ad hoc queries may or may
not be portable. SQL has been widely implemented and is being
significantly enhanced, as will be described later. NIST has
developed an SQL test suite, which has been widely used by SQL
vendors; a NIST test service will begin in April, 1990.
o
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SQL
ISO/ANSI STANDARD: OCTOBER 1986
FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARD: AUGUST 1987
PROVIDES PORTABILITY OF DATABASE DATA DEFINITION
AND DATABASE APPLICATION PROGRAMS VIA STANDARDIZED
DATA DEFINITION LANGUAGE (DDL), DATA MANIPULATIONt,,o
LANGUAGE (DML), AND BINDINGS TO STANDARD PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGES COBOL, FORTRAN, AND PASCAL,
EXTENSIONS
ADDENDUM1 FOR ENHANCED INTEGRITY CONSTRAINTS: 1989
EMBEDDED SQL FOR ADA, COBOL, FORTRAN, PASCAL: 1989
SQL2
Two major enhancements to SQL are under development: SQL2 and
SQL3. Both include the current SQL. SQL2 is currently expected
to become an international and national standard in 1992. SQL2 is
quite stable and has achieved very strong vendor support. It
provides a standard language for dynamic creation and modification
of schema elements as well as an "information schema" which could
be used to obtain information about the structure of a database.
_o
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SQL2
ISO/ANS! STANDARD: FALL 1992
FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARD: 1993
PROVIDE UPWARD COMPATIBLE ENHANCEMENTSTO SQL.
bO
SCHEMA MANIPULATIONLANGUAGE FOR DYNAMIC
CREATIONAND MODIFICATIONOF SCHEMA ELEMENTS.
"INFORMATION SCHEMA" FOR RUN-TIME ACCESS TO
SCHEMA INFORMATION
SQL2 (continued)
SQL2 also provides dynamic SQL, which could be used to formulate
ad hoc queries. Functional enhancements include:
o outer join to specify how null fields should be
interpreted when joining tables,
o integrity enhancement through the automatic propagation
(i.e., cascade) of the results of updates and deletes,
o standard types for date and time,
o data type casting (i.e., type conversion), and
o the ability to construct and use temporary tables.
o
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SQL2 (continued)
DYNAMIC SQL FOR RUN-TIME CREATION OF SQL
STATEMENTS. VERY IMPORTANT FOR THIRD-PARTY
SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS BUILDING FOURTH GENERATION
TOOLS OVER AN SQL DATABASE.
FUNCTIONAL ENHANCEMENTS SUCH AS: OUTER JOIN,
UPDATE AND DELETE CASCADE, DOMAINS, DATE AND
TIME, CASE EXPRESSION, DATA TYPE CASTING,
STRING OPERATIONS, TEMPORARY TABLES, AND
GENERAL RELAXATION OF PREVIOUS LANGUAGE
RESTRICTIONS.
NATIONAL CHARACTER STRINGS FOR THE INTERNATIONAL
MARKET.
SQL3
SQL3 is much less well-defined than SQL2. It is likely to provide
support for object-oriented databases, and could therefore support
applications such as CAD/CAM. External procedure calls and user-
defined data types would provide the basic capabilities for
extending the relational model.
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SQL3
ISO/ANSI STANDARD: 1995
FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARD: 1996
WILL PROVIDE UPWARD COMPATIBLE ENHANCEMENTS TO
THE SQL STANDARDS TO SUPPORT DATA ADMINISTRATION,
KNOWLEDGE-BASESYSTEMS, AND OBJECT-ORIENTED
DATABASE, AS WELL AS INTEGRATION WITH GRAPHICS
STANDARDS AND EXPERT SYSTEMS.
EXTERNALPROCEDURE CALLS FOR INTEGRATION WITH
EXTERNAL SYSTEMS.
USER-DEFINED DATA TYPES, INCLUDING OPERATIONS, TO
SUPPORT OBJECT-ORIENTED DATABASES.
SQL3 (continued)
Generalization and specialization hierarchies would help support
object-oriented databases. SQL3 may also provide support for data
administration, including integration with the Information Resource
Dictionary System (IRDS) standard to be described later.
Asynchronous processing would enable a user to initiate and monitor
a number of parallel operations, which would be extremely valuable
in dealing with lengthy queries to many different remote databases.
[',9
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SQL3 (continued)
GENERALIZATION AND SPECIALIZATION HIERARCHIES TO
SUPPORT EXPANDED SCHEMA DEFINITION.
DATA ADMINISTRATION TOOLS AND BETTER INTEGRATION
WITH IRDS STANDARDS.
t,o
ASYNCHRONOUSPROCESSING.
RECURSIVE QUERY EXPRESSIONS TO BETTER SUPPORT
BILL-OF-MATERIALS APPLICATIONS.
Information Resource Dictionary System (IRDS)
The IRDS can be considered to be a value-added database of
metadata; access control and such configuration management features
as version control and the use of variations provide the added
value. The IRDS may be used to manage metadata describing such
information resources such as programs and hardware, as well as
data structures. The IRDS national standard currently specifies
two interfaces: a "panel interface" that specifies functionality,
and a "command language" that also specifies a concrete syntax.
INFORMATION RESOURCE DICTIONARY
SYSTEM (IRDS)
ANSI STANDARD: 1988
FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARD: 1989
MANAGES A POTENTIALLY LARGE VOLUME OF COMPLEX
"-' METADATA TO FACILITATE PLANNING, DESIGN, AND
DOCUMENTATION FOR IRM.
ACCESS CONTROL OF METADATA.
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT OF METADATA.
Information Resource Dictionary System (IRDS) (continued)
The IRDS is based on entities (i.e., nouns representing objects or
concepts), relationships (i.e., verbs representing associations
among entities), and attributes (i.e., adjectives representing
properties of entities or adverbs representing properties of
relationships). A key feature of the IRDS is extensibility, i.e.,
the ability to define new types of metadata. For example, a new
entity type called "screen" could be defined; it could "display"
certain data elements and "receive" other input data elements.
Communication between an IRDS and other IRDSs, database management
systems, Computer-Aided Systems Engineering (CASE) tools, and other
software will be enhanced by the addition of the Services
Interface, for transferring small chunks of metadata, such as the
attributes of a data element; and the Export/Import File Format,
for transferring large chunks, such as complete schemas. In
particular, the Export/Import File Format could be used to ensure
the consistency of definition among a set of IRDSs.
INFORMATION RESOURCE DICTIONARY
SYSTEM (IRDS) (continued)
STANDARD SET OF ENTITIES, ATTRIBUTES, AND
RELATIONSHIPS (SUCH AS PROGRAM, RECORD, AND
ELEMENT) FOR IRM MODELING.
EXTENSIBILITY TO SUPPLEMENT OR MODIFY THAT
STANDARD SET TO ACCOMMODATE ORGANIZATIONAL
TERMINOLOGYOR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS.
DICTIONARY WILL BE ACTIVE WITH ADDITION OF IRDS
SERVICES INTERFACE: 1990
DICTIONARIESWILL COMMUNICATEVIA EXPORT/IMPORT
FILE FORMAT: 1990
IRDS Functionality
Examples of IRDS functionality include:
o a planned module to enforce data element naming
conventions,
o metadata needed to drive a variety of graphically
oriented CASE tools,
o a report on the effects of change, as, for example, what
records, programs, etc. could be affected by a change in
the size of the ZIP code,
o maintenance of a database architecture providing separate
but interrelateddefinitions of the users' logical views
o of data, the physical representations of that data, and
the consolidated enterprise view of that data, and
o maintenance of the data content rules that provide data
integrity and conformance to the business rules.
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NAME ANALYSIS: _"
CONSISTENCYWITH POLICY _ MAINTENANCEOF 3 SCHEMA
v ARCHITECTURE
RELATIONSHIP ANALYSIS: GRAPHICS, REPORTSTAILOREDTO USERS
DATA DIAGRAMS, ACTIVITY DIAGRAMS, (E.G.SQLSCHEMA)
CASETOOL RESULTS
INFORMATIONRESOURCE
IMPACTOF CHANGE ANAL AINTENANCEOF DATADICTIONARYS STEM
DETERMINATIONOF "WHATIF"" INTEGRITY (VALUE •
VALIDATION FOR
ENTITY-TYPESAND
A'I-rRIBUTE-TYPES)
INFORMATIONQUALITY
ANALYSIS: CHECKINGFOR
SYSTEM LIFECYCLEANALYSIS: COMPLE1ENESSAND
REPORTS ONA PHASE;REPORTS CONSISTENCYWITH
LINKING PHASES POUCY
Future CASE/IRDS Relationship
In the future, the IRDS will provide a common source of metadata
that can be used to link various CASE tools together.
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FUTURE CASE/I RDS RELATI ONSHI P
I CASE usER'S. _CASE USER_ CASE USER '_CASE USER "
INTERFACEJ _,NTERFACEJ INTERFACE INTERFACE
INTERNAL
REPOSITORY
bO
b3
SERVICES EXPORT/IMPORT
INTERFACE FORMAT
IRDS
Remote Database Access (RDA)
The final database standard is Remote Database Access (RDA), which
is expected to be an international and national standard in 1992.
RDA will provide a standard means for sending an SQL statement to
a specific remote site and receiving results and status. RDA
provides only a basic capability for distributed database. It does
not provide for transparent access to a data directory, nor for the
decomposition of complex queries and updates, nor for the control
of concurrent updates at multiple sites, nor for the recomposition
of results of complex queries.
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REMOTEDATABASEACCESS (RDA)
ISO/ANSI STANDARD: 1992
FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARD: 1992
WILL PROVIDE PROTOCOLS FOR REMOTE ACCESS TO
DATABASES DISTRIBUTED OVER A COMMUNICATIONSto
to NETWORK.
ASSOCIATIONPROTOCOLSUSINGOPEN SYSTEMS
INTERCONNECTION(OSI)STANDARDS.
REMOTE ACCESS ONLY- DOES NOT PROVIDE DISTRIBUTED
ACCESS OR CONCURRENCY CONTROL. ONLY A FIRST STEP
TOWARD TRUE DISTRIBUTED DATABASE.
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Program Focus
(at NASAAmes ResearchCenter)
• ParallelProcessingis notconfinedtoanyone levelof the softwarehierarchy-- fromapplicationsto operatingsystemsand
machines
• Applications must be formulated with sufficient inherent•parallelism to exploit the underlying parallel architecture
The focus in the area of parallel applications is:
• Scalable, highly parallel symbolicapplications
• Application development environmentOO
• The mappingof hardware resourcesto the applicationmust be able to respondto dynamic load variations and faults
on the system. The focus in the area of intelligent managementof multiprocessing systems is:
• High performance and integrity '
• Highly adaptive
• For space applications, the parallel hardware has to be subject to low weight, power and volume constraints. The
focus in the performance evaluation of parallel architectures is:
i
• Standardizedbenchmarks
,. • Simulation and prediction tools for parallel systems
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This is how our project fits together
• We are currently working on "parallelizing" three applications (at NASA Ames Research Center)
• KATE -- A Frame-based reasoning system monitoring the subsystem of the shuttle launch system
• CLIPS -- A C-based productionsystem shell
• Space Station Workloads -- We are looking at the possibilities to model part of the OMA
• We are also working on resource management strategies for multiprocessors
• "Post-Game" Analysis -- Static, rule-based module assignment system
• "Mid-Game" Analysis -- Dynamic load-balancing system on hypercube type archileclures
• Modeling
• Axe -- we can simulate parallel program execution of MultiComputers and Token-ring based distributed systems
• BDL -- We can model/specify parallel program behavior
• We can also "visualize" how the program executed and in turn, discover bottlenecks due to software and hardware architectural
characteristics. (contact Dr. Jerry Yan at NASA Ames Research Center to request a short demonstration video tape.)
\
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Stanford University- Computer Systems Lab.
,Dynamic Concurrent Program and Its Resource Allocation
Our research (at Stanford University) has been primarily focused on dyn'amicconcurrentprograms that create
networksof communicatingsequential processesduring their course of execution. These networks of processes are
defined dynamically. Run-timevariables includethe number and type of processes to be spawned and how these
processes communicate. The number of available processors is another run-time variable. Once a network is
created, these run-timevariables remain unchanged.t_3
The resourceallocation problem is how to assign the concurrentprocesses to available processors and how to schedule
them for fast program execution. This problemis known to be a difficult and tedious one. The objective of our
research is to investigate automatic means to this resource allocation problem.
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Dynamic Concurrent Programs
create networks of communicating sequential processes
I
time run-time variables;
1. # processes
.
- 2. process types4
communications
Ir _( _,_ 4. # available processors
Resource Allocation:
• Assign processes to avail, processors
• Schedule process execution
Stanford University - Computer Systems Lab.
Compiler-Directed System Approach
We believe that both program-specific informationand system information should be fully utilized in order to achieve
good resource allocation. Our approach to automatic resource allocation is to extract program-specific information
during compile-time and to do resource allocation based on these information and other run-time scheduling
parameters during run-time. During compile-time, the compiler also modifies the program by inserting in run-
time calls to the run-time resource management system. During program execution, when a network of concurrent
processes is aboutto be created, a scheduler somewherein the system is called, and all relevant run-time
schedulingparametersare gathered and passed to it. The scheduler thenallocates the available processors and
invoke their residentlocal schedulersto scheduleand execute the assigned processes. We call this approachthe
compiler-directed system approach. (Note that the resource allocation in this approach is distributed and
substantial overlapping of scheduling activities with useful computation is possible.)
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Compiler-Directed System Approach
Compile time
• compile scheduling parameters
• insert run-time scheduling routines
Run time
RUN-TIMESCHEDULINGPARAMETERS
• I
SCHEDULER
t_
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" Run-Time Resource
'..M.a_n_a.q,ement S_stemj
Stanford University - Computer Systems Lab.
Test Case 1 - Lattice Gaseous Cellular Automata
Experimentswere performedon hypercubesimulator. System Ioadbalancing, a common system technique, which
distributes the processesevenly across all available processors is used as our reference of comparison. Results
obtainedfrom commonly-adoptedmanualplacementstrategiesare also compared. This test case was chosen because
an ideal partitioning onto parallel resources is known. The results for the automatic, dynamic resource management
techniqueare shownboth with and without the schedulingoverhead (relatingto the cases where the schedulingof the
dynamically spawned tasks can be done in parallel with other work, or not.)
Lattice Gaseous Cellular Automata (LGCA)
Problem Instance:
• fhp: Simulation of 256x256 point cells for 100 time steps
Program Description:
• Point-space is partitioned into 64 (8x8) macro-cells.¢o
-,3
• Program .spawns off 64 concurrent processes, one for each macro cell.
• The master proceSs dispatches and assembles data implicitly.
(ideal allocation ,of resources is knownfor this .case).
Stanford University - Computer Systems Lab.
Test Case 1 - Lattice Gaseous Cellular Automata
When the application 'latticegaseouscellular automata'was run on full hypercubesof 4, 8and 16 nodes,automatic
schedulingperforms nearlyas well as the best manual placement (blockplacement),and obviouslybetter than
m scattering manual placement (+ 8-38%) and system load balancing (+ 15-36%). Even when scheduling overhead
is included, automatic scheduling is better than system load balancing (+ 8-15%).
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Lattice Gaseous Cellular Automata (LGCA)
Comparison of Automatic Scheduling on hypercubes
with Load Balancing & Manual Methods
fhp, 8x8, comm. x20, 100 steps
3500 -
" 4
3000 - " .-a- system load balancingJ ',.
,_, % ._- manual placement - scattering
_ 2500 ... .-A- manual placement - block
o "
to ._ 2000 --'- automatic
•-#.- automatic (incl. o/h)
× 1500 x sys. loadbal.-max
. sys. load bal. - min1000
500
0 5 10 15 20
# availableprocessors
Stanford University - Computer Systems Lab.
Test Case 1 - Lattice Gaseous Cellular Automata
We believe that dynamic allocationof resourcesis important both in cases where the application is dynamic and in cases
where the resources available in the system change dynamically. Our automatic, run-time resource allocation
adapts well to changingsystem environments. When one node in a full hypercube is unavailable for allocation,
automatic scheduling performs better than system load balancing (+ 14-28% w/o overhead, + 5-24% including
overhead). Pleasenote that automaticschedulinguses only 13 nodes when there are 15 available nodes.
t_3
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Lattice Gaseous Cellular Automata (LGCA)
Comparison of Automatic Scheduling on hypercube with one failed node
with Load Balancing
fhp, 8x8, comm x20, 100 steps,Node 2 out
5000 x - 20
executiontime
4000 _ -e-...........+ ............................... 16 system load balancing!"'1
_" ..... _ _iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii___--- " " _ -o- auto+oh
g 3000 _ _- !!i!iiiiiil 12 _ "-#- auto
bO O .:.:.:.:.:. ou
_ ..................................... o
"= i !_i_i_ii!il _ x sys. load bal.- max
2000 ......... "........... 8 _ + sys. load bal. - min
× ::::::::::::::::::::::............
0 5 10 15 20
# available processors
Stanford University - Computer Systems Lab.
Test Case 2 - Sparse Matrix Cholesky Factorization
A portion of a sparse matrix multiplicationproblemis shownhere as a testcase. This testcase is chosenbecause the
number of parallel processes spawned is directly related to the input parameters and are not known until execution
is in progress. Experiments were performed on hypercube simulator and results were compared with that by
system load balancing. Two problem sets were tried - one related to finite element structures in aircraft design
(can24) and one related to power system networks (494bps).
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Sparse Matrix Cholesky Factorization
Problem Instances:
1. can24: finite element structures in aircraft design (24 columns, 96 non-zeros)
2. 494bps: power system networks (494 columns, 1080 non-zeros)
Program Description:
• Program spawns off a concurrent process for each column.
• Each process sends and receives according to the cholesky structure
_ili_i_?_: ::::::::::::::::
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Stanford University - Computer Systems Lab.
Test Case 2 - Sparse Matrix Cholesky Factorization
For the problem 'can24', automaticschedulingperforms better than system load balancingwhen the number of
available nodes is no more than 16 (+ 6-30%). System load balancing appears better (~20%) when 32 nodes are
available. However, automaticschedulingallocatesat most 9 nodes even when there are more nodes available. As
a result, in the 32 processor case, the automaticscheduling method,which is using 9 nodes, is only slightly slower
than system load balancingwhich is using 32 processors. The amount of schedulingoverhead for this small problem
is negligibly small.
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Sparse Matrix Cholesky Factorization - can24 example
Comparison of Automatic Scheduling on hypercube
with Load Balancing
can24,x1000 executiontime
6000 ,40
-1 ........... -.a- systemload balancing
.......................................... -.e.- auto+oh
5000 -,_............... --1 30
_, .-_ auto1/3 ..............
_ 4000 .........
__._ o x sys.10adbal.-max
d:= o_
01 o
._ 3000 _ ........... 20 _ + sys. loadbal.-min2000 x ._
_ ,- 10 processorallocationbyauto
_: _ i_i_ii_ notused0 , , 0
0 10 20 30 40
# availableprocessors
Stanford University- Computer Systems Lab.
Test Case 2 - Sparse Matrix Cholesky Factorization
For the larger problem '494bps', the performanceof automatic scheduling is significantly better than that of system
load balancing (+ 36-120% w/o overhead, + 17-95% including overhead). When a full hypercube of 32 nodes is
available, automatic schedulingallocates only 25 nodes while the load balancing method is using all 32 nodes.
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Sparse Matrix Cholesky Factorization - 494bps example
Comparison of Automatic Scheduling on hypercube
with Load Balancing
494bps, xlO00
20000 - 40 execution timex
......... -a- sYstemload balancing
r"l --0- auto+oh
_. 15000 --- 30
_ _ ,x _ _ auto
•-z o o x sys. load bal. - max
E 10000 "," _........... _:_:_:_:_:_ 20 _ + sys. load bal. - min"= !iiiiiiiiii: €_
5000 _;i 10 processor allocation by auto
iiiiiiiiiii _iiI
..... '..........' '......................... _i::iiiiiii_i................... D allocated
0 iii_iii!i!iili_i!!i!!!i!i, . , . , :!_:_:i_:_:i: 0 I'-] notused
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
# available processors
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ONBOARD SYSTEM HEALTH ASSESSMENT
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SLIDE 1
SUCCESS OF THE SPACE STATIONPROGRAM WILL BE MEASURED BY
HOWWELL IT ADDRESSESTHE BASIC REQUIREMENTSFOR:
1) MAINTAINING THE ORBITING SPACE STATION FREEDOM FULLY
OPERATIONAL FOR ITS PROJECTED LIFE OF THIRTY YEARS
". 2) THE COST-EFFECTIVEEXECUTION OF THE OVERALL SPACE
STATIONPROGRAM.
THE DEGREE OF SUCCESSWILL DEPEND ON HOWEFFICIENTLY WE
ALLOCATE, USE, AND MAINTAIN ONORBIT SYSTEMSAND RESOURCES
AND HOW SUCCESSFULLYWE AVOIDWASTE OF RESOURCES,TIME,
AND DOLLARS. WE CAN'T RISK HAVING COMPLEX ONBOARD
SYSTEMS IN AN UNCERTAIN STATE OF HEALTH AT ANY TIME THEY
t,o MAY BE NEEDED. NEITHER CANWE AFFORD TO PROVIDE TWENTY
FOUR HOUR PER DAY GROUND BASEDSURVEILLANCEOF THE HEALTH
OF ONBOARD SYSTEMSFOR THIRTY YEARS. THE ACCUMULATED
DOLLARCOST FOR MAIN'IENANCEOF THE NECESSARY SPECIALIZED
GROUND BASED FACILITIES AND STAFF FOR THE THIRTY YEARS
" WOULDBE ENORMOUS.
THE ONLY SOLUTION IS A PROPER BALANCE OF THOROUGH AND
COMPLETE ONBOARD TESTING CAPABILITIES WITH SUPPORTING
GROUNDBASEDMONITORINGRESOURCES AND ACTIVITIES.THE
EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESSOF THOSE CAPABILITIES AND THAT
GROUNDBASED SUPPORTWILL DETERMINETHE SUCCESS OF THE
OVERALL SPACE STATION PROGRAM.
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SLIDE 1
BACKGROUND
BASICREQUIREMENTSOF THE SPACE STATIONFREEDOM(SSF)
• EXPECTED30 YEAR CO.NT!NUOUSONORBIT OPERATION OF SYSTEMS
• EFFICIENT ONORB1T UTILIZATIONOF SYSTEMS
to
o_ - SYSTEMFUNCTIONS MUST BE AVAILABLE FOR USE
WHNg_
- EFFICIENTALLOCATION AND USE OF RESOURCES IS
MANDATORY
• EFFICIENTBALANCEBETWEENON'BOARDAND GROUNDMONITORINGCAPABILITIES
SLIDE 2
ONBOARD SYSTEM HEALTH ASSESSMENTMUST PROVIDECOMPLETE
AND THOROUGH TESTING CAPABILITIES ALONG WITH EFFECTIVE
ASSOCIATED REDUNDANCY/FAULT MANAGEMENT. THESE
CAPABILITIES MUST BE SUPPLIED FOR ALL FUNCTIONS AND
INTEGRATED COMBINATIONS,FROM THE ORU LEVEL TO THE
ULTIMATE OVERALL MULTI-SYSTEM END-TO-END SSF
CONFIGURATION. THE CAPABILITIES WILL BE SOME COMBINATION
OF AUTOMATEDREDUNDANCYAND STRINGRECONFIGURATION
MANAGEMENT, BUILT IN TEST/BUILT IN TEST EQUIPMENT
(BIT/BITE) AND DIAGNOSTICS, ALONG WITH A VARIETY OF
t,o SPECIALIZED ON ORBIT END-TO- ENDTESTS. CREW/GROUND¢.,vl
'_ MANAGEMENT OF THESE CAPABILITIES AND PERFORMANCES MUST
BE DIRECTED TO ENSURE THAT ALL ONBOARD SYSTEMS, THEIR
CAPABILITIES AND RESOURCES ARE AVAILABLE AND PROPERLY
FUNCTIONAL WHEN THEY ARE NEEDED. THAT MANAGEMENT MUST
BE _ RECOGNITION OF THE FOLLOWING BASIC CONSTRAINTS:
1) HEALTH ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES MUST NOT CONFLICT OR
OTHERWISE INTERFERE WITH CRITICAL FUNCTIONS
2) THEY MUST BE DESIGNED TO AVOIDUNREASONABLE DEMANDS
FOR CREW PARTICIPATION.
3) THE SYSTEMS AND THEIR ASSESSMENT CAPABILITIES MUST BE
DESIGNED FOR THE EASY ACCOMMODATIONOF ADDITIONSAND
MODIFICATIONS TO THE SSF SYSTEMS AND CONFIGURATION(S).
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SLIDE 2
WHAT IS ONBOARD SYSTEM HEALTH ASSESSMENT?
• SCOPE
- REDUNDANCYMANAGEMENTAND STRINGRECONFIGURATION
- B IT/BITE/DIAGNOSTICS
- END-TO-ENDONORB1TCHECKOUT
to
¢dl
o, - CREW/GROUNDMANAGEMENT
• PURPOSE
ENSURETHATEACHONBOARDSYSTEMISAVAILABLEANDFUNCTIONSPROPERLYWHEN
SLIDE 3
THE CHALLENGE : TO KEEP ALL ONBOARD SYSTEMS OPERATIONAL
FOR THE FULL TERM OF THE PROJECTED THIRTY YEAR LIFETIME
SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING UNIQUE AND UNUSUAL CONDITIONS
AND CONSTRAINTS:
(l) THE INITIAL FULL ASSEMBLY OF THE SPACE STATION FREEDOM
(SSF) WILL ONLY OCCUR ONORBIT AND WILL PROVIDE THE
FIRST
OPPORTUNITY TO CONDUCT AN END-TO-END TF.ST OF ITS FULLY
INTEGRATED COMPLEX OF SYSTEMS OR TO TEST ITS SYSTEMS
IN
THE REAL OPERATIONAL AND FLIGHT ENVIRONMENT.
ALL SUBSEQUENT REPLACEMENTS, ADDITIONS AND
UI_RADES MUST ALSO OCCUR ONLY ONORBIT. THERE WILL BE
"BACK TO THE GROUND "FOR CONFIRMATION OF THEIR PROPER
INCORPORATION OR THAT THEY FUNCTION PROPERLY. THAT
CAN ONLY BE BY WAY OF ONBOARD TESTING
1,o
o3
O_ (2) THE CREW MUST BE CONTINUALLY ASSURED THAT EVERYTHING
IS FUNCTIONING PROPERLY AND THAT ALL SYSTEM RESOURCES
ARE OR WILL BE AVAILABLE WHEN NEEDED. OTHERWISE,
THEY WILL BE SUBJECT TO WORRY ABOUT THE STATUS OF THEIR
EQUIPMENT WHICH WILL IMPACT THEIR EFFICIENCY.
(3) ONORB1T HEALTH ASSESSMENT MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED WITH
MINIMAL IMPACT ON NORMAL OPERATIONS, ONLY REASONABLE
DEMAND FOR CREW PARTICIPATION AND WITHOUT
INTERFERENCE TO CRITICAL FUNCTIONS OR IMPORTANT ONGOING
ACTIVITIES,
(4) A THIRTYYEARLIFEOF GROWTHAND CHANGEMUSTBE
ANTICIPATED.THATGROWTHWILLINCLUDEUPGRADESAND
ADDITIONSTO INCREASEEFFICIENCY,CAPACITYAND SCOPEOF
CAPABILITIES.PROVENNEW TECHNOLOGyWILLBE
INCORPORATEDINTO THE SSF AS ITBECOMESAVAILABLE.
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CHALLENGES AND ISSUES
ACCOMPLISHING, WITH MINIMAL IMPACT ON NORMAL OPERATIONS AN REASONABLE
DEMANDS FORCREWPARTICIPATION,THE FOLLOWING:
• MAINTAIN ONBOARD SYSTEMS OPERATIONAL FOR 30-YEAR SSF LIFETIME
• NO RETURNTO GROUNDFOR MAINTENANCEOR OVERHAUL
bO
• REPLACEMENTS, ADDITIONS,AND UPGRADES ONORBIT ONLY
• ONBOARDCAPABILITYTO ASSURE CREW THAT SYSTEMSARE FUNCTIONINGPROPERLY AND
SYSTEMRF_OURCES ARE AVAILABLEAS NEEDED
•ACCOMMODATECONTINUEDSYSTEMGROWTHANDFREQUENTCHANGESINSTATION
CONFIGURATIONANDSOFTWARE
SLIDE 4
THE PROBLEM OF ARRIVING AT THE NECESSARY LEVEL OF HEALTH
ASSESSMENT CAPABILITY IS MULTI-FACETED. THE FOLLOWING ARE
SOME OF THE PROGRAMMATIC ISSUES.
(1) CURRENT FUNDINGAND SCHEDULE CONSTRAINTS PREVENT EARLY
IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF THE "IDEAL SSF ONBOARD
HEALTH ASSESSMENT SYSTEM". SOME CAPABILITIES REQUIRED
FOR THAT "IDEAL" SYSTEM ARE BEING DEFERRED TO GROUND
MONITORINGWHILE OTHERS ARE CURRENTLY CONSIDERED ONLY
POTENTIALS FOR GROWTH.
(2) R/D OF APPLICABLE TECHNOLOGIES IS FOCUSED ON PROBLEMS
SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM THOSE OF THE SSF.
o_ THEY GENERALLY FAIL TO RECOGNIZE PROPERTIES THAT ARE
UNIQUE TO THE SSF PROGRAM, SUCH AS ITS THIRTY YEAR STAY
IN ORBIT WITHOUT RETURN TO EARTH, ITS COMMITMENT TO
TECHNOLOGICAL GROWTH AND ITS CHANGEABLE TIME
CRITICALITY.
,(3) THERE HAS BEEN AND STILL IS, THE PROBLEM OF GETrING
EXPERTISE OF OTHER NASA RESEARCH CEN'IERS TO BEAR ON THE
THE FULLY INTEGRATED MULTI-SYSTEM SSF HEALTH
ASSESSMENT PROBLEM. TO THIS POINT THEIR TENDENCY
HAS BEEN TO FOCUS ONLY ON WORK PACKAGE OR SYSTEM
RESPONSIBILITIES.
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SLIDE 4
DEFINITION OF PROBLEM
PROGRAMMATICS
• CURRENT FUNDING/SCHEDULECONSTRAINTSPREVENTDESIGN/DEVELOPMENTOF AN IDEAL
SYSTEM.
- CURRENTSSF ONBOARD SYSTEMHEALTH ASSESSMENT IS LIMITED,(LESS THAN
IDEAL).
t,o - SOMECAPABIL1TIF,S HAVE BEENDEFERREDTO GROUNDMONITORING.
¢.jt
€..D
• TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENT- IS ISOLATEDFROM REAL WORLD SYSTEMLIMITATIONSAND IS
NOT FOCUSEDON THISPROBLEM.
• UNIQUE PROBLEM - ie 30 YEARS OF OPERATION WITH REPAIR SHOP LOCATED THOUSANDS OF
MILES AWAY.
• DIFFICULTYINGETI'INGEXPERTISEOF OTHER NASA RESEARCH CENTERSTO BEAR ONTHE
PROBLEM.
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UNDER THE CURRENT SSF DEVELOPMENT PLAN THE ONBOARD
HEALTH ASSESSMENT REQUIREMENTS WILL DEPEND ON THE STATE
OF SSF DEVELOPMENT. THE REQUIRED ASSESSMENT CAPABILITIES
WILL GROW FROM BARE MINIMUM FOR PMC (PERMANENTLY
MANNED CONFIGURATION) TO THOSE FOR A SUBSTANTIAL SYSTEM
WITH A FAIR AMOUNT OF AUTOMATION AT AC (ASSEMBLY
COMPLETE). FROM AC FORWARD ( MATURITY AND GROWTH), THE
REQUIREMENT WILL BE TO GROW ONBOARD HEALTH ASSESSMENT
CAPABILITIES IN SCOPE EFFICIENCY AND AUTOMATION, ADOPTING
NEW APPLICABLE TECHNOLOGY AS IT BECOMES AVAILABLE. THE
DIFFERENCES IN THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE THREE STATES OFto
o_ DEVELOPMENT ARE SIGNIFICANTAND DESERVE DEEPER
CONSIDERATION. LETS LOOK AT EACH IN TURN.
NOTE: THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PMC AND AC ARE MADE OBVIOUS
IN THE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT JSC 31000. ITS
STATEMENTS OF REQUIREMENTS ARE ACCOMPANIED BY
DESIGNATIONS AS TO WHETHER THEY ARE TO BE ENFORCED AT
PMC OR AC.
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SLIDE 5
SSF HEALTH ASSESSMENT REQUIREMENTS
• REQUIREMENTSDIFFERDEPENDINGON STATEOFSSF DEVELOPMENT
- SOMEREQUIREMENTSHAVE BEENDEFERREDFROM PMC (PERMANENTLYMANNED
CONFIGURATION)TO AC (ASSEMBLY COMPLETE)
- MANUAl_/GROUND FOR PMC
- AUTOMATIC/ONBOARD WITH GROUND SUPPORT FOR AC
• STATES OFSSF DEVELOPMENT
- PMC
-AC
- MATURITY/GROWTH
SLIDE 6
UNDER THE CURRENT SSF DEVELOPMENT PLAN, AT PMC ONLY A
BARE MINIMUM OF ONBOARD HEALTH ASSESSMENT ASSOCIATED
CAPABILITIES WILL BE AVAILABLE. THE ONLY ASSOCIATED
AUTOMATION IS THE FAULT DETECTION,ISOLATION AND RECOVERY
(FDIR) PROVIDED FOR CRITICALITY 1 ( CREW SAFETY CRITICAL)
FUNCTIONS. FOR THOSE, THE FDIR IS TO THE ORU LEVEL AND
REDUNDANCY SWITCHOVERS ARE AUTOMATIC. ASIDE FROM THAT,
THE ONLY ONBOARD ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH HEALTH
ASSESSMENT AND MAINTENANCE IS THE ACQUISITION OFt'o
o_ DIAGNOSTIC DATA, THEIR TRANSFER TO THE GROUND FOR ANALYSISto
AND ASSESSMENT AND CREW INITIATED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
DIRECTEDFROM THE GROUND. THE PRIMARY CONTROL FOR THOSE
ACTIVITIES IS FROM THE GROUND BASED OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT GROUND APPLICATION (OMGA) WITH CREW SUPPORT.
THE DATA ACQUIRED ONBOARD AND ISSUED TO THE GROUND ARE
DIAGNosTIc DATA DERIVED FROM INSTALLED BIT/BITE ALONG
WITH DMS, REDUNDANCY AND CONFIGURATION STATUS DATA.
THE OUTSTANDING FEATURE OF THIS METHODOLOGY IS THE GROUND
BASED TIER 1 CONTROL.
x '\
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PMC
• MINIMAL REQUIREMENTS
- FAULTDETECTION/ISOLATIONTO ORU FOR CRITICALITY 1 FUNCTIONSONLY .
- AUTOMATED RM FOR CRITICALITY 1 (SAFETY CRITICALS) ONLY
• PRIMARYCONTROLFROM GROUND (OMGA)WITH CREW SUPPORT
bO
- ASSOCIATEDCREW ACTIVITY IN RESPONSETO GROUND DIRECTION
• METHODOLOGY
- DIAGNOSTICSCOLLECTEDONORB1TVIA BIT/BITEAND TRANSMITIED TO GROUND
FOR ANALYSIS AND FAULT DIAGNOSIS (JSC 31000 Par. 3.1.19.3)
- CREW/GROUNDDIRECrED RECONFIGURATIONSTO REDUNDANT FUNCTIONS (NOT
AUTOMATIC) (JSC 31000 Par. 3.1.8.7.1)
- CONFIGURATIONAND REDUNDANCY STATUSDATA ARE SENT TO THE
GROUND (SIGNIFICANTOMA FUNCTIONALITYDEFERREDTO OMGAFOR PMC)
SLIDE 7
AT AC THE PRIMARY (TIER 1) CONTROL SHIFTS FROM THE OMOA TO
THE ONORBIT OMA (OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT APPLICATION),
WITH OMGA AND CREW IN SUPPORTING ROLES. SYSTEM AND INTRA-
SYSTEM CONTROL WILL BE BY LOWER TIER (SYSTEM) MANAGEMENT.
ALSO AT AC, THERE WILL BE THE CAPABILITY FOR FAULT
DETECTION/ISOLATION TO THE.ORU LEVEL, WITH REDUNDANCY AND
ALrrOMATED REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT EXPANDED TO COVER ALL
SAFETY AND MISSION CRITICAL FUNCTIONS. THE INITIAL AC
HEALTH MONITORING AND MAINTENANCE CAPABILITIES WILL BE
THOSE FOR SATISFACTION OF BASELINE OPERATIONAL SSF
REQUIREMENTS. THEY WILL INCLUDE FULLY AUTOMATED FDIR FOR
t,o HIGH LEVELS OF CRITICALITY (CREW SAFETY AND MISSION) ANDO')
'_ BIT/BITE CAPABLE OF FAULT DETECTION/ISOLATION TO THE
ORU/ORU INTERFACE LEVEL. DMS WILL BE PROVIDED WITH
AUTOMATED FDIR AND RM AND CONFIGURATION STATUS
MONITORING AND LOGGING WILL BE AUTOMATED. PRIOR TO THIS,
DMS ONLY SUPPLIED DIAGNOSTICS, STATUS AND CONFIGURATION
DATA. THESE WILL BE THE PROPERTIES AND FEATURES OF THE
BASELINE OPERATIONAL SSF HEALTH ASSESSMENT SYSTEM.
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SLIDE 7
AC
/
/
/
• SATISFIES BASEJ.,INEOPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
- FAULT DErEL_ION/ISOLATION TO THE ORU/ORU'S INTERFACING
SYSTEM / SOFTWARE (JSC 31000 PAR. 3.1.8.3.1)
- EXPANDEDREDUNDANCYAND AUTOMATED RM FOR SAFEFY AND MISSION
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS - EXPANDED ROLE OF BIT/BITE (INTRA/INTER-SYSTEM
TESTING)
bO
o_ • PRIMARY GLOBAL CONTROL IS OMS (OMA) WITH OMGA/CREW SUPPORT
- LOWERTIER CONTROL FOR INTER/INTRA SYSTEM
• MEII4ODOI.IX3Y
- AUTOMATEDFDIRFOR HIGHLEVELS OF CRITICALITY
- BIT/BITEFOR FAULTDETECTION/ISOLATION TO ORU/ORU INTERFACE
- CAPABILITYFOR ON-DEMAND AUTOMATED STATUSCHECKS
- DMS PROVIDED WITH AUTOMATED FDIR (JSC 31000, PAR. 3.3.2.6.2)
- AUTOMATED CONFIGURATION/RM STATUSMONITORING/LOCK]ING
I ) I I 1 I 1 1 1 ) 1 I I 1 1 I 1 ' "_,_ 1 1
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SUMMARY OF THE DIFFERENCES
Reference PMC Requirement AC Requirement
_'U Par. (page(s))
ill
m 3.1.5.4 0nboard/ground operations Design for autonomous operations for aU7
,_ (3-10/11) sequencing override capability TBD period with sequencing override
_3 capability
"u3>
_3 3.1.8.3.5 automatic FDIR for criticality 1 only automatic RM with status to ground,
m (3-17) RM/RM status to crew/ground crew and other automated applications
uff
f.-
:_ 3.1.8.7.2 automatic RM reconfiguration for Onorbit automation for elimination of2
:_ (3-25) safety criticals only - others are need for realtime continuous monitoring
2 manual (crew/ground) by SSMB ground personnelO
--t t,o
3.1.24.2.2 overall control by OMGA with crew control by OMA with crew/ground
(3 -86/87 ) s uppor t support
Ili
U7 3.1.24.3..4.8 Primary recovery mode for station Primary recovery mode is automatic
(3-9) wide functional failures is with manual support
manual/ground process with limited
[i_ au tom ation
3.3.2.2.1.2 Single DMS network (core) Double DMS network (corelpayload)
_- (3-134)
3.3.2.3.1.2.8 Fault •Detection and reconfiguration by Fault management and reconfiguration
_:_ (3-167 thru 3-169) O1_ by OMA
k_ 3.3.2.3 Primary control by OMGA Primary control by OMA
:_ (3-154 thru 3-190)
__-_
:":' * NOTE - List of some of the major differences.
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SUBSEQUENT TO AC, THE REQUIREMENT WILL BE FOR A CONTINUAL
EFFORT TO IMPROVE THE ONBOARD HEALTH ASSESSMENT
CAPABILITIES. THAT EFFORT SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO ACHIEVE
TOTAL RELIABILITY, COMPLETE END-TO-END SSF COVERAGE AND
TOTAL AUTONOMY OF HEALTH ASSESSMENT. THE ULTIMATE GOAL
SHOULD BE TO PROVIDE AN ONBOARD HEALTH ASSESSMENT AND
MAINTENANCE SYSTEM HAVING ALL THESE PROPERTIES THAT WILL
FUNCTION WITH MINIMUM DEMAND FOR CREW ATI_NTION. THIS
GOAL SHOULD BE KEPT IN MIND THROUGHOUT THE LONG
to OPERATIONAL LIFE OF THE SSF. AS APPLICABLE NEW
oo METHODOLOGIESARE DEVELOPEDAND TECHNOLOGIESARISE, THEY
SHOULD BE INCORPORATED INTO THE ONBOARD SYSTEMS TO
ENHANCE THE HEALTH ASSESSMENT AND MAINTENANCE
CAPABILITIES. THIS SHOULD BE AN ONGOING ACTIVITY, SINCE THAT
CAPABILITIES EVOLUTION PROCESS WILL PROVIDE DEFINITION FOR
USE IN OTHER PROGRAMS INVOLVING COMPLEX SYSTEMS WITH
LONG OPERATIONAL LIFES.
I ) 'I I I I I I I 1 I I "'I I I 1 _ ", I 1
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MATURITY/GROWTH
• REQUIREMENTIS FOR CONTINUALENHANCEMENTSAIMEDAT:
- INCREASED RELIABILITY
- INCREASEDCOVERAGE
- I_F_SSENINGDEMANDSON CREW
_o - INCREASEOF SSFAUTONOMY
tD
-END-TOENDAUTOMATIONFHEALTHSURVE_CE ANDMAINTENANCE
(IDEALEEDGOAL)
• METHODOLOGY(IF.S)???
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REASONABLE SATISFACTION OF THE SSFHEALTH ASSESSMENT
REQUIREMENTS AT PMC, AC, AND BEYOND CAN BE ENSURED THROUGH
EARLY RECOGNITION OF BASIC NEEDS IN SYSTEM DESIGN.
THAT DESIGN MUST BE DIRECTED TOWARD EFFECTIVE USE OF THE
CREW. IT MUST PROVIDE AN EFFICIENT AND RELIABLE ONBOARD
SYSTEM HEALTH ASSESSMENT/MAINTENANCE CAPABILITY TO
ENSURE CONTINUAL CREW CONFIDENCE IN THEIR EQUIPMENT.
EXERCISE OF THAT CAPABILITY MUST BE WITHOUT ADVERSE
IMPACT ON NORMAL OPERATIONS OR THE DEMAND FOR THE
UNREASONABLEUSE OF ONORBIT RESOURCES.DEVELOPMENT OF
t,o PROPER DESIGN/METHODOLOGY REQUIRES COMPLETE AND CLEAR
"_ DEFINITION OF THE OVERALL HEALTH ASSESSMENT PROBLEM AND
ITS REQUIREMENTS AT PMC, AC AND BEYOND. A PLENTIP'IJL SUPPLY
OF HOOKS AND SCARS WILL BE REQUIRED FOR ITS PROGRESSIVE
IMPLEMENTATION. THIS IS A TOUGH DESIGN PROBLEM THAT
DEMANDS A WIDESPREAD COOPERATIVE ATTACK FOR PROPER
SOLUTION.WE NEED BE'ITER COOPERATION BETWEEN THE VARIOUS
NASA CENTERS AND WE NEED TO INVOLVE ACADEMIA AND
INDUSTRY RESEARCH. THE POTENTIAL FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF
TRANSFERRABLE NEW TECHNOLOGY ALONG WITH THE CHALLENGE
PRESENTED BY THE PROBLEM SHOULD BE ATTRACTIVE INDUCEMENTS
FOR THE PARTICIPATION OF THOSE NON-NASA GROUPS.
I ) I I I I I I I t / ! I I I , J I I1 .
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HOW DO WE GET THERE ?
• EARLYRECOGNITIONOFTHEBASICNEEDS
- MOST EFFECTIVEUSE OF CREW
- MOST EFFECTIVEUSE OF ONORB1TTIMF/RFSOURCES
- MORECOMPLETEANDCLEARDEFINITIONOFTHE PROBLEM
- PLENTIFUL SUPPLY OF HOOKS AND SCARS
-.o
• WIDESPREADATFACK OFTHE PROBLEM
- COOPERATIVEATI'ACK-NASACENTER-TO-CENTER,ACADEMIA
ANDINDUSTRYR/DEFFORTS
- SIGNIFICANTVIA POTENTIALFOR TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFERTO OTHER PROGRAMS
-TECHNOI.E)GICALADVANCES AND NEW TF_LS-INOLOGY
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THE FOLLOWING ARE RECOMMENDED FOR THE ATTACK OF THE SSF
HEALTH ASSESSMENT AND MAINTENANCE PROBLEM
(1) ADOPT AND ENFORCE THE POLICY OF "DESIGN TO TEST". THIS
APPROACH HAS PROVEN MOST EFFECTIVE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF TESTING AND HEALTH ASSESSMENT CAPABILITIES FOR LARGE
AND COMPLEX SYSTEMS.
(2) MAKE CERTAIN THAT THE BASIC DESIGNOF THE SSF SYSTEMS
INCORPORATES A PROPER AND PLENTIFUL SUPPLY OF SOFTWARE
"HOOKS" AND HARDWARE "SCARS" TO ACCOMMODATE FUTURE
• _ GROWTH AND EXPANSION OF HEALTH ASSESSMENT TECHNOLOGY
t,o AND CAPABILITIES.
(3) STIMULATE INTEREST IN THE PROBLEM THROUGHOUT ALL NASA
CENTERS AND NON-NASA RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS.
(4) APPLY APPROPRIATE NEW TECHNOLOGIES TO SOLVE THE
PROBLEM AND MAINTAIN FLEXIBILITY IN THEIR SELECTION.
ENTERTAIN OUTGROWTHS OF PROVEN DEVELOPMENTS.
AND THE PROSPECT OF COMBINING THE BEST FEATURES OF
VARIOUS TECHNOLOGIES. AVOID A METHODOLOGY THAT LEADS
TO "LOCK IN" TO A GIVEN TECHNOLOGY AND ADOPT ONE THAT IS
•ADAPTABLE TO GROWTH AND CHANGE.
• . . . .
I _ 1 1 1 1 I I 1 / 1 I i 1 1 1 1 _ _j 1 !
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RECOMMENDATIONS
• PROMOTEANDENFORCEDESIGN/DEVEI_PMENT REQUIREMENTFOR"
- DESIGN TO TEST
- INCORPORATIONOF HOOKS/SCARSTO ACCOMMODATEEXPANDED
CAPABIL1TIF_,SffF.,CHNOLOGICALGROWTH
* EXPANDARENAOF PROBLEMRECOGNITION
-.o
e.,o
- ALL NASA CENTERS
- ACADEMICRESEARCHERS AND RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS
- INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH CENTERS/ORGANIZATIONS
• APPLYAPPROPRIATENEWTECHNOLOGIESTO OUR PROBLEM
- OUTGROWTHSOFPROVENDEVELOPMENTS
- TECHNOLOGYCOMBINATIONS(ASSEMBLIESOF BEST FEATURES)
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FOR THE OPERATIONAL SSFWE NEED THE CONTINUAL ONBOARD
CAPACITY TO ENSURE CREW AND MISSION SAFETY, OPERATIONAL
READINESS AND SUFFICIENTPERFORMANCE RESERVES TO COPE WITH
ANY UNFORESEENEMERGENCY THROUGHOUTTHE ONORBIT LIFEOF
THE SSF. WE NEED A COMPLETE AND RELIABLE ABILITY TO
EFFECTIVELY COPE WITH ANY FAULT OR FAILURE. WE NEED THE
ONORBIT ABILITY TO VERIFY THAT ALL REPAIRS, REPLACEMENTS,
UPGRADES AND ADDITIONS INTRODUCED TO THE OPERATIONAL SSF
ARE PROPER AND CORRECT. WE NEED THE ONORBIT ABILITY TO
CONDUCT THE TESTINGNECESSARY TO ESTABLISHFULL CONFIDENCE
IN THE EQUIPMENT AT ANY TIME. WE NEED THE ONORBIT ABILITY
.-1 TO BE ASSURED THAT THAT ONBOARD TESTABILITY IS RELIABLE
AND EFFICIENT.
'q ,, \
I , / 1 I ) ) ) I I 1 I ) I I I ) , / i )
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WHAT DO WE NEED?
• ABILITYTO ISOLATEFAULTSAND FAILURESTO AN ORU - 100%.
• ABILITY TO ISOLATE FAULTS & FAILURES TO THE CARD OR SRU (FOR CERTAINCARDS ie
EDP)- 90%.
• ABILITY TO RECOVER FROM ALL FAULTS (TRANSIENTS OR PERMANENT).
• ABILITY TO WORK AROUND FAILURES.
to
.-,,.1
• ABILITY TO ENSURE THAT S/W UPGRADES & CHANGES ARE INSTALLED PROPERLY AND
PERFORMAS EXPECTED.
• ABILITYTO CONFIGURE SYSTEM FOR TESTING DURING GROUND OPERATIONOR "ON DEMAND".
• ABILITY TO VERIFY SYSTEM/STATION CONFIGURATION/RECONFIGURATION & MODING AT
ANYTIME.
• ABILITYTODOTESTRESULTSPREPROCESSINGONBOARDTOREDUCETEI.EMEIRY/GROUND
SUPPORTBURDEN.
• NEWDESIGNSUTILIZF/FF.STABIL1TYOOLSDURINGDESIGN/DEVELOPMENTPHASETO ENSURE '
ONORBITTESTEFFICIENCY.
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CONSIDERINGTHESCOPE OF THE PROBLEM,THEREAPPEARS TO BE NO
EXISTINGTECHNOLOGYTHAT, TAKEN ALONE, CAN SATISFY ALL OUR
REQUIREMENTS. THE PRIME CANDIDATES, AUTOMATED KNOWLEDGE
BASED AND EXPERT DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS, APPEAR INADEQUATE AT
THEIR CURRENT LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT. THIS IS ALSO TRUE FOR TH
CONVENTIONAL BIT/BITE. ONE PROBLEM WITH THESE IS THAT THE
FOCUS OF THEIR DEVELOPMENTS TO THIS TIME HAS HAVE BEEN
GENERALLY LIMITED TO LOW LEVELS OF ARCHrI'ECTURE
(REPLACEABLE UNITS AND SUBSYSTEMS). A SECOND PROBLEM IS
THAT MOST HAVE BEEN DESIGNED TO PROVIDE DIAGNOSTICS FOR
AFFER- THE- FACT, IN-SHOP USE. OUR REQUIREMENT IS FOR THE
ADDRESS OF FULL AND INTERSYSTEM FAULT/FAILURE
MANAGEMENT ONORBIT. THE DEMAND IS FOR NEW TECHNOLOGY
THAT, PERHAPS BUILDS ON THESE EXISTING ONES, BUT THAT HAS
ADDED SCOPE AND CAPABILITIES. THE INCORPORATION OF ONBOARD
SOFI'WARE SIMULATIONS AND MODELS INTO KNOWLEDGE BASED
EXPERT SYSTEMS APPEARS TO BE ONE A'Iq'RACTIVE POSSIBILITY.
DESIGN TO TEST OF SYSTEMS (SYSTEM LEVEL BIT/BITE AND
DIAGNOSTICS) IS A SECOND. FINALLY, WHAT ABOUT AN ONBOARD
COMPUTER DEDICATED TO SYSTEM/INTER-SYSTEM TESTING ?
I , ) I I I I I I ! I I I I I I , ,, I ]
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT
• POTENTIALTECHNOLOGY
- ONBOARDUSEOFSOFrWARESIMULATIONSANDMODELS
- EXPERTSYSTEMS
- KNOWLEDGEBASEDAUTOMATEDSYSTEMS
t,o
,.-3
-.l - RULEBASED
- MODEL BASED
- OTHERS
- SYSTEMLEVELBIT/BITE/DIAGNOSTICDESIGN
- NEED.FORDEDICATEDONBOARDTESTCOMPUTER?
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LET ME EXPAND A BIT ON THE NOTION OF INCORPORATING MODELS
AND SIMULATIONS INTO KNOWLEDGE BASED SYSTEMS. WHY IS
THAT POSSIBILITY SO ATI'RACTIVE ? FIRST THEY WILL BE READILY
AVAILABLE ( DEVELOPED, AND GROWN TO MATURITY IN THE
GROUND BASED IT&V PROGRAM). SECONDLY THEIR ONBOARD USE IS
DEMANDED TO BYPASS CRITICAL FUNCTIONS DURING INTEGRATED
TESTING. FINALLY, A GREAT DEAL OF DESIGN KNOWLEDGE IS
NATURALLY EMBEDDED IN THOSE MODELS AND THEY CAN BEbO
•..1 EF'FECI'IVELYEMPLOYED TO GROW KNOWLEDGE THROUGH THEIR USEOo
TO PROVIDE STANDARDS FOR PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS.
I , I I I ! I I I I I I ! _ ._ ] I
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REAL
TESTMODE ENVIRONMENT
CONFIGURATION .. _(_ _)_ TESTv REAL OUTPUT
SYSTEM ANALYSISTEST
STIMULANTS TEST
(INPUTS)
ORU BIT/BITE
•.1 O
R
CRITICAL
---_ FUNCTION
MODEL(S)
NONINTERFERENCETESTING
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CRITERIA FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF PERFORMANCE AND BEHAVIOR
FOR FUNCTIONAL SYSTEMS AND COMPLEXES OF SYSTEMS WILL BE
DIFFICULT, IF AT ALL POSSIBLE, TO DESCRIBE COMPLETELY AND
ACCURATELY IN THE SYMBOLIC FORM REQUIRED BY CONVENTIONAL
KNOWLEDGE BASES. THIS IS TO SUGGEST THAT SOFI'WARE
SIMULATIONS AND MODELS CAN BE EFFECTIVELY USED FOR THAT
PURPOSE. THEY CAN BE EMPLOYED IN PARALLEL WITH REAL
SYSTEM OPERATIONS TO PROVIDE STANDARDS FOR PERFORMANCE
COMPARISONS. THOSE STANDARDS MAY BE OF IDEAL PERFORMANCE
FOR THE MONrI'ORING OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE OR MAY BE
SPECIALIZEDFORTESTINGCONDUCTEDTOACQUIREDIAGNOSTICS
SHOULDTHATPERFORMANCEPROVETO BE OUT OFTOLERANCE. SUCH
USES WILL YIELD VALUABLE KNOWLEDGEREGARDING SYSTEMbO
oo PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS AND TRENDS. THEY MAY ALSO BE
EMPLOYED FOR "WHAT IF" STUDIES TO EXPAND KNOWLEDGE
REGARDING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND BEHAVIOR. FOR EXAMPLE,
THEY MAY BE MANIPULATED TO SIMULATE SOME FAULT, FAILURE
OR OFF NOMINAL CONDITION TO ESTABLISH SYSTEM HEALTH
EVALUATION CRITERIA.
I , ) I I I I 1 I I I I I ] I I I , •, I I
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REAL
S NORMALBEHAVIOR CONTINUEOPERATIONS
i ENVIRONMENT CREAL O W AT
REAL SYS3__.M M / N
ACTIVITY P T D
INPUTS A H A
oo RSIMULATED R
ENVIRONMENT E D ANOMALOUSBEHAVIOR ASSUMETESTh_3DE
MODELS
SIMULATION ASSISTED SURVEILLANCE
sLIDE 15
THE ON'BOARD CAPABILITIES MUST PROVIDE FOR APPROPRIATE
RESPONSES TO ONBOARD TESTING. THESE MUST INCLUDE THE
ABILITY TO EFFECTIVELY ANALYZE TEST RESULTS THEN TO TAKE
APPROPRIATE ACTION(S). IF THE RESULTS DON'T INDICATE A
PROBLEM, NORMAL OPERATIONS ARE MAINTAINED. IF THERE IS AN
INDICATED FAULT OR FAILURE ADDITIONAL TESTING MUST BE
DONE, FIRST TO RULE OUT "FALSE ALARMS" THEN TO DERIVE A
PROPER SET OF DIAGNOSTICS. SHOULD IT BE A FALSE ALARM,
NORMAL OPERATIONS ARE RESUMED WITH INCREASED
SURVEILLANCE OF THE SUSPECTED TEST SUBJECT OTHERWISE
APPROPRIATE CORRECTIVE ACTION(S) ARE TAKEN (RM SWITCHOVER,
WORK-AROUND RECONFIGURATION, REPAIR/REPLACEMENT). IF THEt,o
oo TEST RESULTS INDICATE ONLY PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION, NOTbO
FAULT/FAILURE, THEN ACTIONS TO COUNTER THE PERFORMANCE
DEGRADATION ARE IN ORDER. THESE MAY BE ADJUSTMENTS OF
SYSTEM CONTROLS OR ACTIVITY SCHEDULES OR THEY MAY BE OF A
DIFFERENT NATURE, BUT MUST BE DIRECTEDAT RESTORING THE
NOMINAL PERFORMANCE CAPABILITY. FOLLOWING ANY
CORRECTIVE ACTION, IT MUST BE VERIFIED TO BE COMPLETE AND
PROPER BEFORE ITS SUBJECT IS RESTORED TO NORMAL OPERATIONS.
I , ) I I I I I I I I I I I I , J ! I
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i
CONTINUE NORM_
I IN " (MONITORCLOSELY)A
TEST .- L DEGRADED
OUTPUTS v Y PERFORMANCE ADJUSTMENTS
S COUNTERMEASURES
Im
S --[ REPEATEDFAULTS RECONFIGURE
i / (FAILURE) _ WORKAROUNDREPLACE/REPAIR _r
RESUME
NORMAL
OPERATIONS
TEST RESPONSE/POST TEST ACTIVITIES
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An overview of MCC and its Research
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Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation(acc)
The Microelectronicsand Computer TechnologyCorporation is a cooperativeenterprisewhosemissionis to strengthenand
sustainAmerica'scompetitivenessin informationtechnologies.Their objectiveis excellencein meetingbroadindustryneeds
throughapplication-drivenresearch,developmentand timelydeploymentof innovativetechnology.
MCC was chartered in August,1982. Austinwas selectedas its headquartersin May, 1983 and researchwas underwayby
late that year.
Research Programs
Software Technology
To develop technology which will bring about extraordinaryincreases in software productivity,
quality and life-cycle costs
VLSl/Oomputer Aided Design /'b,3
go
To providea means to greatly reducethe design time and improvethe resultingdesign quality of
complex micro-electronic circuits and systems
Packagingllnterconnect
To improve shareholdercompetitiveness in electronic manufacturing
Electronic Applications of High Temperature Superconductors
To understandthe implications and potential impact of newly discovered superconductivity
materials to electronics
Advanced Computing Technology
• To develop technologiesthat will allow MCC shareholdersand their customers to design very
complex knowledge-basedsystems for any enterprise that is centered on information
] ,, I 1 1 _ I 1 ! I I ! I I I 1 1 n I I
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MCCORGANIZATION& STAFFING
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
CEO & CHAIRMAN
Co
INTERCONNECT I TECHNOLOGY IIVIC PRESID N
HIGH
ERATURE
CONDUCTIVITY
TOTAL EMPLOYEES: 400 + I
GRADUATESTUDENTS• 100 + I
MCC Governance
Board of Directors
One directorfrom eachof the shareholdercompanies. The board sets broad policy and meets
regularly to consider important new strategic directions.
Technical Advisory Board
One senior technical advisoror manager from each of the shareholdercompanies. The TAB
reviews the general technical progress of MCC and identifies new and emerging directions which
should be consideredfor new programs. Providesadviceto the CEO on technical issues.
Program Technical Advisory Board
Each of the researchprogramshas an associatedProgramTechnicalAdvisory Board whichoo
m consists of membersfrom each of the companies who participate in sponsoring the research in
that program. This board monitors progress of the program and recommends technical strategy
with respect to the directions of the program.
Program / Project Technical Panels
Panelsassociatedwith each researchprogramconductdetailed reviews of research progressand
assist in identifying technology transfer opportunities in the participant organizations.
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MCC GOVERNANCE
BOARD
OF BROAD
DIRECTORS POLICY
CEO
TECHNICAL ADVICE TO CEOON [_ADVISORY
oo TECHNICAL ISSUES [_u> BOARD
, _ ' ©
(_ PROGRAM PROGRAM MANAGEMENT [_
TECHNICAL REVIEW
ADVISORY [_)
BOARD TECHNICALSTRATEGY
RESEARCH [_
PROGRAMS
PROGRAM/ TECHNICAL REVIEWS
PROJECT AND
TECHNICAL TECHNOLOGYTRANSFERPANELS
SHAREHOLDERS
MCC shareholderseachown one shareof stockin MCC, participateon the Boardof Directors,and
in at least one of the research programs. Participationin a research program involves sharing
researchcosts with the others who are also participating,providing at least one researcheras a
program liaison or assignee(who work as Membersof the Technical Staff or in management
positions, depending on their qualifications), and closely following the research progress in
order to transfer technology back to the shareholderorganization as quickly as possible.
Shareholder participants have paid-up licensesfor use of the technology developed in the
programs in which they participate. They have general knowledgeof activities in other
programs (through the TAB.)
t,,o
o
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Shareholders
Advanced Micro Devices
Bellcore
Boeing
CadenceSystems
Control Data
Digital Equipment
EastmanKodak
General Electric
HarrisCorporation
Hewlett-Packard
Honeywell
_ Hughes/GM
Lockheed
MartinMarietta
Motorola
NationalSemiconductor
NCRCorporation
RockwellInternational
Westinghouse
3m Corporation
ASSOCIATES
The MCC Associates Programoffers a unique opportunity for U.S. and Canadian firms and organizations to participate in the
MCC effort short of full-fledged equity participation. The Associates become part of the MCC community of world-class
researchers, high technology corporations and supporting organizations committed to maintaining North American
competitivenessin the global technologymarketplace. For a modestparticipation fee, the Associates are kept abreast of
progress in the MCC researchprograms and global technologydevelopments. Associates may participateas non-equity
participantsin any of the researchprograms. The Associates Programopens the MCC effort to as many other organizations as
possible in a pro-competition, pro-cooperation spirit.
MCC Associates membershipoffers qualificationto join the MCC research programs as a non-equity participant. MCC is
being restructured to allow more selective and lower cost ways of participating in their research. The basic differences
betweenShareholdersand Associatesare the Shareholdershave governancerights over MCC and receive distributionsof
royalty income from third-party technology licensing. Associates have limited governance rights only for those projects in
which they have elected to participate.Specific rights to technology for both Shareholders and Associates are detailed in the
Researchand DevelopmentAgreement for each programor project.
MCC Associates are invited to two or three seminars a year - designedspecifically for the Associates- for a detailed look at
progress in the MCC TechnicalPrograms. These events provide an excellent opportunity to meet the researchers for a more
in-depthassessmentof the technology. Special meetings with researcherscan be arranged from time to time.
MCC Associates have access to all proprietary technology monitoringand forecasting products of the MCC InternationalLiaison
Office. The ILO produces a highly-regardedmonthly Newsletteron foreign technology developments,maintains an on-line
database on foreign technology, writes occasionaldetailed technical reports on particular foreign technologies of interest and
translatesa large volume of Japanese-languagetechnical papers from its unique database of Japanese technical literature.
The ILO is in frequent contactwith MCC Shareholdersand Associatesto answer their specificquestions. The ILO can save an
Associate a substantial part of the overheadof monitoringforeign technologiesor advise Associates on how to establish their
own monitoring programs. The ILO is also sponsoringa technologyforecasting program, focussing on user needs for
technology5 to 10 years out.
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Associates
Allied-Signal,inc.
AppleComputer
DellComputerCorporation
E.I. DupontDenemours
E-Systems
GeneralDynamics
LTVMissilesand ElectronicsGroup
MagnavoxGovernmentand IndustrialSystems
Mitre
NationalSecurityAgency
Northrop
OlinCorporation
PowerElectronicsApplicationCenter
€.O
Software EngineeringInstitute
Sun Microsystems
Symbolics
Texas Instruments
Tracor
TRW
UnitedTechnologies
PACKAGING / INTERCONNECT PROGRAM
Packaging/Interconnectrefers to the processof assemblingintegratedcircuits into systems and providing the systems with
power and cooling. Recently, rapid advancesin integratedcircuit technologyhave caused many of today's packagingand
interconnecttechniquesand processesto become obsolete. New technologiesare neededto assurethat the potentialof complex
circuits is realized.
The aim of MCC's Packaging/Interconnect(P/I) Program is to develop processes for yielding high performance at low cost,
thus contributing to the competitivenessof MCC shareholders. The overall mission of the P/I Program is to provide U.S.
semiconductor,materials, component and systems companies with superior technology through sharing of talent and material
resources. The work includes the processingof ceramics and plastics,deposition of electrical conductors, development of
bonding metallurgies, thermal management, laser-processing, and thin-film fabrication. It also includes the development of
test techniquesand tester technology.
The P/I Program will develop technology which is directed toward a ten-million gate computer/signal processor
which can be packaged, assembledand tested at a cost of less than $1,000. This would double the performanceof today's
supercomputersat a small fraction of their cost. The technologywill be completed and transferred to the shareholders by theend of 1992.
The Packaging/InterconnectProgram is divided into four areas: a core and three satellites. Core research projects are longer
range and intended to provide shareholderswith a windowon future technology, proving concepts and providingvaluableknow-how. Current satellites are:
• Bondingand AssemblyDevelopment
• Multi-Chip System Technology
• InterconnectTechnology
-1 . . . .
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MCC / Packaging/Interconnect
• Enable electronic packaging to keep pace
with rapid advances, in chip integration and
speed
• Develop low cost, high performance and
reliability, dual use technology
• Multi-chip modules provide improved
performance at a lower cost and an
increased reliability
• MCC P/i work in substrates, bonding, test
and systems
I I i i
Performance Potential of Multi-Chip Packaging
The goal of the Multi-ChipSystemTechnologySatellite is to solve severalproblems related to
the applicationof multi-chip packaging. Issues that are being addressed include heat removal,
power handling and regulation capabilities, high performance connections, and testing.
Within this satellite, the Quick Turn Around Time (QTAT) interconnect project is providing
design and process for generic or programmableinterconnecttechniques using a standard
"blank." The blank is later customized to specific applications within 24 hours of design
completion. MCC P/I is developingboth substrateand board level QTAT techniques,so that most
packaginglevels within a systemmay be implemented more rapidly and at a lower cost. The
project will allow wiring densities up to 500 lines per inch. This compares to current
technologieswhich allow wiring densities of less than 100 lines per inch.
The satellite is conducting technology integrationstudies, is developing technology in a Chip on
Substrate Test (COST) project which will verify that electrical objectives of the interconnect
technologyare met, and is developingliquid-cooledheat exchangerswhich can be integrated
with MCC TAB (Tape AutomatedBonding)and substrate technologies in a multi-chip module.
The liquid-cooled heat exchangerswill remove 50 watts of heat per square centimeter with low
pressure and low flow requirementswith either water or organic liquids. Novel air cooling
technologywhich permits the removal of 30 watts of heat per squarecentimeter has already
beendeveloped.
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Performance otential of Multi-Chi Packa in
• improve system performance, reliability and
cost
• chip technologies are too costly
--don't solve performance and density
-- do not.address the major reliability factors
• reliability limiting parts
---JnterconnectJon and packaging
--- substantial improvement possible
---high density chip-on-board
--centimetres to mm.
CONCLUSIONS (P&I)
Packagingand Interconnectcontinuesto be the main gating factor to achievingcost effective
systems. Packaging and Interconnect technology is the primary limitation to speed, reliability,
testability, and affordability. Therefore, MCC believes that P&I will be a dominant force in the
1990's which will contribute to the competitivenessof the sponsors of the P&I program. The
MCC P&I program will continue to emphasize multichip modules with vertically integrated R&D
which addressesthe issues of design, fabrication,assembly and test. The result is expected to be
computers that are fast (3 ns cycle time), large (10 million gate) and low cost ($5000.)
OO
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conclusions
Hi
i
• P! continues to be main gating factor to Cost
effective systems
• PI limits speed, reliability, testability, and
affordability
• It will be dominant force in the 1990's
• MCC approach emphasizes MCM
--Vertically Integrated R&D to participants
--Design, Fabrication, Assembly & Test
--Computers that are fast (3 ns cycle time),
large (10 million gate) and low cost ($5000)
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THE MCC CAD PROGRAM
GOALS
Thecomplexityof integratedcircuits(ICs)continuesto increaseby as muchas 50 percentper year. By the mid-1990s,
complexIts willcontainupwardsof 10milliondevicesandthe resultingsystemswillbe at leastan orderof magnitudemore
complex.Thistrendcontinuesto affectchipandsystemmakersalike. ElectronicsystemmanufacturersandIC suppliersare
nowdesigningICsthathaverapidlydecreasinglinewidthsandemployincreasinglycomplexprocesses.In orderto remain
competitiveinthenextdecade,thesecompaniesdemanda shortertime-to-marketfornewproductsandrequirelower
relativedesigncoststhantheyhavetoday. BreakthroughsinbothCADapplicationtoolsandsystemsarerequired.
The MCC CAD Programperformsstate-of-the-artresearch into CAD tools and systems that will deal effectivelywith these
technology challenges. The program providescomputer-aideddesign tools and an integrating CAD system framework to its
participants, which will help them resolvekey design time, quality, and resource bottlenecksin the design of complex
integrated circuits and electronicsystems.
To carry out this objective, the CAD Programidentifiestargets of opportunityfor its researchand development (R&D)
projects. The CAD Programonly undertakes R&D efforts in which CAD technology from other sources available to the
participant (CAD vendors, universities, internal participant projects) is projected to be inadequate. MCC monitors new CAD
developments in the commercialarena and within universities to target opportunities. The CAD Program also acquires and
evaluatesthe most current commercialtools. MCC CAD constantly evaluatesnew and ongoing R&D projects from other
organizations and monitors its own projects to ensure that at least one of the followingcriteria is met at the time the company
delivers software to its participants: (1) The CAD tool or system to be produced will be functionally superior to software
available from other sources to reducedesign time and/or cost, or (2) The CAD tool or system will be more cost effective to
the MCC CAD participantsthan other sourcesof that technology.
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THE MCC CAD PROGRAM
GOALS
• Develop a "best in class" CAD framework that
facilitates development and execution of native tools
while providing easy integration of external tools.
• Play a leadership role in the creation of industry
= standards for design data representation, tool
management and communication, and other
important CAD framework issues.
• Deliver advanced CAD tools in areasthat will
advance the state of design and are not adequately
addressed by commercial efforts.
THE MCC CAD PROGRAM
Short Term Plans
MCC organizesitsCAD Programresourcesas a Core and fourSatellites: System Design,DigitalDesign,Test Design and
Physical Design. Each area has its defined targets of opportunitythat result in short and long term goals. The
responsibilities of the Core include developmentof a "best-in-class"CAD framework, coordination of technology tracking and
forecasting activities, and code release preparation for all CAD Program deliverables. In addition, a system engineering
function integrates the framework and individual application tools.
Each of the four satellitesconcentrateson a specific rangeof tasks in the design process. The System Designsatellite
addresses high-level problems of designing multi-chip systems, starting from informal requirements or specifications and
evolvingto componentdesign specifications.
Projects in the Digital Design satellite help create and verify gate-leveldesign, given a system architectureas an input.
Current projects in this satellite include: VHDL analysis and simulation tools, hierarchical timing analysis, and
mathematical verification of design correctness.
Projects in the Physical Design satellite take a functionally-verified, gate-level description as input and create a mask-level
IC design. The satellite continues its work on the C Module Editor (CME)tool, a symbolic IC layout system that employs a
unique graphicalprogrammingparadigm and a powerfulcompaction algorithm. The CME is design-rule independent. The
Physical Design satellite is also addressing the layout synthesis problem.
The Test satellite focuses on the need to rapidly generate tests for complex systems. Current projects include a
comprehensive fault simulation/automatic test pattern generation (FS-ATPG) tool that incorporates key new algorithms to
handle high complexity, and the Testability Insertion GuidanceExpeRt (TIGER), a knowledge-basedexpert system that guides
the designer to improve a design's testability at the register-transfer level and above.
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THE MCC CAD PROGRAM
SHORT TERM PLANS
DIGITAL PHYSICAL
VHDLsimulation • Cell design
- Partial implementation - Module generation
- Full IEEE 1076 - Applicationsof
implementation reusability
Debuggingcapability
• Hierarchicaliming
analysis& verification
¢.o
¢.o
SYSTEM TEST
• Researcharea FRAMEWORK
• ATPG/fault simulator
• SystemModeling • Developframeworkplan
• Implementinitial • TIGER - highlevelframework testabilityanalyzer
• InitializeCAD and synthesizer
Lab
CORE
i stem EngineeringTechnologyTransferShareholddrRelations
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
Most large, complex computer systems of the future will be distributed systems. In a widely distributednetwork of
hundreds - even thousands - of low-cost, high-performanceindividual workstations, data can be shared, available, and
correct, when and where it is needed. These systems will offer two dramatic benefits:
• Teamwork and cooperation. The distributed network will provide tools that greatly assist users in
planning, coordinating,and managing resources - including human resources.
• Reliability. The effective replicationand management of shared data will ensure that a breakdown in
one part of the distributed networkdoes not significantly interfere with the smooth functioning of
another.
Other work in Software Technology focusedon downstream activities. Compilers were developed in the 1960s. Structured
programmingwas the focus of the 1970s. Programingenvironmentswas the new major issue of the 1980s.
In creating Leonardo, STP is focusing its efforts on the upstream of the software systems design process. Upstream
activities encompassthe period from a project's "fuzzy requirements" phase, through its design, to the point at which formal
specificationscan emerge.
These early, creative phases of design offer great leveragein ensuring a given project's eventualsuccess. Downstream
outcomesare, in fact, determinedby upstreamdecision - decisionsabout customer needs and design assumptions,about
resources and components,and about how the system'svision matches its requirements. Indeed,study after study reveals that
over half of the development effort typically is spent on these and other upstream activities.
Yet Currently,the upstream remains unquantified, unarticulated,and poorly addressed by technology. Management and
technicaltasks are seldom coordinated;communicationis haphazardand unfocused. The price, in both human and economic
terms, is this: fixing design defects and adding functionality currently account for over 80 percent of the cost of maintaining
a system once iris in operation.
Leonardo computer-aids the upstream, so that everybody involved in a complex system's design - developers, managers,
and targeted users alike - can function as a coordinated, focused team. This unique environmentpromises extraordinarygains
in the productivityof the designers and in the quality of the systems they produce.
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THE LEONARDO VISION
• COORDINATING THE DESIGN TEAM
The groupdesignof a typical, large complex softwaresystem requiresthe simultaneousefforts of many specialistsworking
: cooperatively. Like the systemit is designing,this teamis often widely distributedin space and time. Like the individual
computer processes being created to drive the emergingsystem, the team must function smoothly.
In most large project teams, the issue of coordinationtends to be minimizedor ignored. Poor communication- both between
processes and betweenmembersof the design team - is widelyacknowledgedto cause rework and inefficiency,and chasing
new code-writingtechnology has not worked as the remedyof choice. The problem is this: until now, there have been no
conceptual models of systems design coordination, muchless the tools for achieving that coordination. Major work is
underwayat STP for ensuring that Leonardo providesboth. Powerful hypermedia tools which represent data in an
associative, rather than a linear,way - in graphical networksof nodes and links - have been developed. The data can be text,
graphics, or synthesizedspeech. Leonardo includes tools which support the notions of process teams and multiple-party
process interactions. Visual environments are available to editthe coordination scripts which organize the multi-design
interactions in the process that an organization goes through to produce a large, complex software system. Multi-designer
interactions are organized by allowing for explicitly written, graphically represented descriptions of the design process.
Each member's "electronicdesk" serves as an interfaceto the overall process and to the status of the member'scurrent role¢.o
in the organization. A graphicaltools which allow design argumentationintoa hypermedia network that can be constructed,
c_ analyzed,and editedby the designteam membershavebeen developed.
SUPPORTING THE SOFTWARE DESIGNER
The software design process continues to be poorly understood- particularly the process of designing large, complex systems
in project teams. Little empirical research has examined the cognitive foundation for this process or pinpointed specific
components. No theories formally describe or organize the information used by designers. Consequently,information reused
across the design process typically remains unidentified and is often redevelopedduring a single project. STP conducts
empirical studies to determinewhat design tasks mustbe supported in order for Leonardo to have maximum value for its
shareholders. A major focus is Computer-Aided Design Deliberation and Reuse. One project is focusing on how a
designer makes and recordsdesign decisions as the projectprogresses from requirementsto code. A graphicallyoriented
technology has been created to captureand representinformationabout a project'shistory and about the dependenciesbetween
system components. A reuse system provides the designer with two reusable libraries - a library of abstract design
schemas and one of abstractalgorithms. A design schemais the way in whichearly design structuresare captured. The
designer can pull up, edit and refinea design schema to pin down precise elementsof the target system's architecture. Once
these elements are defined, the Leonardo designer will use the abstract algorithm library to customize the abstract designs
intocode.
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ADVANCED COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY (ACT)
Projects and Organization
Organization
Shareholdersand Associatescan choose to participate in eachof theprogramsshownas shadedblocksinthe
figure. Recently,the NeuralNetsprogramhasbeenmovedto thesame level as the HI Labin theorganization.
OODS (Object Oriented and Distributed Systems) LAB
The ODBS projectprovidesrichdatabasesoftwarecapabilitiesto bothobjectorientedprogramming
environmentsand data-intensive,symbolicapplications,suchas CAD/CAM, artificialintelligence,and office
informationsystems.The ODBSprojecthas alreadydeliveredORION,a prototypeof an objectorienteddatabase
systemon a singleworkstation.Thissystemis beingextendedintoa distributeddatabase. In addition,the
groupis workingto designand demonstratea high-performancesystemarchitectureto supportthe concurrent
objectmodel by exploitingparallelprocessingopportunities.
OPTICS
Theopticsgroupis conductingresearchintothe applicationof opticstechnologyin highperformance
computingsystems. These studiesare currentlyfocusedin highperformanceinterconnectsfor highlyparallel
systemsand a high capacity, low latency holographicstorage technology (with no moving parts.)
oo AI LAB
Thisgroupisgeneratinga very largeknowledgebasecalledCYC, thatcontainsa foundationof general
(encyclopedic)andcommon-senseknowledge. The workin ReasoningArchitecturesis creatingexpertsystem
shells that provide rich development facilities for the languageas well as efficient run-time environments.
The KnowledgeBasedNatural Languagegroup isworking to extend computer interactionand understanding
capabilities to include unrestricted natural language.
DEDUCTIVE COMPUTING
This grouphas designedand implementeda Logic Data Language(LDL). This is a logic-basedlanguage intended
for data and knowledge intensive applications.The LDL systemcombines the expressivepower and the
supporting technologies of logic programming and relational databases. Future extensions will support richer
knowledge representation primitives and constraint-based programming.
HUMAN INTERFACE
The Human Interface Lab is focused on dramatically improvingthe usability of complex systems. The mission
of the lab is to develop the scientific and technological foundationsfor principled and efficient construction of
effective interfaces. HITS, a Human Interface Tool Suite, provides tools to support the design of intelligent,
multimedia interfaces.
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ACT PROJECTS & ORGANIZATION
ADVANCEDCOMPUTINGTECHNOLOGY
RESEARCHPROJECTS
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NOTE : PROJECTSSHOWNIN SHADOW BOXES ARE SEPARATELY FUNDABLE
DATA CONVERSION (EXTRACT)
Project Focus
TheEXTRACTprojecthasdevelopedtoolswhichallowdataconversionor migrationfromoneor
moredatabasesandfilestructuresintoothers.Theuserdescribesthedatabasesorfile
structurestobeconnectedandthedatatobehandledwitha formalnotation.Thesystemthen
automaticallygeneratescodewhichconnectstheEXTRACTsystemtothosedatabasesandfile
structures.TheEXTRACTsystemincludesa temporarydatabasestorageandautomatic
managementof themovementof datafromoneplaceto another.Theworkof thisprojectis
nearlycompleted.
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DATA CONVERSION (EXTRACT)
PROJECT FOCUS
ALLOW DATA CONVERSION / MIGRATION FROM ONE OR MORE
DATABASES / FILE STRUCTURES INTO OTHERS
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PARALLEL SYSTEMS PROTOTYPING (ES-KIT)
The ExperimentalSystem Builders Kit (ES-KIT) group is developing technologieswhich allow
rapid, low-cost prototyping of experimental high-performancecomputing systems. The ES-
KIT is a set of compatible hardwareand software technologiesthat can be used to very quickly
construct unique high-performance systems - parallel systems in particular. The hardware
modules include processor, memory, hard disk, message-passingcommunications,and
instrumentationmodules. The initialmodulesare Motorola88000 based. New modulesbased
on the Intel i860 are under development. The softwaresupport includesa parallel C++
compiler,UNIX operating system moduleswhich connect the hardware modules to the UNIX
environment in a workstation host, software instrumentation insertion support, and tools to
support the presentationof data collected from builtin hardware and software instrumentation.
The work of this group has been sponsored by DARPA and is currently being distributed to other
researchersaround the United States for use in a wide variety of projects.
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PARALLEL SYSTEMS PROTOTYPING (ES-KIT)
ANTICIPATEARCHITECTURALAND IMPLEMENTA"ION NEEDS OFEMERGINGCOMPLEX,
PARALLEL SYSTEMSAND DEVELOPMODULAR BUILDING BLOCKS & TOOLS THAT
SUPPORTFAST AND AFFORDABLE PROTOTYPINGOF THESESYSTEMS
i
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HARDWARE ICo
co I_ FASTPROTOTYPING
MODULARPORTABLE II
SYSTEMSOFTWARE I PARALLEL/SCALABLE[_ ARCHITECURESDISTRIBUTED
DEMONSTRATION/TEST II
APPLICATIONS I
DRAMATICREDUCTIONSIN THE TIME AND COSTOF COMPLEXSYSTEMPROTOTYPINGREQUIRES
A BROADSPECTRUMOF REUSABLE MODULESWHICH ARE RELATIVELYINSENSITIVETO OVERALL
ARCHITECTURES.SW IS OBJECT-ORIENTED& INITIAL HW MODULES AREMOTOROLA88000 BASED.
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ECLSS SUBSYSTEMFUNCTIONS
THE ECLSS IS DIVIDED INTO SIX SUBSYSTEMS: TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONTROL (TE[C),
ATMOSPHERE CONTROL AND AND SUPPLY (ACS), ATMOSPHERE REVITALIZATION (AR), FIRE DgrEL'WION
AND SUPPRESSION (FI]g_WATER RECOVERY MANAGEMENT (WRM) AND WASTE: MANAGEMENT (WM).
THIS CHART PROVIDF.,SA LIS'IING OF THE MAJOR FUNCTIONS OF EACH SUBSYSTEM.
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ECLSSSubsystemFunctions
ECLSS
I
I I I I I 1
TemperatUre Atmosphere Atmosphere FireDetection Water Waste
AndHumidity ControlAnd Revitalization And Recovery Management
Control Supply Suppression Management
(THC) (ACS) (AR) (FDS) (WRM) (WM)
• CabinTemp/ •Pressure •CO2Removal •Fire Detection •Potable Recovery •Fecal
Humidity Control • TraceContam • Suppressant • HygieneRecovery' Processing
Control • 02 IN2 Control Stowage • UrineRecovery • UrineCollection.
=Avionics Composition • TraceContam • Suppressant =WaterQuality
Cooling Control/ Monitor Distribution Monitor
• ProcessAir Monitor • 02 Generation • ProcessControl
• Refrigeratorl • GasStorage • CO2 Reduction Monitor
Freezer* • VentAndRelief
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
THE ECLSS CONSISTS OF NON-REGENERABLE AND REGENERABLE HARDWARE. THE NON-REGENERABLE
HARDWARE IS FOUND MAINLY IN FOUR OF THE MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS: ATMOSPHERE CONTROL AND
SUPPLY (ACS), TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONTROL (THC), FIRE DETECTION AND SUPPRF_SION (FDS)
AND WASTE MANAGEMENT (WM). THE REGENERABLE HARDWARE, WHICH POSES THE GREATEST
TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLENGE, IS FOUND IN THE ATMOSPHERE REVITALIZATION (AR) AND THE WATER
RECOVERY AND MANAGEMENT (WRM) SUBYSTEMS. THE REGENERABLE SYSTEMS PROVIDE A MEANS OF
GENERATING OXYGEN, REMOVING/REDUCING CARBON DIOXIDE AND RECLAIMING WATER FOR USE BY THE1,o
CREW WHICH MINIMIZES THE SPACE STATION LOGISTICS BURDEN.
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EnvironmentalControlAndLife
SupportSystem
Non- Regenerable _ Regenerablel
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I J 'AtmosphereControlAndSupply(ACS)Subsystem l
O2 N2
_ 02I ' 1Temperatureand AtmosphereHumidityControl Revitalization(ARS)(THC)Subsystem • Air Subsystem
e, H20 tH20Air
Fire (FDS) Detection P H2 WaterRecoveryand H20 FMS
Management(WRM)
And Suppression _' Subsystem H20 FMSSubsystem
Urine _*
i N2 0WasterManagement _.. ,0
.(WM)Subsystem -" '=e*
ECLSS DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM
THE ECLSS IS TRULY A DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM. ECLSS HARDWARE/FUNCTION IS FOUND IN EVERY SPACE
STATION ELEMENT. ALTHOUGH THE MAJOR COMPONENTS OF THE ECLSS ARE cONCENTRATED IN THE
U.S. HABITATION AND LABORATORY MODULES, OTHER ECLSS FUNCTIONS SUCH AS ACS, THC, FDS CAN
BE FOUND IN THE NODES, AIRLOCK AND LOGISTICS MODULES.
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ECLSS DESIGN FEATURES
THIS CHART PROVIDES A SUMMARY OF THE MAJOR DESIGN FEATURES OF EACH ECLSS SUBSYSTEM.
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ENvironmentalControlAndLifeSupportSystem
DesignFeatures
• System • Fire DetectionAndSuppression
• 4 CrewmenAt PMC,8 CrewmenAt AC • FDS FunctionsProvidedTo All
• AttachedModuleServicesProvidedByDistribution PoweredRacksIn U.S. Modules
System • PortableExtinguisherTo Backup
CentralSuppressantStorage
• TemperatureAndHumidityControl
• Water RecoveryManagement
• IntermoduleProcessAir ProvidesCO2 Removal02
PartialAndTotal PressureControlFor Station • SeparatedPotableAndHygiene
PressurizedVolume Water Subsystems
t_
• AvionicsCoolingSuppliedTo AllPoweredRacksIn • PotableAndHygieneProcessorsIn
U.S. Modules HabAnd LabIntegratedBy
• RedundantAssembliesIn HabAndLab DistributionSystems
• UrineProcessedTo HygieneWater
• AtmosphericControlAndSupply
• OxygenAndNitrogenDistributedTo All Pressurized • WasteManagement
Modules • CrewExposureTo FecalMaterial
• PositiveAndNegativeReliefCapabilityProvidedInAll Precluded
U.S. PressurizedModules
• AtmosphereRevitalization
• RedundantAssembliesIn HabAndLab
• Regenerable02 Generators,CO2Removal,CO2
ReductionUnitsLocatedInHabAndLab
• DistributionSystemToProvideMonitoringOfTrace
ContaminantsInAnyPressurizedModule
ECLSS FUNCTIONAL DISTRIBUTION
ECLSS HARDWARE IS LOCATED IN VIRTUALLY EVERY SPACE STATION ELEMENT. HOWEVER, SOME OF
THE ECLSS FUNCTIONS ARE PROVIDED TO SOME OF THE SPACE STATION ELEMENTS THROUGH NON-
HARDWARE MEANS SUCH AS INTERMODULE VENTILATION AND SAMPLING LINES.
to
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ECLSS Functional Distribution
ECLSSFunction HAB LAB LOG HAL Node JEM ESA
Temperature/Humidity.Control
Air TempControl HW HW HW HW HW HW HW
HumidityControl HW HW HW HW HW HW HW
Ventilation HW HW HW HW HW HW HW
AvionicsCooling HW HW HW HW HW HW HW
Refrigerator/Freezer HW HW
AtmosphereControl/Supply
0 2/N2 PressureControl HW HW HW HW HW HW
Vent And Relief HW HW HW HW HW HW HW
Monitoring HW HW SL HW SL HW SL
0 2/N2 Distribution HW HW HW HW HW HW HW
AtmosphereRevitalization
CO2 Removal HW HW IMV HW IMV HW/ IMV
IMV
CO2 Reduction HW HW
0 2 Generation HW HW
ContaminantControl HW HW IMV IMV IMV IMV IMV
ContaminantMonitoring HW HW SL SL SL SL SL
HW- Hardware IMV- IntermoduleV ntilation SL - SamplingUne
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ECL_S FunctionalDistribution(Continued)
._ ECLSSFunction HAB LAB LOG HAL Node JEM ESA
Fire Detection/Suppression HW HW HW HW HW HW HW
r_
Z
>_ WaterRecovery/Management
,-z_ PotableH20 Processing HW HWO
HygieneH20 Processing HW HW"1r1 ¢._
N Urine Processing HW HW
Distribution HW HW HW HW HW HW HW
WasteManagement
'_ FecalProcessing/Storage HW HW
I"L ReturnWaste Storage HW
_ HW - Hardware IMV- IntermoduleV ntilation SL- SamplingLine
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CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL
THIS CHART PRESENTS THE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL SUBSYSTEM
FOR THE SPACE STATION FREEDOM PROGRAM. PROVIDED ALSO IS A GENERAL SCHEMATIC DISPLAYING
THE PRIMARY INPUTS AND OUTPUTS OF THE UN1T.
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CO2 Removal
FunctionalDescription:
• SelectivelyRemoveCarbon DioxideGeneratedByThe Crew's MetabolicProcessesFromThe Cabin
Atmosphere,MaintainingA Maximumpp CO2LimitAs Shown Below:
_ ModeOf Ooeration _2
Normal 3.0 mm Hg
90 Day Degraded 7.6 mm Hg
45 Day Emergency 12.0mm Hg
° ConcentrateThe Removed002 For DownstreamProcessingIn The Carbon DioxideReductionSystem.
Cabin _ 002 0024BMS "-
"- ReductionAir
CARBON DIOXIDE REDUCTION
THIS CHART PRESENTS THE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CARBON DIOXIDE REDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
FOR THE SPACE STATION FREEDOM PROGRAM. PROVIDED ALSO IS A GENERAL SCHEMATIC DISPLAYING
THE PRIMARY INPUTS AND OUTPUTS OF THE UNIT.
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CO2Reduction
FunctionalDescription:
° ReduceCO2To FormSolidCarbonBy-ProductAnd PotableWater
• CO2 IsFedFromCO2 RemovalDevice
• ProcessesAtA 4-ManLoadUnderNormalConditionsAnd
¢..o 8-ManLoadUnderEmergencyConditions.¢.,O
CO2 Potable H20
==,=.= ==,...=
CO2
H2 Reduction
•"- _ Carbon
ExcessH2
OXYGEN GENERATION
THIS CHART PRESENTS THE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE OXYGEN GENERATION SUBSYSTEM FOR
THE SPACE STATION FREEDOM PROGRAM. PROVIDED ALSO IS A GENERAL SCHEMATIC DISPLAYING THE
PRIMARY INPUTS AND OUTPUTS OF THE UNIT.
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OxygenGeneration
FUNCTIONALDESCRIPTION
• TheOGAProducesOxygenByElectrolyzingProcessedHygieneWater. Normal
ProductionIs9.08Ib-O2/Day;EmergencyCondition45 DayProductionIs 15.75
Ib-O2/Day.
• TheOxygenIs DeliveredTo TheCabinVentilationSystemOr StoredForEVA.
Co
Co
• TheHydrogenBy-ProductIsFedTo TheCarbonDioxideReductionSystem.
CO2
Reduction
H20 w- H2 Relief
N2 _ Generation
Relief
URINE PROCESSOR
THIS CHART PRESENTS THE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE URINE PROCESSOR SUBSYSTEM FOR THE
SPACE STATION FREEDOM PROGRAM. PROVIDED ALSO IS A GENERAL SCHEMATIC DISPLAYING THE
PRIMARY INPUTS AND OUTPUTS OF THE UNIT.
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Urine Processor
FunctionalDescription:
• RecoverHygieneWaterFromHumanUrine
• ProcessingRate Is50-70Lbs/Man/Day
Co
c,o
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I I HygieneUrine .._ Urine Product ,_ Water Hygiene =,..v- Processor Water Processor . Water ,v
Brine
POTABLE WATER RECOVERY
THIS CHART PRESENTS THE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE POTABLE WATER PROCESSOR SUBSYSTEM
FOR THE SPACE STATION FREEDOM PROGRAM. PROVIDED ALSO IS A GENERAL SCHEMATIC DISPLAYING
THE PRIMARY INPUTS AND OUTPUTS OF THE UNIT.
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Potable Water Recovery
FunctionalDescription:
• RecoverWaterFromHumidityCondensateAndCO2 ReductionProductWater
• SupplyPotableWaterForCrew(6.26-11.35LBM/PERSON-DAY)
• WaterQualityMustMeetPDRDSpecifications
• SupplyWaterToAllModulesAt SpecificUsePoints
Humidity
Condensate
Potable Potable
H20 Water
C02 m Processor H20
ReductionH20
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I. Introduction: Space Station FreedomEvolutionImpact on the ECLSS
The Space Station FreedomEnvironmental Control and Life Support System (ECLSS) will have to accommodate the changes to
Freedomas it evolves over the design life of 30 years or more. Requirements will change as pressurized modules are added, crew
numbers increase, and as the tasks to be performed change. This evolution will result in different demands on the ECLSS and the
ECLSS will have to adapt. Technologies other than the baselined ones may be better able to perform the various tasks and
technological advances will result in improved life support hardware having better performance, increased reliability, reduced
power consumption, weight, and volume, greater autonomy, and fewer resupply requirements. A preliminary study was performed
to look at alternative technologies for life support and evaluate them for their integration requirements, focusing on the fluid line
_" interface requirements. (A follow-on study will expand greatly on the scope of this preliminary study.) The integration require-
ments of the alternative technologies may be different from those of the baselined technologies. If this is the case, then by design-
ing the initial space station to have the necessary fluid lines, etc. required by the selected alternative technologies then the task of
replacing the baselined ones will be greatly simplified, thereby reducing the cost in on-orbit time as well as dollars.
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SpaceStationFreedomEvolutionImpacton the ECLSS
O SpaceStationFreedomwill evolveover its 30 year or more lifetime,as pressurized
modulesare added, crew numbers increase,and as the tasks to be performed
change.
O Requirementsplacedon the ECLSSwillalsochange.
¢.o
O Duringthis time technologicaladvanceswill lead to improvedlife support hardwareO1
which is better able to meet the new requirements.
0 Replacingthe initialhardwarewith the improvedtechnologieswill be simplifiedif the
integrationrequirementsof the improvedtechnologiesare built into the initialFreedom
design.
O To better understandthe integrationrequirementsa preliminarystudywasperformed
to identifythe fluid line interface requirementsof the advancedtechnologiesmost
likelyto replace the initialtechnologies.
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AdvancedECLSSTechnology:
Benefitsand IntegrationRequirements
O Benefitsof AdvancedECLSSTechnologies:
• Betterperformance
• Increasedreliability
• Reducedpower consumption,weight,and volume
Co
• Greaterautonomy
• Fewer resupplyrequirements
O IntegrationRequirementsof AdvancedECLSSTechnologies:
• System-levelintegrationneeds
• Ruid interfacerequirements
• Electricalpower requirements
• Thermalcontrol requirements
• Control/datarequirements
• Resupplyneeds
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II. Objectives of the Study
The objectives of the preliminary study were to provide answers to some basic questions:
(1) What requirements will be placed on the ECLSS in the future?
(2) How will these requirements differ from the initial Freedom ECLSS requirements?
(3) What constraints will affect the ECLSS?
(4) What technologies will be available to. meet the future ECLSS-requirements?
(5) What are the integration requirements of the alternative technologies?
(6) How do these integration requirements differ from those of the baselined ECLSS subsystems?
(7) What "scars" would facilitate transparent incorporation of the alternative technologies?
¢.o
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Objectivesof the Study
The objectivesof the preliminarystudywere to answersome basicquestions:
(1) What requirementswillbe placedon the ECLSSin the future?
(2) Howwilltheserequirementsdifferfromthe initialFreedomECLSSrequirements?
(3) Whatconstraintswillaffect the ECLSS?
(4) Whattechnologieswill be availableto meet the future ECLSSrequirements?
(5) Whatare the integrationrequirementsof the alternativetechnologies?
(6) Howdo these integrationrequirementsdiffer from those of the baselinedECLSS
subsystems?
(7) What "scars" would facilitatetransparentincorporationof the alternativetechnolo-
gies?
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III. ApproachUsed
A two-part approach was used to identify the requirements placed on the future ECLSS and to identify and evaluate alternative
technologies for their abilities to meet those needs.
A. Identification of Future ECLSSRequirements
. . ?
The NASA documentswhichdefine the initial space station design and possible growth scenarios were reviewed for identification
of the ECLSSrequirements.These documents include:Space StationProgramDefinition and Requirements Document (PDRD)SSP
30000, Sec. 3; Space Station Mission Requirements Data Base (MRDB); the Space Station Systems Requirements Document,
o_ SS-SRD-0001, Sec. 3; MSFC Logistics System Evolution Study; and Growth Requirements for Multidiscipline Research and
Development on the Evolutionary Space Station, NASA TM 101497.
From these documents groundrules and assumptions were derived and scenarios which are representative of the most likely evolu-
tion paths were identified. It was then possible to •identifyECLSS associated constraints.
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Two-PartApproach
I
(_ Identify Future ECLSS Requirements
• Review of NASA documents defining the space station design and growth scenarios
• Derive groundrules and assumptions affecting the ECLSS
• Identify scenarios representative of the most likely evolution paths
• Identify constraints associated with the ECLSSO'1
O Identify and Evaluate Alternative Technologies
• Define the ECLSS functions to be considered
• Identify alternative technologies to perform those functions
• Evaluate the integration requirements of the alternative technologies
• Determine the "scars" needed to allow for easy replacement of the baseline technolo-
gies
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1. Groundrules and Assumptions
The groundrules and assumptions used as a basis for the study are:
(1) The ECLSS will provide the capability to depressurize and repressurize all airlocks and hyperbaric airlocks, and will be respon-
sible for makeup of gases lost during airlock operations.
(2) The ECLSS will be responsible for the supply of Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) potable water, oxygen, and air, and for
processing of the EMU CO2, urine, and condensate water.
(3) The ECI__S will be responsible for animal habitat requirements [but the Process Materials Management System (PMMS) will be
responsible for experiment (ultrapure) water].
(4) The ECI__S will be responsible for animal laboratory requirements [but the Fluid Management System (FMS) will be responsi-
ble for experiment makeup water].O'!
(5) The ECLSS will grow by module, i.e., all full sized Lab and Hab modules will contain the same ECLSS equipment as the
baseline.
(6) All pressurized elements (modules, resource nodes, airlocks, pocket labs, etc.) will contain Temperature and Humidity Control
(THC) subsystems.
(7) Intermodule ventilation will use a series/parallel scheme, with the resource nodes serving as plenums for supplying air to the
attached pressurized elements.
(8) EMU-type ECLSS support will be provided to all manned transfer vehicles.
• r
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GroundrulesandAssumptions
The groundrulesand assumptionsusedas a basis for the studyare:
(1) The ECLSSwill providethe capabilityto depressurizeand repressurizeall airlocks
and hyperbaricairlocks,and will be responsiblefor makeup of gases lost during air-
lock operations.
(2) The ECLSSwill be responsiblefor the supplyof ExtravehicularMobilityUnit (EMU)
potablewater, oxygen,and air, and for processingof the EMUCO2,urine,and
condensatewater.
¢o
_ (3) The ECLSSwillbe responsiblefor animalhabitatrequirements.
(4) The ECLSSwill be responsiblefor animal laboratoryrequirements.
(5) The ECLSSwill grow by module,i.e., all full sizedLab and Hab moduleswill contain
the same ECLSSequipmentas the baseline.
(6) All pressurizedelements (modules,resourcenodes, airlocks,pocket labs,etc.) will
containTemperatureand HumidityControl (THC)subsystems.
(7) Intermoduleventilationwill use a series/parallelscheme,with the resourcenodes
servingas plenumsfor supplyingair to the attachedpressurizedelements.
(8) EMU-typeECLSSsupportwill be providedto all mannedtransfervehicles.
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2. Representative Evolution Scenarios and ECLSS Associated Constraints
Two evolution scenarios, the Multi-Discipline Research Scenario and the Transportation Node Scenario, were used as a basis for
defining the requirements that will be placed on the ECLSS in the future. Constraints affecting the ECLSS could then also be
identified.
a. Multi-Discipline Research Scenario
The Multi-Discipline Research Scenario provides: "pressurized volume, payload attach points, crew time, electrical power and
other essential resources to a diverse user community in support of their scientific research, technology development and commer-
cial endeavors in space." (NASA TM 101497)
For this scenario the number of connected pressurized modules could increase to as many as 6 Lab modules and 3 Hab modules,
with the necessary nodes to connect them and up to 3 pocket labs in addition. The crew size could increase to as many as 24 or
more, to operate the experiments and operate and maintain Freedom.
It is expected that some experiments may require large amounts of EVA time occasionally, for example, during setup or servicing.
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Multi-DisciplineResearchScenario
O The Multi-Discipline Research Scenario provides: "pressurized volume, payload attach
points, crew time, electrical power and other essential resources to a diverse user
community in support of their scientific research, technology development and com-
mercial endeavors in space." (NASA TM 101497)
O Features Affecting the ECLSS:
• Up to 6 Lab modules, 3 Hab modules, nodes, and 3 pocket labs
• Crew size: 24 or more
• Large amounts of EVA time occasionally (during experiment setup or servicing)
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b. TransportationNode Scenario
The TransportationNode Scenario is less well defined at this time. For this scenario Freedomserves as a waypointfor missions
beyond Low EarthOrbit (LEO). Tasks to be performedinclude servicingof transfer vehicles, assembly of large spacecraft,and
processingof returnedpayloads.
Large amounts of EVA time on a regularbasis are associated with using Freedomas a transportationnode. Using the present
airlock design, a two-person EVA transferwould involve up to 10%air loss by volume per cycle. For servicing of the Lunar
TransferVehicle (LTV), which would require up to 40 hours per day, about 10 pounds of resupplyair per day are required.
One scenario for the transportation node includes an isolated Hab module remote from the main cluster, with two nodes and an
airlock, for use by four crew members dedicated to vehicle buildup and servicing tasks.O_
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TransportationNodeScenario
O The TransportationNodeScenario is lesswell definedat this time. For
this scenarioFreedomwould serve as a waypointfor missionsbeyondlow
Earth orbit.Tasks to be performedincludeservicingof transfer vehicles,
assemblyof largespacecraft, and processingof returnedvehiclesand
payloads.
ol
O FeaturesAffectingthe ECLSS:
• Largeamounts of EVA time on a regularbasis (up to 40 hours per day
for servicingof the Lunar TransferVehicle)
• Increasedresupplyof lost air and water
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c. ECLSS Associated Constraints
There are various constraints associated with different growth scenarios. Critical factors which affect the ECLSS include available
power, crew time for maintenance, and launch mass (for resupply needs). Safe haven considerations require that, in an emer-
gency, a single ECLS subsystem group be capable of supporting eight people. Module growth patterns may be limited by the IMV
system. Increases in crew size and the number of modules are to maintain a 4:1 crew to US module ratio or an 8:1 crew to US Hab
module ratio.
¢.o
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ConstraintsAffectingthe ECLSS
(_ Critical factors affecting the ECLSS include:
• Available power
• Crew time for maintenance
• Launch mass for resupply
O Safe haven requirements
O Module growth
• Growth patterns may be limited by the Intermodule Ventilation system
• A ratio of 4:1 crew members to number of U. S. modules, or 8:1 crew to U. S. Hab
modules, is to be maintained
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B. Identification and Evaluation of Alternative Technologies
Alternative technologies for each ECLSS task were identified and those that could be developed to perform the ECLSS tasks were
evaluated for their integration needs. The fluid l'ineinterface needs were then compared with those of the baseline ECLSS and the
"scars" required to permit replacement subsystems with alternative subsystems were identified.
1. ECLSS Functions Considered
The ECI_S consists of several tasks, each consisting of one or more functions: Air Revitalization, Water Recovery and Manage-
ment, Atmosphere Control and Supply, Temperature and Humidity Control, Fire Detection and Suppression, and Waste Manage-
ment. The ECLSS functions considered in this study are: CO2 removal, CO2 reduction, O2 generation, trace contaminant control,
o_ urine recovery, potable water recovery, hygiene water recovery, and waste management.
\
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ECLSS
in
Atmosphere Revitalization (AR) Atmosphere Control and Supply (ACS)
• CO2 Removal • O2/N2 Storage and Distribution
• CO2 Reduction • Vent and Relief
• 02 Generation • O2/N2 Pressure Control
• Contaminant Control and
Monitoring Temperature and Humidity Control (THC)
Water Recovery and Management (WRM) • Air Temperature Control
• Humidity Control
• Urine Processing • Ventilation
• Hygiene Water Processing • Equipment Air Cooling
• Potable Water Processing • Thermally Conditioned Storage
• Water Storage and Distribution • Refrigerator/Freezer
• Water Thermal Conditioning
• Water Quality Monitoring
Waste Management (WM)
[FireDetection and Suppression (FDS) ]
• Return Waste Storage
• Fecal Processing and Management
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2. Identification of Alternative Technologies
Alternative technologies for the ECLSS tasks were identified by reviewing technical papers and reports (NASA and other) and
through contacts with scientists and engineers working on ECLSS technology development.
3. Evaluation of the Integration Needs of Each Technology
After identifying the alternative technologies and developing a basic understanding of how each works or would work the next step
was identification of the integration requirements, focusing on the fluid interface requirements.
4. Determination of the "Scars" Required for Each Technology
Co
The fluid interface requirements of the new technologies were then compared with those of the baseline technologies and the ones
not "needed by the baseline technologies were identified. These then determine the required "scars."
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Identification.and Evaluationof AlternativeTechnologies
O Identificationof AlternativeTechnologies
• Literaturesearch: reviewof technicalpapers and reports
o Contactswith scientistsand engineersworkingon ECLSStechnologydevelopment
O Evaluationof the IntegrationNeeds
• Basic understandingof the alternativetechnologies
• Identifythe integrationneedsof each, focusingon the fluid interfacerequirementsco
03
co O Determinationof the Fluid Interface"Scars" Required
• Comparethe interfacesof the alternativeand baselinetechnologies
• The interfaces-notrequiredby the baselinetechnologiesthen determinewhat
"scars" will be required
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IV.Results
A. Database of the Alternative Technologies
A database was created, and computerized, with descriptionsjof the alternative technologies and the references where the informa-
tion was obtained. This database will be expanded as more information becomes available.
B. Types of "Scars" Identified
The "scar" requirements for the alternative technologies fall into three general levels: (1) intrarack, (2) interrack (rack interface
plate), and (3) module or cluster level. It is assumed that replacement of the ECLSS hardware would occur at the rack level,
therefore "scars" at the intrarack level can be ignored. At the interrack or rack interface plate level there may be a need to add
extra fluid lines (for example, to provide cooling water not originally needed) or to oversize the tubing or ducting to accommodate
a higher flow rate than initially required. On the module or cluster level, additional ECLSS resupply tanks or an additional tank
farm (with associated valves, pressure regulators, instrumentation, etc.) may be needed in order to meet the requirements of high
levels of EVA and airlock usage.
.C. Issues and Areas for Further Study
The results of the preliminary study identified several issues and areas to be studied further. More definitive data is needed on the
Transportation Node Scenario to adequately determine the requirements and constraints on the ECLSS. Additional Intermodule
Ventilation (IMV) analyses are needed in order to evaluate the effects of adding modules in various configurations. The effects of
various crew distributions on the pCO2 and pO2 levels is also needed. Safe haven requirements may change as Freedom evolves and
this needs to be evaluated further.
D. Scope of the Follow-on Study
The follow-on study will greatly expand the scope of the preliminary study in several ways:
(1) Computer models of the alternative technologies will be developed and incorporated into existing analysis tools,
(2) A prioritized list of the potential technologies will be developed and a more thorough assessment of the software control
"hooks" and hardware "scars" performed,
(3) A comparative analysis will be performed against the baseline system, and
(4) Cost/benefit trade studies will be performed to identify the best candidates to replace the baseline technologies.
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Results
O Database of Alternative Technologies
O Three Levels of "Scars" Identified
• Intrarack
• Interrack
• Module or cluster
O Issues and Areas for Further Study
• More definition of the Transportation Node Scenario is needed
_ •Additional analyses of Intermodule Ventilation are needed to evaluate the effects of
adding modules in various patterns
• Additional analysis of the effects of crew distribution is needed
• Possible changes to Safe Haven requirements as Freedom evolves need to be
evaluated
(3 Expanded Scope of the Follow-on Study
• Computer models of the alternative technologies will be developed and incorpo-
rated into existing analysis tools,
• A prioritized list of the potential technologies will be developed and a more thor-
ough assessment of the software control "hooks" and hardware "scars" performed,
• A comparative analysis will be performed against the baseline system, and
• Cost/benefit trade studies will be performed to identify the best candidates to re-
place the baseline technologies.
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Introduction
In thispresentationcharacteristicsof existingand advancedphysio-chemicaltechnologiesare discussedfor theAtmosphere Revitalization
(AR),WaterRecoveryand Management(WRM),andWasteManagement(WM)subsystemsof the SpaceStationFreedom
EnvironmentalControland Life SupportSystem(ECLSS). All technolo_es discussedhave undergonesomedegree of experimental
oo testing,and manycompetedforthe spacestationECLSSbaseline. Theprimary qualitativeadvantagesand disadvantagesof each
technologyare summarized.Technologiesarediscussedfor the followingsystems: CO2 removal,CO2 reduction,02 generation,trace
contaminantcontrol,urineprocessing,hygienewater processing,potablewater processing, and waste processing.
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OVERVIEW
Introduction:
Existing and advanced physio-chemical technologies are discussed for the
Atmosphere Revitalization (AR), Water Recovery and Management (WRM), and
Waste Management (WM) subsystems of the space station ECLSS.
Main Body:
Discuss operation,advantages, disadvantages of following:
I. Atmosphere Revitalization (AR)
CO2 Removal
CO2 Reduction
02 Generation
Cad Trace Contaminant Control
¢D
II. Water Recovery and Management (WRM)
Urine Processing
Hygiene Water Processing
Potable Water Processing
III. Waste Management (WM)
Summary:
List of technologies.
COp Removal
BaselineTechnology
Four-Bed Molecular Sieve (4BMS)
The 4BMSis composedof two adsorbingsorbentbeds,one a desiccantbed for watervapor removal, the othera Zeolite5Amolecular
sievefor trappingCO2. This bed pairoperatesin parallelwithan identicalpairof beds in the desorbing mode. Adsorptionof CO2 from
the processair is accomplishedat lowtemperature. The adsorbingbed is thenheatedto desorb the CO2to a reductiondevice. The
4BMS is a mature, flight-proventechnology. A similar systemwas flown on Skylab,where CO2 was desorbedto space. The 4BMS
has no significantimpactson otherspacestationsystems,althoughits powerrequirementand volumeare higher thanother available
technologies.
CandidateSubstituteTechnologies
Solid Amine Water Desorbed (SAWD)
The SAWDoperatessimilarlyto the4BMS, althoughnodesiccantbeds are required. The SAWD usessteam-heatedsolidamine (WA-
21) bedsto adsorb CO2. Desorptionis accomplishedbysteam-heatingtheCO2-1adenbeds. Solid aminesdegrademorerapidly than
Zeolites,decreasingbedefficiencyand increasingbed changeoutfrequencyand resupply. SAWD also penalizestheECLSSby requiring
hygienewater,whichis eventuallyventedin vapor form to theTemperatureandHumidity ControlSystem (THC),increasingthe load on
-.z thecabincondensingheatexchanger. Sincecondensateis usedfor potable water,the loss of hygienewaterdue to theSAWD appearsas
a gainin thepotablesupply. SAWDhas the advantagethatdesorption takesplace atcabin pressurerather thanat thenearvacuum
conditionsrequiredbythe 4BMS.
Electrochemical Depolarized CO2 Concentrator (EI)C w/H2)
TheEDCreactsH2 and02 insidean electrochemicalcell withcabinair containingCO2, producingtwooutputstreams. The reaction is :
2CO2 + 2H2 + 02 --> 2H20 + 2CO2 +electric power.
The outputfrom theanode-sidecavityof thecell has a highconcentrationof CO2and some H2, while thecathode-sidecavity output
containsair witha lowC02 concentrationthatis returnedto the cabin. TheEDCeliminatesinefficientcyclingrequiredby technologies
thatmust repeatedlyheatand cooladsorbing/desorbingbeds. EDC has thedisadvantagesof consumingoxygenand producingwater
vapor,increasingtherespectiveloads on theoxygen generationand humiditycontrolsystems. EDC is also a safetyhazarddue to the
potentialfor hydrogenleakageinto thecabin atmosphere,whichcould leadto a fire or explosion. No otherCO2removal technology
employsH2 in theremovalprocess.
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AR- CO2 REMOVAL
Baseline Technology
Four-Bed Molecular Sieve (4BMS)
+ Mature flight-proven technology.
+ Low system impacts.
- High power and volume.
Candidate Substitute Technologies
Solid Amine Water Desorbed (SAWD)
+ Only two sorbent beds required, reducing complexity relative to the 4BMS.
+ Ambient pressure desorption. Vacuum pressures not required.
- Impacts to Temperature and Humidity Control system and hygiene water supply.i..a
- Degradation of solid amine beds reduces efficiency and increases resupply.
Electrochemical Depolarized Concentrator (EDC w/H?,).
+ Eliminates inefficient cycling.
- Potential for hydrogen leakage is safety concern.
- System impacts on 02 Generation and Temperature and Humidity Control systems.
CO.____2_Removal
Air Polarized CO2 Concentrator (APC or EDC w,wo/H2)
This technology is simply an EDC not requiringH2 for the CO2 removal process. The capability to operate without hydrogen reduces
the safety concern,although the APC will likely alternate between operatingwith and without hydrogen to minimize system power
requirements. However, switching between operating with andwithout H2 acceleratesdegradationof the cell electrodecatalyst. The
APC requiresan O2/CO2 separator, slightly increasing its weight, power, volume, andcomplexity relative the EDC.
Two-Bed Molecular Sieve (2BMS)
The 2BMS is similar to the 4BMS, although the 2BMS utilizes a carbon molecular sieve (CMS) instead of Zeolite to adsorbCO2. CMS
materialpreferentiallyadsorbs CO2 over water vapor, eliminating the need for the two desiccant beds found in the 4BMS. This reduces
system power, weight, volume, andcomplexity relativeto the 4BMS without any additional system impacts. CMS material also desorbs
at a lower temperature than Zeolite, furtherdecreasingpowerrequirements. The 2BMS is still underdevelopment.
Membranes
The use of membrane technology to effectively concentrate CO2 would likely result in a simple, light, small, low power CO2 removal
system. However, the gas selectivity of current membranetechnology is inadequate. Instead of filtering all other gases besides CO2
from the processair to producea stream of high CO2 concentration, the membranes also filter out some CO2 andreturnit to the cabin.
-.a This inefficient process requires large membranes to remove relatively small quantities of CO2.
t_
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Air Polarized CO,Concentrator (APC or EDC w,wo/H___
+ Safetyconcernreduced.
- W/WoH2 operationreducespowerconsumption,butaccelerateselectrodecatalyst
degradation.
- O2/(202separatordecreasespower, weight, volumerelativeto EDC w/H2.
• Advancedversionof EDCstill underdevelopment.
Two-Bed Molecular Sieve (2BMS)
+ Elimination of desiccant beds reduces system power, weight, volume, complexity.
+ Carbon molecular sieve desorbs at lower temperature than Zeolite, reducing power usage.
• System still under development.
Membranes
¢" + Potential for low weight, power, volume, complexity.
- Highly inefficient due to poor gas selectivity.
CO__.__2Removal
Fluid Interfaces
The spacestationmust be designedto easily incorporateadvancedtechnologiesthat couldforseeablyreplace the baselinetechnologiesin
the future. Designingthestationforeasy on-orbittechnologyreplacementis referredto as scarfing the station. Scarringensures that all
interfacesrequiredby an advancedtechnologywillbe availablewhen it comestime to replace the old technology. These interfaces
includeany fluid interfaces,suchas a line to the liquidcoolantloop, a gasvent line to trace contaminantcontrol,or a COxoutput line to
the Bosch. Fluidinterfacesfor advancedtechnologiesnotrequired by thebaselinetechnologyare plumbedfromthe module standoffsto
therack(s) expectedto housethe futuretechnologiesand cappedoff. These temporarilyunused fluid linesare stationscars.
The includedtableis a list of thefluids input to and outputfrom CO2 technologies.Thesefluid interfaceswere obtainedby studying
availableschematicsfor each technology. Similartablesfor theother subsystems(urineprocessing, tracecontaminantcontrol, etc.)are
includedin this packet,but arenot presented.
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CO2 REMOVAL
FLUID INTERFACES
FLUID INTERFACES
TECHNOLOGY
LINE IN LINE OUT
Four-Bed Molecular Sieve Cabin Air Return Air
Liquid Coolant CO2, Liquid Coolant
Two-Bed Molecular Sieve Cabin Air Return Air
Liquid Coolant CO2, Liquid Coolant
¢,o
-.,,1
EDC Cabin Air, N2 Purge Return Air,
Liquid Coolant, H2 H2/CO2, Liquid Coolant
SAWD Cabin Air Return Air
HygieneWater Steam Pressure Vent, CO2
APC CabinAir Return Air, H2/CO2
Liquid Coolant Liquid Coolant
H2, N2 Purge
Membranes Cabin Air Return Air
CO2
CO2 ReductionM
BaselineTechnology
Bosch Reactor
Carbondioxideis reactedwith hydrogenat high temperature(1050°F)in thepresenceof a nickel catalyst,producingsolid wastecarbon
and water for thepotablesupply. Thereaction is:
CO2+ 2H2 --> C + 2H20.
A singlepass throughtheBosch reactorreducesonly about 11%of the input CO2,with efficiencydecreasingas carbon buildsup in the
collectioncartridges. Complete,100%conversionis achievedby continuouslyrecirculatingthe processgases. Boschcarbon cartridges
must beresupplied;however,the issueof caxboncartridgereplacementvs. replacementof the entirecore reactoris still undecided.
CandidateSubstituteTechnologies
Sabatier Reactor
Carbondioxideis reactedwith hydrogenat high temperaturein thepresenceof a ruthenium catalyston a granularsubstrate,producing
methaneand water. Thereactionis:
CO2+ 4H2 --> CI-I4+ 2H20.
Sabatierhas theadvantageof beingsmaller andrequiringmuchless power thanBosch;however, the toxicmethane it producesmust by
ventedto spaceor storedat a highweight andvolumepenalty. Both of thesemethodsaxecurrently impractical. Sabatierwould be a...z
o_ very attractivetechnologyif its productmethanecouldbe usedas apropellantfor spacestation attitudecontrolresistojets. The Sabatier
reactorhas a conversionefficiencygreater than98%; however,anythingless than 100%results in the loss of oxygen moleculesin the
form of unreactedCO2. Lossof O2combined withlossof H2 in the productCH4is a costly disadvantageof Sabatier. The waterand
oxygensupplieswillbe slowlydepleted,ultimatelynecessitatingincreasedresupply.
Advanced Carbon Reactor (ACR)
TheACRconsistsof a Sabatierreactor, a gas/liquidseparatorto remove productwater from methane,and a carbonformationreactor
(Cb'R)to reducemethaneto carbonand hydrogen. Thereactioninside thecarbonformationreactor is:
CI-14--> C + 2H2
TheACRcarboncollectioncartridgespackcarbonmoreneatly thantheBosch,reducingresupply. A disadvantageof theACR is that
both thecatalyticandpyrolyticversionsof theCFRoperateabove 1600°F,whichmaypresentmaterialsproblems. The ACR is still
underde_,elopment.
CO2 Electrolysis
Seethe sectionon 02 Generation. CO2 electrolysisis a dual-functiontechnology,whereCO2 is reduced to produceoxygen. C02
electrolysisdoesnot requirehydrogenas a reactantfor thereductionprocess,althoughit thereforeproduces no water for the potable
supply. Somehydrogenwill appearin theoutputstreamdue to electrolysisof watervapor.
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AR - CO2 REDUCTION
Baseline Technology
Bosch Reactor
+ 100% CO2 conversion.
- Single pass CO2 conversion efficiency only 11%.
- Carbon collection device must be resupplied.
Candidate Substitute Technologies
Sabatier Reactor
+ Potential for lowest weight, power, volume.
- Incomplete CO2 conversion necessitates water resupply.
_'_ - High weight and volume penalty for waste gas storage.
..q
Advanced Carbon Reactor (ACR)
+ High density carbon packing reduces resupply.
- High temperature operation may present materials problems.
• Technology still under development.
_Q_O_2_Electrolysis
+ Dual function technology.
+ Electrolysis of water vapor reduces humidity.
+ H2 not required as a reactant.
- Water not produced for the potable supply.
- Potential for carbon monoxide leakage.
- High operating temperatures present materials problems.
- Requires Boudouard reactor.
• New technology still under development.
02 Generation
BaselineTechnology
Static Feed Water Electrolysis (SFWE)
TheSFWEelectrolyzeshygienewaterto produceoxygen. The reactionis:
2H20 --> 2H2+ 02
Waterrestingstaticallyin a feedcompartmentdiffusesas a vapor throughthewater feedmembraneand into an aqueousKOH electrolyte.
This passivewaterfeed mechanismhas theadvantageof no movingparts. Oxygengas is producedat the anodeof theelectrolysiscell,
whilehydrogenis producedat the cathode. Producthydrogenis sent to the CO2reduction system. The SFWE is a mature technology
thathas beentestedextensively.
CandidateSubstituteTechnologies
Liquid Anode Feed Solid Polymer Electrolysis (SPE)
Similarin conceptto the SFWE,theSPEelectrolyzeswaterusing a solidpolymerelectrolyte (sulfonatedperfluoro-linearpolymer).
SPErequiresthat feedwaterbe in directcontactwiththe cell anode to providecoolingduring the electrolysisprocess. The needfor two
liquid/gasseparatorsand a deionizerbedincreasesSPE systemcomplexityrelativeto the SFWE. Thedeionizer is neededto remove
contaminantsfromthe hygienefeedwaterthatcouldotherwisecorrode theanode. SPEcell stack technologyhas beentestedextensively,
¢o andhas been usedsuccessfullyin submarines.
.,..o
Oo CO2" Electrolysis
CO2electrolysisis a dual-functiontechnology,simultaneouslyperformingcarbondioxidereduction and oxygen generation. By
combiningtwofunctionsinto one technology,totalAR systemweight,power,volume, and complexitymay be reduced. CO2 is
electrolyzedusinga solidoxideelectrolyzer,producing02 and CO. The electrolysiscell reaction is:
CO2 + H20 --> CO + 02 + H2
CO is thencatalyticallydecomposedin a Boudouardreactor into solidcarbonand CO2, and this CO2is recycled to the electrolysisunit.
Water vaporin the processstreamisalso electrolyzed,which helps controlcabin humidity. CO2 electrolysisplacesno burden on the
hygienewatersupply,virtuallyeliminatingtwo-phase(liquid/gas)processing,althoughit penalizes the potable watersupplyby being the
only technologyperformingCO2reductionthatdoesnot producepotablewater. CO2 electrolysisoperatesat very high temperatures
(above16000F),presentingmaterialsproblems,and mayhave thepotentialfor dangerouscarbonmonoxideleakage. The CO2
electrolyzerandparticularlyits associatedBoudouardreactorare new technologiesrequiringfurtherdevelopment.
Water Vapor Electrolysis (WVE)
WVEelectrolyzeswatervapordirectlyfrom cabinair,producingoxygenand hydrogen. Cabinaircontainingmoistureis fed to the
anode-sidecompartmentof theSFWE-styleelectrolysiscell, producingan O2-enrichedstreamat the anodeand hydrogenat the cathode.
WVEhelpscontrolcabinhumidityand,havingfewinterfaces,lends itselfas a portable technologyto augment thecentral02 generation
systemfor situationswhen additionaloxygenis needed,such as when thecrew gathers for a significantperiodof time.
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AR- 02 GENERATION
Baseline Technology
Static Feed Water Electrolysis (SFWE)
+ Extensively tested, mature technology.
+ Passive water feed mechanism has no moving parts.
Candidate Substitute Technologies
Liquid Anode Feed Solid Polymer Electrolysis ($PE)
+ Extensively tested, mature cell stack technology.
- Two liquid/gas separators and a deionizer increase system complexity.
_ ElectrolysisCD
+ Dual function technology.
+ No penalty to the hygiene water supply.
+ Eliminates two-phase (liquid/gas) processing.
+ Electrolysis of water vapor reduces cabin humidity.
- Potential for carbon monoxide leakage.
- High operating temperatures present materials problems.
- Requires Boudouard reactor.
• New technology requiring further development.
Water Vapor Electrolysis (WVE)
+ Helps control cabin humidity.
• Potential as a portable technology to augment centralized system.
Trace Contaminant Control
Baseline Technology
Carbon Adsorption Beds with Catalytic Oxidizer
Charcoal(carbon)adsorptionbedscoupledwithplatinumcatalyticoxidizersremovetracecontaminants,suchas freonsandaromatics,
fromcabinair. Thecharcoalbeds,similarto those foundonpreviousmannedspaceflight missions,areexpendable,incurringa large
resupplypenalty.Thiscostlydisadvantagemayeventuallybe eliminatedbydevelopinga saferegenerablesystem. Preandpostsorbents
arerequiredforthe oxidizerto preventcatalystpoisoningby halogenatedhydrocarbonsandacidicgases,suchassulfuroxides. These
additionalsorbentsincreasesystemcomplexity.
CandidateSubstituteTechnologies
Reactive Bed Plasma (RBP)
RBPdecomposescontaminantsat lowtemperature(250°F)using a synergisticcombinationof plasmaandcatalyst.Processairpasses
throughan annularreactorfilled withaluminacatalyst,whereit is electricallyionizedinto plasma. The mainfunctionof the catalyst is to
increasethe time contaminantmoleculesspendin theactiveplasmaregion,where plasma-generatedhighenergyelectronsand
subsequentlyproducedspecies(mainlyactiveoxygen)oxidize toxicmaterials. In addition,RBP can performas a highlyefficient
electrostaticprecipitatorto collectand deactivatehazardousparticulatematerial. TheRBP systemincludeslowtemperature(150°F)
regenerablepost-treatmentof toxicreactionproducts,particularlynitrousoxides. RBPcompletelyreducesmethane,and the system is
verydifficultto poison. TheRBP systemcurrently hasa high powerrequirementof about.1000W: Anotherdisadvantageis_at RBP
performancemaybe degradedby electromagneticinterference,althoughthemagnitudeof this prot_lemis presenuyunclear. Kt_r"is
currentlyunderdevelopment.
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AR - TRACE CONTAMINANT CONTROL
Baseline Technology
Carbgn Ad_orption Beds with Catalytic Oxidizer
+ Highly mature technology.
- Expendable charcoal beds incur a large resupply penalty.
- Pre/post sorbents for oxidizer are required to avoid catalyst poisoning.
Candidate Substitute Technologies
Reactive Bed Plasma (RBP)
+ Acts as a highly efficient electrostatic precipitator.
+ Low temperature (250°F) operation.
+ Complete methane reduction.Oo
+ •Extremely difficult to poison.
- High power requirement.
- Conversion of CO to CO2 burdens the CO2 reduction system.
- Performance may be degraded by electromagnetic interference.
• New•system currently under development.
Urine Processing
BaselineTechnology
Thermoelectric Integrated Membrane Evaporation Subsystem (TIMES)
Beforeenteringthe TIMESunit,processurine/flushwateris pretreatedwith oxone and sulfuricacid to fix free ammonia,inhibit
microbialgrowth,controlodor,and reducefoaming. The pretreatedurine/flushwaterenters theTIMES through twoparallel heat
exchangersin contactwith thehot side of a thermoelectricheat pump. The heated wastewater thenflows throughhollow fiber
membranesthat makeup theevaporatorsectionof thesubsystem,consistingof 600 Nation tubes assembledintosix bundles of 100
tubes each. Long termreliabilityof the joints connectingthe Nation tubesto the bundleheaders is currentlya TIMES concern. Water
diffusesthroughthemembranesand evaporatesfromtheirouter surfaces,whichare maintainedat low pressure. This steam flowsto the
maincondenser,whichis in contactwith thecoldsideof the thermoelectricheat pump. Partiallycondensed,the steamthen flowsto an
air-cooledheat exchanger,wherethecondensationprocessis completed. Latentheat is recovered and reused in theevaporativeprocess.
The condensateis testedfor waterquality and, if acceptable,is deliveredas productwater to the hygieneprocessorby a centrifuge-type
pump. Thepump actsas a gas/liquidseparatorsinceit removesnon-condensiblegasesentrained in thecondensatestream. Unacceptable
condensateis reprocessed. Withwater recoveryefficiencyless than 100%(90-95%),the TIMESprocess involvesbrine storage,which
is a weight,volume,and resupplypenalty.
CandidateSubstituteTechnologies
¢0
Vapor Compression Distillation (VCD)
VCD maintainsa vapor/liquidinterfaceusingcentrifugalforcecreatedby a rotatingdrum. This is morecomplicatedthanthe staticphase
separationprocessemployedby theTIMES. Water is evaporatedfrom a thin filmof processwaste water flowingover the inner surface
of a rotatingevaporator/condenserdrum. Thewatervapor is compressed,raisingits saturationtemperature,thendirectedout of the
drum and againstits outsidesurface,whereit condenses. The latent heatof condensationis transferredpassivelyfromthe outside to the
insideof thedrum throughits thinmetallicwall,providingthe latentheatrequiredto evaporate the nextbatchof incomingwaste water.
This passivelatentheattransfermakesVCD an energyefficientprocess. After startup,the only energyused by theprocessis for water
vaporcompressionand forovercomingmechanicalandthermalinefficiencies.Unevaporatedwaste water is recirculateduntil thesolids
concentrationbuildsup to a predeteminedlevel,at whichtime theconcentratedbrine is removedfor storage. The VCD brine storage
penaltyis nearlyidenticalto thatof theTIMES. A disadvantageof VCD is thatits rotating/vibratingparts maycreate forcesthat could
disruptthespacestationmicrogravityenvironment.Additionally,mechanicalreliabilityof theperistalticfeedpump is still in question.
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WRM - URINE PROCESSING
Baseline Technology
Thermoelectric Integrated Membrane Evaporation Subsystem (TIMES)
+ Waste waterphase separation is a static process.
- Membranemechanical reliability questionable over long term.
- Less than 100%water recovery necessitates brine storage.
Candidate Substitute Technologies
Vapor Compre_si0n Distillation (VCD)
+ Produces slightly higher water quality and processes higher flow rates than TIMES.
+ Lowest power consumption due in part to passive• latent heat recovery.
_ - Dynamic waste water phase separation more complex than TIMES static separation.
- Less than 100% water recovery necessitates brine storage.
- Mechanical reliability of peristaltic feed pump questionable.
Urine Processing
Air Evaporation System (AES)
In the AES, pretreatedurineis pumped through a particulate filter to a wick package using a pulse feed technique. The pulse and urine
flow rate are controlled by a feed pump that responds to the relative humidity of air leaving the wick package andthe amountof liquid
processed. Sufficienttime is provided between pulses to allow thevolume of urine to be distributed before the next pulse. A circulating
heated air stream evaporates water from the urine,leaving urinesolids in the wicks. When sufficient urine solids accumulatein the
wicks, the feed pumpis shutoff and the loaded wicks aredried down and replaced with a new wick package. Storage of spent wick
packages is likely to requireless volume thanbrine storage. During dry-down, humid air leaving the wick package passes througha
condensing heat exchanger. A water separator downstreamof the condenser removes water from the air stream andpumpsit to the
product water loop. The complete dry-downprocedure results in nearly 100% water recovery. Precise waste water feed control is
criticalto water recovery efficiency. Feeding too much waste waterwill saturatethe sponge-like wicks, causing waste waterto drip off
the wicks andcontinuedownstream before entrainedcontaminantscan be absorbed. The complex feed control still requires funher
development. The AES was tested successfully in mannedchamber tests by McDonnell Doulgas in the late 1960's, andinvolves a
relatively simple, reliable process. The AES operates atambient pressure,eliminating potential leakage problems andsystem impacts
associated with vacuumpressures. AES is tolerantof solid precipitates,eliminating the need for an oxidizing pretreatment. Oxone urine
pretreamentis required by theTIMES to keep solid precipitates in solution duringprocessing, but oxone is a corrosive, reactive
chemical. Nonoxidizing pretreatments, which are saferandeasier to handle than oxone, do not hold solid precipitates in solution. This
is ideal for the AES, where solids must precipitate out into the wicks. The main disadvantage of AES is that it is an energy-intensive
process, requiring much more power than its competitors. Methods for reducing energy consumption are being studied, all of which will
¢,o likely increase system complexity.
oo
Vapor Phase Catalytic Ammonia Removal (VPCAR)
VPCAR is based on a catalytic chemical process where impurities that vaporize with the process water are oxidized to innocuous gaseous
products. The process employs two catalyst beds. In the first bed ammonia is oxidized to a mixture of nitrogen and nitrous oxide, and
volatile hydrocarbons are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water vapor. In the second bed nitrous oxide formed in the first bed is
catalytically decomposed into oxygen and nitrogen. VPCAR requires neither pretreatment nor posttreatment. As a first-generation
system VPCAR produces higher quality water than its more mature competitors. Recovered water has little ammonia, few
hydrocarbons, and low conductivity, requiring only adjustment of its pH to meet potable water standards. VPCAR employs the same
potentially unreliable hollow fiber evaporator found in the TIMES, and has the additional disadvantage of operating at high temperatures
of up to 850°F. VPCAR _lso requires brine storage, and the process impacts SFWE operation by consuming oxygen.
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WRM - URINE PROCESSING
Air Evaporation System (AES)
+ Nearly 100%water recovery
+ Reliable,simple process.
+ Tolerantof solid precipitates. A nonoxidizing pretreatment becomes feasible.
+ Air evaporationloop operates at ambient pressure.
+ Storage of spent wick packages may require less volume than brine storage.
- Energy-intensiveprocess.
- Complex control of wastewater feed to wicks requires further development.
Vapor Phase Catalytic Ammonia Removal (VPCAR)
+ First-generation system produces higher quality water than more mature competitors.
+ Pre/posttreatment not required.
- Consumes oxygen.¢,0
oo - Less than 100% water recovery necessitates brine storage.¢3"I
- Operation at high temperature and pressure.
- More complex than other urine processors.
• New technology requiring further development.
Hygiene Water Processing
BaselineTechnology
Reverse Osmosis (RO)
Non-phasechange technologies,suchas RO and MF, arechosen for hygienewaterprocessing based on their lowspecificenergy
relativeto phasechangetechnologiesand theirability to morereadilyprocessthe high flowrates associatedwith hygienewateruse. The
RO systemconsistsof an ultrafiltration(UF) unitand ROunit in series,eachemployingmembranesfor removingcontaminantsfrom
waste water. Ultrafiltrationis a processthatfilters mostsuspendedsolidsand macromolecules,while allowinglow molecularweight
salts and water to permeatethemembrane. As the first stageof the RO system,the primaryfunctionof UF is to removelarge
contaminantsthatwouldotherwisefoul theRO membranes. In the RO unita semipermeablemembraneseparatespurifiedproductwater
from inputwaste water. A pressureis appliedto the wastewater in excess of its osmotic pressure,reversing thenormalosmosis
process. Water spontaneouslyflowsacrossthe semipermeablemembranefrom the concentratedwaste water solutionto a less
concentratedsolution,resultingin productwaterwith a reducedimpurity concentration. The RO unit rejects all suspendedsolids,all
macromolecules,and most lowmolecularweightsalts,althoughcurrentmembranesare incapableof removingalmostall groupsof low
molecularweightorganics. Contaminantremovalby membranefiltrationis a more flexiblemethod thanremovalby sorbentbeds.
Sorbentbeds(employedby multifiltration)aredesignedto removespecificcontaminants.An unexpectedcontaminantintroducedinto the
hygienewaterloop is more likelyto be removedby theRO membranesthan bythe multifiltrationsorbent beds. In addition,the
unexpectedcontaminantmayrapidlyfoulthe sorbent beds. RO has thedisadvantageof producingbrine that must be processedby the
urineprocessor. ROalso reqmresposttreatmentby multifiltrationsorbent beds,which must be periodicallychangedout and resupplied.
¢ao
oo
CandidateSubstituteTechnologies
Multifiltration (MF)
See thesectionon potablewaterprocessing. MF systemcomplexityis lower thanRO, and it does not have the systemimpacts
associatedwithbrinehandling(demandon urineprocessorand cyclingof ROunit to allowfor brineremoval). MF hasthe disadvantage
of beingmoresensitiveto waste watercharacteristicsthanROsince its unibedsare designedto remove specific contaminants.MF is
incapableof removinglow molecularweightnonionicorganics,particularlyalcohols,ketones,and amides.
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WRM - HYGIENE WATER PROCESSING
Baseline Technology
Reverse Osmosis (RO)
+ Filtration more flexible than contaminant removal by sorbents.
+ Low specific energy relative to phase change technologies.
+ Rejects all suspended solids, all macromolecules, and most low molecular weight salts.
- Incapable of removing almost all groups of low molecular weight organics.
- Requires brine processing by urine processor.
- Requires multifiltration posttreatment. Bed changeout is resupply, crew time penalty.
Candidate Substitute Technologies
_o Multifiltrati0n (MF)
oo + Low system complexity.
+ Low specific energy relative to phase change technologies.
+ Highest water recevery percentage.
+ Minimal system impacts.
- Incapable of removing low molecular weight, nonionic organics.
- Performance is sensitive to waste water characteristics.
- Bed changeout is high resupply, crew time penalty.
Potable Water Processing
BaselineTechnology
Multifiltration (MF)
Potablewater is obtainedthroughmultifiltrationof condensatefrom theTemperatureand HumidityControl(THC) subsystemandfrom
water formedduringtheCO2reductionprocess. MF consistsof a particulatefilter upstreamof sixunibeds in series. Each unibedis
composedof sorbentbedsand ion exchangeresin beds. Afterabout 10-30days thefin'stunibed in the serieswill become contaminated.
As thefirst bed to beexposedto inputwaste water, it becomescontaminatedbefore theremainingunibedsdownstream. Once its storage
capacityis reached, thisunibedis removedand the otherfiveunibedsare movedup to fill the gap. A fresh unibedis placed at theend of
the series. Unibedchangeoutis a resupplyand crew time penalty,althoughthe bedsdo not foul as quicklyas the MF hygieneprocessor
unibeds,whichhandlemuchdirtierwastewater. Microbialgrowthis impeded by heatingand chemicallytreating(iodineinjectedby a
microbialcheckvalve)theprocesswater. MF has a higherwaterrecoverypercentagethanRO.
Reverse Osmosis (RO)
See the sectionon hygienewaterprocessing. ROAJFmodulesappearunnecessaryforpotable processing. Waterquality entering the
potableprocessoris relativelyhigh. This water tends topass throughthe RO/UFmodules relativelyunaffected,and the MF
posttreatmentunitwindsup removingthemajorityof theentrainedcontaminants.
Electrodeionization
Theelectrodeionizationprocessutilizesion exchangeresinsaridmembranesto deionizecontaminatedfeedwater. Ionexchangeoo
oo membranes,used as barriersto bulk water flow,dividethesysteminto threeadjacentcompartments- a dilutingcompartmentbordered
oneither side by a concentratingcompartment. Feed waterenters thedilutingcompartment,which is filled with mixed-bedion exchange
resin. Ions in the feedsolutionreact with the ion exchangeresins,transferringthroughtheseresins in the directionof an electrical
potentialgradientappliedacrossthecompartments.Due to thesemipermeabilitypropertiesof the ionexchangemembranesand the
directionalityof thepotentialgradient,ion concentrationwilldecreasein thedilutingcompartmentandincreasein theconcentrating
comparmaents.Thesystemoutputsbrinefrom theconcentratingcompartmentsand purifieddeionizedwater from the diluting
compartment(conductivityas low as 0.1 microsiemen/cm).Pre-and posttreatmentof the feed wateris requiredto extractcontaminants
not removedby the electrodeionizationprocess,includingnonionicspecies,chlorine,and silica. Electrodeionizationis capableof
deionizinga wide rangeof feeds,from bulk salt removalto polishingof RO productwater. In the electrodeionizationsystem the ion
exchangeresin is continuallyelectricallyregenerated. Regenerationchemicalsarenot required,eliminatingchemicalhandling,waste
neutralization,and corrosionproblems. Electrodeionizationdoes not involvesorbentbed changeoutrequiredby MF and RO, although
its pre/posnreatmentswill likelyentail resupplyandregularreplacementof expendablesby thecrew. Systemdisadvantagesincludehigh
complexityrelativeto MF, and theproductionof brine thatmust be processedby the urineprocessor.
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WRM - POTABLE WATER PROCESSING
Baseline Technology
Multifiltration (MF)
+ Low system complexity.
+ Minimalsystem impacts.
+ Highest waterrecovery percentage.
- Bed changeout is resupply, crew time penalty (not as high as MF hygiene processor).
- Incapableof removing low molecular weight nonionic organics.
Candidate Substitute Technologies
Reverse Osmosis (RO)
_ + Filtration more flexible than contaminant removal using sorbents.Oo
_, - Requires brine processing by urine processor.
3] - Incapable of removing almost all groups of low molecular weight organics.
- ROAJF modules appear unnecessary for potable processing. MF posttreatment removes
majority of contaminants.
Electrodeionization
- High systemcomplexity relative to RO and MF.
- Requires brine processing by urine processor.
- Pre/posttreatmentrequired.
Waste Management
BaselineTechnology
Storage and Biodegradation
All solid wasteis storedand returnedto earth. Humansolid waste is compactedand storedin canistersfor biodegradation.Whenfull
thesecanistersare returnedto earth and resupplied. This is a very simple,safe, low power method for handlingwaste, but largelogistics
penaltiesare involved. Thelogicalimprovementto storageis a wastemanagementsystemcapableof processingwaste andrecoveringits
usefulconstituents,an importantstep in developinga closedECLSS. Storageand/orventing has been the methodfor wastemanagement
on allpast mannedspacemissions.
CandidateSubsn'tuteTechnologies
Supercritical Water Oxidation (SCWO)
SCWOis a processin whichoxygenand waterabove its supercriticaltemperatureand pressure (705°F and 3190psi) are usedto oxidize
organicwastematerialswithoutthepresenceof a catalyst. Whenwaterbecomessupercrificalits propertiesas a solventchange. Organic
compounds,normallyinsolublein waterat standardtemperatureand pressure,become soluble in supercriticalwater. If sufficient
oxygenis availableand thereactortemperatureand pressureare sufficientlyhigh (750-1200°Fand 3675psi), theseorganiccompounds,
alongwith.processatmosphericand trace contaminantgases,arecompletelyoxidized to CO2,H2, and N2. Additionally,inorganicsalts
¢_ becomeinsolublein supercriticalwaterand precipitatefromsolution. Efficientprocessingis achievedwith reactorresidencetimes as low
as one minute.
SCWOcanhandleall types of organicspacecraftwaste,in addition to processingcondensate,wash,and urine/flushwaters. SCWO
producespotablewater from all inputwastewaters,creatingan entirelypotable watersupply. The process is not applicable to wastes
that arecomposedprimarilyofinorganics. SCWOis a safetyhazard due to its extremelyhigh operating temperaturesand pressures,and
it is a corrosiveprocess,presentingmaterialand mechanicalreliabilityproblems. A posttreatmentis requiredto handletoxicproduct
gases(suchas carbonmonoxide). SCWOtechnologyis stillunder development.
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WM - WASTE MANAGEMENT
Baseline Technology
Storage and Biode2radation
+ Very simple and safe technology.
+ Low power consumption.
- High logisticspenalties.
Candidate Substitute Technologies
Sur_er¢riticai Water Oxidation (SCWO)
+ Multifunction technology.
+ Handles a wide variety of organic wastes.
- Posttreatment required to handle toxic gases.
- Safety hazard. Reactor operates at extremely high operating temperature and pressure.
- Corrosive process, presenting material and mechanical reliability problems.
- Consumes 02.
• Technology requires further development.
Waste Management
Wet Oxidation (WETOX)
Wetoxidationrefers to theaqueousphaseoxidationof organicmaterialsachievedby interactingair withliquidwaste in a high
temperature,highpressure(550°F,2200psi)reactor. Liquid watercatalyzesoxidation,allowingreactionsto proceed at temperatures
lowerthanthoserequiredfor oxidationby open flamecombustion. Additionally,water moderatesoxidationrates by providinga
mediumfor heat transferand byremoval of excessheatby evaporation.Oxidationproductsare innocuous,primarilyconsistingof
carbondioxideand water,althoughoxidationis not as completeas in theSCWO process. WETOXeffluentrequiresposttreatmentby
catalyticoxidationand mayalsorequirea phasechangewaterrecoverysystemfor additionalposttreatment. The WETOXprocess
consumesoxygen,is a corrosiveprocess and is a safetyhazarddue to its high pressure and temperatureoperation. Researchon
WETOXrecentlyhas centeredon industrialapplications.Furthereffort is required to developa systemfor spaceenvironments.
Waste Management - Water System (WM-WS or RITE)
TheWM-WSsystemrecoverswaterfrombrineandrejectionconcentratesgeneratedby otherwaterrecoveryandwastemanagement
technologies.Waterrecoveryfrombrinereducestheneedfor waterresupply,significantlyloweringlaunchcosts. WM-WSusesan
evaporatorto separateprocessbrineinto watervaporandsolidwaste. Thewatervaporis catalyticallyoxidized,thencondensedand
outputto posttreatment.Solidwasteis pumpedto anincinerator,whichproducesashthat mustbestoredandreturnedto earth. The
catalyticoxidizerandincinerationunitseachoperateatabout1200°F.
WM-WSwith a posttreatmentcouldeventuallybe usedto processall typesof spacestationwastewater,replacingall thephasechange
andnon-phasechangetechnologiesusedon thebaselinestation. The WM-WSprocessis not affectedbybacteriaorparticulates,and
exterminatesmicroorganismsmuchmoreeffectivelythanexistingwater recoverytechnologies(TIMES,VCD,RO, MF). Theoriginal
t,o WM-WSsystememployeda plutoniumheat source,andwasknownas the RadioIsotopeThermal Energy(RITE)system. WM-WS
requiresfurtherdevelopment.
Electrochemical Decomposition
Electrochemicalwaste decomposition is a non-thermal electrolysis process where solid organic waste and urine can be degraded by
oxidation at the surfaceof catalyticelectrodes. CO2, N2, and02 arethe oxidation products formed at the cell anode, while H2 is formed
at the cathode. Electrochemical decompositionoperates at low temperatures(less than 150°F) andoxidizes waste without the
consumptionof atmosphericoxygen. The process also consumes relatively little power. The electrochemical decomposition system has
the disadvantageof being susceptible to carbonmonoxide poisoning. Electrochemical decomposition is in the early stages of
develo _ment.
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WM - WASTE MANAGEMENT
Wet Oxidation (WETOX)
+ Handles a wide variety of organic wastes.
+ Oxidation products are innocuous.
May require extensive posttreatment.
Safety hazard due to high pressure, high temperature operation.
- Corrosive process.
- Consumes 02.
• Further development is required for space applications.
Waste Management- Water System (WM-W$ or RITE)
+ Water recovery from brines results in large long-term cost savings.
+ More efficient than existing water processors at eliminating bacteria and particulates from
_, waste stream.
+ May become capable of processing all types of space station waste water.
- Requires posttreatment.
• Technology requires further development.
Electrochemical Decomposition
+ High temperatures, pressures not required.
+ Relatively low power consumption.
+ Produces oxygen instead of consuming it.
- Presence of carbon monoxide tends to poison system.
• New technology requiring further development.
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TECHNOLOGY SUMMARY
Atmosphere Revitalization (AR): Water Recovery and Management (WRM):
CQ2_.Removal Urine Processing
Four-Bed Molecular Sieve (4BMS) Thermoelectric Integrated Membrane
-o Solid Amine Water Desorbed (SAWD) Evaporation Subsystem (TIMES)
r, Electrochemical Depolarized Concentrator Vapor Compression Distillation (VCD)
(EDC) Air Evaporation System (AES)
z Air Polarized Concentrator (APC or EDC Vapor Phase Catalytic Ammonia Removal
-o w,wo/H2) (VPCAR)
_' Two-Bed Molecular Sieve (2BMS)
Membranes Hygiene Water ProcessingI_
r- Reverse Osmosis (RO)
z CO9__Reduction Multifiltration (MF)
Bosch ReactorO9
€.o
c _ Sabatier Reactor Potable Water Processing-I
-,i Advanced Carbon Reactor (ACR) Multifiltration (MF)
r-- CO2 Electrolysis Reverse Osmosis (RO)
" Electrodeionization
t_ 02_=Generation
Static Feed Water Electrolysis (SFWE) Waste Management (WM):
? Liquid Anode Feed Solid Polymer Electrolysis
(SPE) Storage and Biodegradation
__ CO2 Electrolysis Supercritical Water Oxidation (SCWO)
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INTRODUCTION
Duringthe past year,increasingattentionhas been candidatesystems. These issues areapparentlyhavinga
focusedonlife supportsystemsandthe criticalrole they greaterimpactonsystem developmentandevaluationthan
have in sustainingspaceflightcrews. As theseexplorers previouslyanticipated.
undertakemissionstravelinggreaterdistancesfromEarth The mainobjectiveof this presentationis to focus
andforlongerperiodsof time,the morecriticaltheneedfor attentionon the emerginginfluencesof these secondary
regenerativelifesupportcapabilities, factors and to constructively address these issues by
Theselectionand developmentof the presentcandi- discussingapproacheswhich attack them in a more direct
"_ date waterreclamationtechnologieshas beendrivenby the manner. It maybe thatthese secondaryissUeswillequalor
m samefactorsrequisitefor most, if notall,spacecraftsystems surpass the primary factors in guiding the direction of
rna_ (i.e., size,weight,volume, power,etc.), evolutionary technology and design of future water
As more studies are conductedtowardselectionof reclamationandwastemanagement/processingsystems.
Z the WaterReclamationand Management(WRM) system Using these secondary issues as a focal point, two
hardwareforInitialOperationConfiguration(IOC)of Space technologies(an old one and a new, emergingtechnology)
"g Station Freedom, the primarycriteria (weight, volume, are brieflydiscussed. The technologies can be shown to
a_ power,etc.)appearto havebeenadequatelymet. However, havesubstantialmerit,but more importantlyit is hopedthis
m informationanddata foundina numberofreportsduringthe presentation will stimulate new thinking and approaches
m _ past two years indicate that secondary issues (i.e., waste towardreducingthe impactof the secondaryissuesas a key
:_ -.a composition,type and level of chemicalcontaminantsand elementof the evolutionarysystem researchand develop-
Z effects of microorganism (primarily bacterial) are ment. In the longrun, it may turnout that these issuesmay
.--- significantlyaffectingtheoperationandefficiencyof the be themostcriticalof all factors.
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SPACE STATION WATER RECLAMATION AND
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The SpaCeStationFreedom WRMsystemwillhave
threesystemsreclaimingwaterfor crewuse. At leasttwoof
thesesystemswill includebackupunits. TheU.S. Labora-
tory will have at least two systems and backupunits are
includedin theplans. This is a total ofnineunitsconsisting
of four different system configurations. Threeor four of
these systems will likely have daily duty cycles, thus
requiringpower,monitoringof system functionand water
quality,consumablesandintervehicularactivity(IVA)crew
time.
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SPACE STATION WATER RECLAMATION AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
WATER
WRM SUBSYSTEM WASTE SOURCE SPECIFICATION
1. CREW POTABLE WATER (PRIMARY) * Breathing Atmosphere, Humidity Condensate Potable
• CO2 Reduction WaterCD
CREW POTABLE WATER (BACKUP)
2. HYGIENE WATER (PRIMARY) * Hand/Face Washer, Body Shower
• Clothes Washer Hygiene
HYGIENE WATER (BACKUP) * Dish Washer
3. URINE PROCESSOR (PRIMARY) *Urine/Flush Wastewater Hygiene
4. U.S. LABORATORY-Animal Expert- * Animal Cage Washer Wastewater Hygiene
ment Facility (Water Recycle System)
5. U.S. LABORATORY-Ultrapure Water * Experiment Waste Ultrapure
System (UPWS)
Tom D.Rogers
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GENERALIZED DIAGRAM OF WATER
RECLAMATION SYSTEMS
Anoverviewdiagramapplicableto anyof theWRM Lookingat this situationfrom another perspective,
systems in shown in Figure 2. Various combinationsof assume:(1) two or moreof the presentwastestreamscould
factorsandcomponentsinfluencethe design of eachof the be combined, (2) chemical composition could be more
systems. Wastechemicalcomposition,microorganismload complex,yet lesscompromising,and (3)the microorganism
and pretreatment regimen influence effectivenessof the load and influence is of no concernon the input side with
primary process which subsequently influencesthe post- control of microorganismsbeingthe prevention of back-
treatmentscheme.Microorganismresistancetopretreatment contaminationat enduse points. Such an approach would
or break-throughofthe primaryreclamationprocessimpacts reduce the number of major systemsrequired for primary
theentiresystemandpotentiallynecessitatesprimarysystem waterreclamationwithmoreattentionbeingfocusedon post-
changeout (in the case of a Reverse Osmosis primary treatmentassembliesto providetherequiredwaterquality.
system) or implementationof cleanup proceduresof the Sucha stepdirectlyaddresseseffectivenessand efficiencyof
hardware(VCDorTIMES). theentireWRM.
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GENERALIZED DIAGRAM OF WATER RECLAMATION SYSTEMS
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WATER RECLAMATION USING EVAPORA-
TION_ CATALYTIC OXIDATION AND CON-
DENSATION
Using an evaporation,catalyticoxidation and con- studiesconductedin theearly 1970's.Extensive,periodical
densationprocess(referredto earlieras an "old"technology) microbial monitoring of reclaimed water was conducted
chemical wastescontainingsubstancesknownto compro- duringa simulationtest lastingmorethan 180days. Micro-
raise the present candidate systems, were prepared and organismpresencewas not detectedin any of the sampling
processed as shown in Figure 3. The objective was to tests as a result of process breakthrough, no did micro-
assess the capability of this process to reduce the total organismshaveany impacton theprocessfrom the influent
organic carbon(TOC)content to a reasonablelevel using streamside.
single-passtreatment. This objectivewas achievedand the It is pointed out that a variety of pretreatment
hardware/componentswere not compromisedby the waste measureshave been employedto reduce the presence and
streamchemicals, effectsof microorganismsof influentwastestreamsrelative
No attempt was made to investigate the micro- to the currenttechnologies,yet littleor noattentionhas been
organism influence because this aspect was more than accordedthe results of the abovestudies from nearly two
adequatelyinvestigatedandreportedbyGeneralElectricin decadesago.
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WATER RECLAMATION USING EVAPORATION-CATALYTIC
OXIDATION-CONDENSATION
HEAT
PUMP HEAT
AIR PUMP
o EVAPORATOR
STERILIZER VACUUM
8.27 kPa 650 C VENT
IER::ii:::::i',i!:
:!: :i:!:!:i!:i:i:iii:::ii:: :i ii? :. :
HEATER
650 C
OXYGEN
MANUAL INPUT INCINERATOR
" 650 C
_--_ ASH VACUUMVENT
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PHASE CHANGE - CATALYTIC OXIDATION .
CONDENSATION PROCESSING OF CHEMICAL
WASTE WITH HIGH TOTAL ORGANIC
CARBON (TOC)CONTENT
Chemicalwastes shownin Figure 4 wereprepared solutionwasprocessedbecausesuchchemicalsrepresentan
and processedin the hardwaresystemoutlinedin Figure 3. appropriatedetergent for use in animalcage washingand a
The main point of emphasis in the results is that waste suitable chemical (sodium hydroxide) for removal of
havinga highTOC was reducedby single-passprocessing biofilm. Single-passreclaimedwaterwithin the specifica-
to a levelwithin,or approachingtheTOC specificationfor tionsfor hygienequalitywateris a feasiblestartingpointfor
hygienewater(10ppm). posttreatment processing to produce both potable and
Thesodiumlaurylsulfate/sodiumhydroxidetest ultrapurewater.
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PHASE CHANGE - CATALYTIC OXIDATION - CONDENSATION PROCESSING OF CHEMICAL
WASTE WITH HIGH TOTAL ORGANIC CARBON (TOC) CONTENT
PRE- AND POST TREATMENT ANALYSES*
CHEMICAL WASTE SPECIFIC AMMONIA
CONDUCTANCE TOC(mg/I) NITROGEN(rag/I)
PRE- POST- PRE- POST- PRE- POST-
Acetic Acid 10 milL
2-Propanol 10 ml/L
Ammonia Hydroxide 10 ml/L 8890 34 4010 7.5 1050 1.33
Lactic Acid 10 milL
Methanol 10 milL 1620 123 5632 12 34.2 0.91
Urea 2 gm/L
Sodium Lauryl Sulfate 10 gm/L 70010 143 640 I0 1.98 0.06
Sodium Hydroxide 20 gm/L
* Analyses performed by Inter-Mountain Laboratories,
College Station, TX.
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MINIMIZING EFFECTS OF MICRO-
ORGANISMS AND CHEMICAL CONTAM-
INANTS IN A WATER RECLAMATION SYSTEM
If a single, front-end approach to waste stream Through application of advances in engineering
treatmentis assumed,and effectsof chemicalcomposition technology,materials,instrumentationandcatalystsat lower
andmicrobialloadareminimizedor negated,themainfocus temperatureregimens,the energyrequirementsforoperating
of thereclamationprocessthencentersonthepost-treatment this 18-year old hardware system can be significantly
assembliesto provide the appropriatetypeof end-product reduced. At least half of the issues listed in the following
water, table arealreadyknownto be substantiallyresolvedby using
Another aspect this process addresses is that of phase-change- catalyticoxidation- condensationto recover
solids/particulates. The influent reservoir (also the waterandconcentratesolidsof a complexwastestream.
evaporator) accumulates solids which can be removed
withoutexpendingconsumables(i.e., filters).Furthermore,
thereis a potentialto concentratethe solidsby usinglatent
heatoftheoxidationprocessto drythis materialto minimize
requirements for mass and volume storage and return
logistics.A highpercentageof solidwastewatercontentor
moisturecanbe recoveredandmaintainedwithintherecycle
o_ loop.
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MINIMIZING EFFECTS OF MICROORGANISM AND CHEMICAL
CONTAMINANTS IN A WATER RECLAMATION SYSTEM
STREAMWASTE INPUT TC_CS _ ARS I
* LIQUID/SOLIDS (CREW/FACILITY)
* SELECTED EXPERIMENT HYGIENE
WASTE (USL) WATER
VENT GASES
: iiill Multifiltration
-...3 Post-Treatment
Assemblies
EVAPORATOR/ _ __
SOLIDS RESERVOIR CATALYTIC CONDENSING -- MF/MCV
OXIDIZERS UNIT POTAB LE
WATER
EXPERIMENT
LEGEND: WATER
MF: Multlflltratlon
TCCS: Trace Contaminant Control System * NON-IODINATED
ARS: Air Recirculatlon System * PYROGEN-FREE
MCV: Microbial Check Valve * STERILE
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ELECTROCHEMICAL UNIT FOR WATER POST
TREATMENT
Thisprocessrepresentsa meansof treatingrecovered In feasibilitystudies, the level of contaminationof
waste waterwithout the use of chemicalexpendablesand watercontainingtypicalorganiccontaminantsofspacecraft
currentlyis beinginvestigatedas a pre and post treatment recovered water was reduced from 50 ppm to 1 ppm and
method. Thedesignis basedaroundthe useofa solidpoly- below. Another aspectof this processis that, by utilizing
mer electrolyte (SPE) similar to that used in fuel cells, suitable electrolytes, SPE-basedelectrolysis systems can
Organiccontaminantsare removedby oxidationas water is generateshort-livedoxidizingspeciesin therecoveredwater
passedovertheanodesurface, providinguniqueposttreatmentanddisinfectioncapabilities.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL UNIT FOR WATER POST TREATMENT
H2 i PURIFIEDWATER I
H2 ,_ N2+CO 2 TYPICAL DISSOLVED ORGANIC CONTAMINANTS
Acetic Acid: CH3COOH + 2H20 _ 2CO2 + 4H 2
rjl_ BenzoicAcid" C6 H5COOH + 12H2 0 --I_ 7CO2 + 15H2
_D
H2 Octanoic Acid" CH3(CH2)6COOH + 14H20 _ 8CO2 + 22H2
Urea: NH2CONH2+ H20-'_ CO2 + N2+3H 2
'_ ORGANICOXIDATIONREACTIONS
DISSOLVED
_AMINANTS
H2
t
WITHWET IWATERSURFACE From:
POLYMERi D. HitehensandO. Murphy,SOLID
I, Center forElectrochemicalSystems&HydrogenResearchEI.ECTROLYIE I TexasA&MUaniversity
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ELECTROCHEMICALSOLID WASTE PROCESS-
ING AND WATER RECOVERY
Urine contains high levels of chloride ions.
Electrolysisof thesewastesproduceschlorineat the anode
which leads to the buildup of hypochlorite in the waste.
Hypochloriteis a powerfuldisinfectantandparticulatesolids
are dissolvedduringthis treatment. In addition,the treated
materialispartiallypurifiedthroughtheoxidativeremovalof
dissolvedorganicmaterial. This representsa meansof pre-
treatingurineand solidwaste,forrecoveryofwater,without
theuseof expendables.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL SOLID WASTE PROCESSING
AND WATER RECOVERY
DC POWER
CARBON6e" ' DIOXIDE
URINE v_ STEP 1 _4_ NITROGENoxYGEN
ELECTROLYSIS
SOLID
WASTE iiYDROGEN
ORGANIC FREE
:_OH 3C_ SOLUTION
Ir
STEP 2
fi::i ta+ 6CI ORGANIC _ BRINEIONS
6H20
Cathode Anode j¢
POTABLE - "
6NaOH + 3C[_ _ 3NaOCI+ 3NaCI + 3H 2° WATER
FROM: D. Hitchens and O. Murphy
Center For Electrochemical Systems and Hydrogen Research
Texas A&M University
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ISSUES INFLUENCING EVOLUTIONARY
TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENT
No reportshavebeenfoundassessingthe impact the Inthe past,studieshavebeenconductedto assessthe
factorspreviouslylisted(Fig.6) wouldhaveon IOC Space attributesof a primaryreclamationprocessor a tradestudy
Station Freedom once the selected systemsare placed in performedwhereseveralsystemswerecomparedto arriveat
operation. However, it is understood that since actual cost andefficiencyestimatesfora 10-yearlife expectancy,at
systemselectionand f'maldesignarenot yet establishedand least half of the above factors were not adequately
extensivelytested,the fullcomplimentof factorscannot be consideredor not consideredatall.
accuratelyevaluated.
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ISSUES INFLUENCING EVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
OBJECTIVE:
WRM Technology Development Must Focus On Reducing The Need For:
* Waste pretreatment procedures
* Number of in-line components or treatment subsystems
* Consumables
* Process residuals (brines/rejection concentrates)
* Monitoring requirements
* Storage requirements
* Resupply and return logistics
* IVA monitoring, maintenance and repair time
TomD. Rogers
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PLANNING FOR EVOLUTIONARY TECH-
NOLOGYDEVELOPMENT
Figure7 revisitsseveral excerptsillustratingplanned power,etc.)whichhave influencedthe presentsystemsmay
objectivesforevolutionarytechnologydirection.Thetask at not be as critical in the future. For example,advancesin
handis to closelyassessfactorsand issuesdiscussedin this spacepowergeneration,storageanddeliverywill lessenthe
report (including issues not mentioned) and use the impact of this factor. Developmentof a Lunar Outpost
conclusions to organize and implement the appropriate moderates the concern for weight and size, and artificial
reserch,developmentandtestingprogram, gravity or lunar gravity negates certain issues relative to
The primaryfactors(i.e., size,weight,volume, microgravity.
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PLANNING FOR EVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING FOR TECHNOLOGY EVOLUTION;
"Water Reclamation: Direct treatment of waste water (urine, wash
water, and condensates) by processes not using any expendables to
provide potable and hygiene water by reclaiming high content of waste
waters by...:" _ _!ii!_!ii_i_!_!ii!ii_!ic!atio_!!::i_!i_0_dglh_a.i::!_i!ii_:i!::_:_
_i_ii:ti01_i_iiiiP_:c_Sliii_:_:dsi Sseld:i!ii_!n: !:_i::th.is::i::i_::i:_i!:_:i:
* "Direct removal of the total water content." 4...-----'-!iiiii:!i!!ii_ilp_esent_itiohii:_::al_e:adii:iiii:meets::i::imost;
* "Direct removal of the undesirablechemical impurities !iii!_!_!_ii_i_ii_h_6_ii!i_a_ii_l_!th_e_ii_e_ui_ments_!i_
(organics/inorganics)."
* "Phase-change treatmentsystems utilizing lunar/Martian
g avityor microgravity."
* "Handling and treatmentof processed water (post _ _i:ili:!ic_ed!!::i::in:_::i:this!i:i_:prese_tation::i:is:::::::::i:
treatment) to remove trace contaminantsand bacteria !iiii_iiii!_ii_:::_iiii:p:_i:me:_:::ehhdida|e::_::io:!:::mle:eti_:theSei:i
without expendables." _ ....
From: Small Business Innovation Research, Section 12.03, _i_i_ii_i_i_!prime_i!_calididat_.!_ii_i_i_i_{_U_
RegenerativeLife Support: Air, Water and Waste i::
Management. SBIR 89-1, p 81, 1989.
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AS Space Station Freedomevolves and matures over its lifetime, it is anticipated
that there will be a need to enhance its habitable region fire and toxic contaminant
responsivityand sensitivity,especially in those regionsof low air circulation rates•
Such regionsmay include unpoweredequipment racks, storage bins, etc. The use
of distributedsensors with centralizeddetectors is suggested as an efficient means
for accomplishing this goal. The use of the concept described herein for Space
Stationapplicationwas suggestedby Matt Cole of the NASAJohnsonSpaceCenter•
_, The concepthasbeen outlinedin Reference1I--L •
Go
The use of more sensitive detectors and, possibly, detection devices of different
types can produce enhanced fire signature information leading to reduced false
alarms. The conceptdescribedherein is notintendedto replace already plannedfire
detectiondevices, but is meantto supplementthemwith increasedinformation.
Reference1" Youngblood,W.W. andVedha-Nayagam,M.: AdvancedSpacecraftFireSafety:
ProposedProjectsand ProgramPlan. NASACR 185147,October 1989.
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OBJECTIVES:
• ENHANCE FIRE AND TOXIC CONTAMINANT DETECTION RESPONSIVITY
IN HABITABLE REGIONS OF SPACESTATION
• REDUCESYSTEM WEIGHT AND COMPLEXITYTHROUGH CENTRALIZED
DETECTOR/MONITORSYSTEMS
• INCREASE FIRE SIGNATURE INFORMATION FROM SELECTED
LOCATIONSIN A SPACESTATIONMODULE
• REDUCEFALSEALARMS
ECLSS TECHNOLOGYFORSPACESTATIONEVOLUTION FIREANDTOXIC
TOPICS JANUARY16-19, 1990 GASDETECTION
The concept of fire detection by means of aspirating flow through long tubes is
commonly used in earth-based systems. Fenwal Inc. markets the VESDA (Very
Early Smoke DetectionApparatus)fire detectionsystem which draws air through a
long tube to a central detector for the early detection of incipient fires in such
critical areas as computer rooms (Reference 2). The Brunswick Corporation has
developedaspiratingflow tube sensors for mining activities such as underground
haulageways (Reference 3). Tube lengths in this case measure up to several
hundreds of meters. More recently, the Systron/Donner Co. has marketed anL'O
aspirating flow smoke detector for use in aircraft cargo bays. This system uses the
aircraft ventilation system to induce flow through ionization-type smoke detectors
from specificregionsof the cargobay (see accompanyingfigure).
Reference2: Johnson,P.F.: Fire DetectionIn ComputerFacilities. Fire Technology,Volume22,
No. 1, February1986,pp.14-32.
Reference3: Thomas,E.D.: A PneumaticSamplingFire DetectionSystemIn An Underground
Haulageway.IEEETransactions,IndustrialApplications,VolumeIA-19,No.3, Part1,
May-June1983,pp.440-444.
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ASPIRATINGSMOKE DETECTORS: AIRCRAFT CARGO BAY
ASPIRATING
FLOW SMOKE
(3 TYP)
., ,( -----VENTILATION
z" SYSTEM AIR
RETURN DUCT
L=. !
/AIRCRAFT CARGO
BaY (PLAN VIEW)
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The schematicof the centralizeddetector/monitorconceptshows a numberof
distributedsensors (SL(1), SL(2)... SL(N)) feeding into a central detectorunit
via a programmableselection valve. The sensors consist of small diameter
tubes through which air from selected locations is induced to flow by means
of a fan unit and/orconnectionto a ventilationsystemair returnduct.
cJ1
bo
t_ The conceptdescribedherein is not intendedto replace fire detectiondevices
in powered equipment racks and other potentially hazardous regions. The
distributed sensor concept is designed to monitor quiescent regions of
spacecraft modules and provide enhanced monitoring of gaseous
contamination.
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GENERAL SCHEMATICOF CENTRALIZED
DETECTOR/MONITORCONCEPT
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The centralized detector/monitor can include one or more types of fire
detectorsand/orcontaminationmonitors. Typically,the ionization-typesmoke
detectorsare currentlyused in pressurizedregionsof spacecraftand aircraft.
The centralizeddetector/monitorconceptallows the additionof other detector
types, i.e., photo-extinctionsmoke detectors, and specific gas sensors sucht'o
"= as those sensitive to CO and CO 2. In addition, the use of the centr_dized
detector as a source for a mass spectrometer (MS) or gas chromatograph/
mass spectrometer(GC/MS)would provide additional fire signature informa-
tion. Further,the source locationof gaseous contamination(especiallytoxic
species)couldbe morecloselydetermined.
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CANDIDATETYPESOF FIRE/GASEOUSCONTAMINATION
DETECTION DEVICESFOR CENTRALIZEDMONITORING:
• SMOKEDETECTORS
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The paper fire signature response,shown opposite (based on UL 217, Test A), is
representativeof a slowly pyrolyzing process followed by flaming combustionat
about240 secondsin the example. The resultsshown are from one of several tests
on various materials,all of whichwere intendedto illustratethe relative responseof
different types of fire detectors exposed to different fire scenarios (Reference 4).
Also, the test results lend supportto the premisethat fires may be detectedin their
early stages by solid state sensor detection of selected smoke gases. In all of the
tests related by Reference4, the standardtypes of fire detectiondevicestested (i.e.,
ionizationand light-scatteringsmoke detectors,UV sensors, and thermal response
sensors)lagged in responsebehindthe productionand detectionof rapid increasesO_
in CO and/orCO2 .
Note that the scale units for the ordinate of the figure shown opposite are as
follows: CO2 (200ppm/unit),CO (10ppm/unit),CxHy (12 ppm/unit), H2 (10 ppm/unit).
Reference4: Pfister, G.: Detectionof Smoke Gases By Solid State Sensors -- A Focus on
ResearchActivities. FireSafetyJournal,Volume6, No. 3., 1983,pp. 165-174.
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Standardcombustiontests are routinelyperformedon a wide varietyof materialsto
evaluate the lethality of the gases evolved from the process. The figure shown
opposite illustrates the production of CO, HCL and HF from a nonflaming
combustiontest of a specific wire insulationmaterial. The proprietaryresults were
obtained from a standard NIST test wherein the material was inserted into a
_ preheated oven at 25°C below autoignition temperature and maintained in that
oo environmentfor 30 minutes.
The resultsshownare not meantto imply that there are universaland unambiguous
fire signatures for all fire scenarios in terms of the gaseous species produced.
However,the detectedincrease in any of a numberof gases, i.e., CO, CO2, H2, HCL,
HF, HCN, etc., can be an independent indication of an unwanted or threatening
event. The indicated event could be a gaseous spill or leak, a severe thermal
degradation,a smolderingcombustion,etc.
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NONFLAMING COMBUSTION OF A POLYMERIC WIRE INSULATION
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The accompanyingfigure illustratesthe conceptwherein multiple sensingtubes are
connected to one or more centralized detector/monitor units located in a Space
Station module. The sensing tubes may be made of small diameter (_ 0.64 -
0.95cm), light-weightmaterialscompatible with all spacecraftsafety requirements.
Air from the sensing locations is induced to flow to the central unit by meansof a
fan unit or, alternatively, by connecting the outlet of the unit to the low pressure
regionof the ECLSSair handlingreturnducting.
cJ1
co
Ideally, no more than one or two central detector/monitor units would be required
for each moduleto supplementthe other fire detectionand contaminantmonitoring
devices already planned for Freedom. The time required to sense all of the
distributed locations will be determined as a "trade-off" between what is desired
and what can be accomplishedgiven the transittimes for each sensingtube.
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CENTRALIZEDSMOKE DETECTORS/MONITORS:SPACE
STATIONAPPLICATION
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A simplified schematic of a centralized detector/monitor is shown in the figure
opposite. Current ground-basedsystems of this concept typically utilize only the
smokedetectors-- usuallyof the ionizationor photo-extinction/light-scatteringtype.
The concept shown in the schematic is somewhat idealized since it assumes the
availability of small,solid-stategasdetectorssensitiveto CO and CO2.
The inclusion of a mass spectrometer(MS) or gas chromatograph(GC)/MS makes
ol
the centralized detector/monitor especially attractive. Most enclosed, habitablebO
spaceson earth do not have, or cannot afford the luxury of a GC/MS. Its inclusion
on SpaceStationFreedomgreatly enhancesthe use of "expert systems" to interpret
and communicatethe existance of an incipientfire or some other event producing
off-nominalaerosolsand/orgaseouscontaminants.
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CANDIDATEDETECTORSFORINCLUSIONIN CENTRALIZEDMONITOR
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"O SOMEPRACTICAL CONCERNSRELEVANTTO USEOF
m
DISTRIBUTEDSENSINGTUBES:
Z
"o
._ • RESPONSE (TRANSIT) TIMES MUST BE REASONABLYQ
m SHORT
:z • EXIT SIGNATURES MUST CLOSELY .MATCH SENSING
o REGION CONDITIONS
-.I
"rl
r'-
o • SENSING TUBES MUST NOT INTERFERE WITH OTHER
SYSTEMS OR OPERATIONS
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Someeffort has already been expendedto determine the transit times for smoke
ladenair through small diametertubing (e.g., Reference5). The inducedflow may
be either turbulentor laminar dependingon the tube diameterand mass flow rate
through the tube. For very large pressure drops, the flow may correspond to
compressibleconditions ratherthan incompressibleas normallyassumedfor air
at low velocitiesand low pressuredrops (i.e., < 100 torr_ P).
c_o
c_ The accompanying figure illustrates some approximate transit times based on
relationshipsderived in Reference5. For spacecraft applications, it is suggested
that transittimesof ~ 5-7secondsmay be appropriate.
Reference5. Hertzberg,M. andLitton,C.D.: MultipointDetectionof Productsof CombustionWith
TubeBundles.BuMinesReportRI 8171,USDI, September1976.
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During the transmission of smoke laden air through very long (> 100 m) unheated
tubes, some agglomeration and wall condensation will occur with the result that
a large percentage of the smallest, submicrometer smoke particles may be "lost."
This is especiallyimportantto sensingtube systemsused in undergroundmines
and haulagewayswhere the tube length may be several hundred meters. This
transmissionloss is illustratedby the accompanyingfigure taken from Reference
(_ 5 for a tube ID of 0.43 cm.
oo The short tube lengthsanticipatedfor a spacecraftsuch as Freedomshould pose
no significantparticle loss problem. However,experimentaldeterminationmust
be undertaken to evaluate both transit times and particle losses for practical
spacecrafttubelengths,tube diameters,flow rates, type of smoke,etc.
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RECOMMENDATIONS'.
1 PERFORM DETAILED ESTIMATES OF SENSING TUBE TRANSIT TIMES
m AND PARTICULATELOSSESFOR VARIOUSSENSORSCENARIOS.
2. REVIEW CURRENTLY AVAILABLE SMOKE DETECTORS AND GAS
DETECTORS (e.g., CO 2 , CO, H 2) FOR USE WITH THE CENTRALIZED
m DETECTOR/MONITORCONCEPT.
3. ASSESS VIABILITY OF GC/MS SMOKE-GAS DETECTION IN THE
z CENTRALIZEDDETECTOR/MONITORCONCEPT.O
r
_- 4. CONSTRUCTAND TEST A BREADBOARDSYSTEM FOR EVALUATIONOF
m THIS CONCEPT.
5. ESTABLISH SYSTEM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SPACE
STATIONFREEDOMUSE.
6. ENCOURAGETHE DEVELOPMENTOF VERY SMALL, SOLID-STATE GAS
DETECTORSFOR SPACECRAFTUSE.
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The ECLSS AAP Evolution & Technology Assessment
Introduction Description
The Environmental Control and Life Support System (ECLSS)
aboard Space Station Freedom will sustain a safe, shirt sleeve
environment for its crew and payloads. Development has been
m divided into six functionally interconnected subsystems:
Temperature and Humidity Control (THC), Waste Management
(WM), Fire Detection and Suppression (FDS), Atmosphere ControlZ
and Supply (ACS) , Water Recovery Management (WRM) ,
and Air Revitalization (AR). The last two subsystems, WRM
and AR, close air and water environmental loops to an
extent never before attempted in space, and will require new
m
technologies which are being extensively tested and analyzed.
Z_
_ The ECLSS Advanced Automation Project
2
O
The objective of the ECLSS Advanced Automation Project (ECLSS
."': AAP) is to recommend and develop advanced software for the
__ _-'-',, initial and evolutionary Space Station Freedom ECLS System
that will minimize the crew and ground manpower needed for
li_ operations. This will be accomplished by first determiningwhich processes may benefit from advanced automation
!_q_'_'_,, technologies, second, determining the strategies necessary
_ for development and integration of advanced automation systems
into the ECLSS project, third, describing the evolutionary
path from the baseline ECLSS automation to the more advanced
._ ECLSS automation processes, and fourth, developing advanced
_ automation systems for the ECLSS domain while demonstrating
their utility.
The ECLSS AAP Evolution & Technology Assessment
The first step, determination of ECLSS processes for
application of advanced automation technologies, is complete.
These processes are outlined in NASA-MSFC-8-36955-25 ECLSS
Advanced Automation Preliminary Requirements - Final Report
and in The ECLSS Advanced Automation Project Phase I Results
presentation to Space Station Transition Definition
Code ST, the sponsor of this work.
The second and third steps are described in the ECLSS AAP
Project Plan, Management Plan, and Development and Delivery
Plan produced by the Artificial Intelligence Center of Boeing
Computer Services. Knowledge acquisition and engineering are
currently underway in response to the fourth objective
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* The ECLSS Advanced Automation Project (ECLSS AAP)Ol
--3 * Objective: Automation of the Evolutionary ECLSS
* Approach:
1) determine applicable processes
2) determine development and implementation strategies
3) describe ECLSS evolution from baseline to advanced
4) develop systems and demonstrate their utility.
* Status:
1 - completed in phase I - ECLSS Analysis
Documented:
MSFC-8-36955-25 ECLSS Advanced Automation
Preliminary Requirements - Final Report
The ECLSS Advanced Automation Project Phase I
Results presentation to Space Station Transition
Definition Code ST, the sponsor of this work.
2&3- completed but in flux
Documentated:
The ECLSS AAP Project Plan, Management Plan, and
Development and Delivery Plan produced by the
Artificial Intelligence Center of Boeing Computer
Services.
4 - In process
Knowledge acquisition and engineering development
currently underway.
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Introduction Description (continued)
The ECLSS AAP Analysis Overview
Preliminary study indicates the baselined ECLSS is an
advanced, flexible, and autonomous system in many areas.
Other areas were found in which increased automation should be
built in or scarred in its hardware and software systems for
evolution. The analysis was performed by both chemical and
software experts in order to produce a total ECLSS automation
and technology assessment, and applications of advanced
software to ECLSS subsystems are emphasized.
Analysis Results
The three research and development areas most apparent in the
analysis are autonomous fault detection and isolation of ECLSS
processes and subassemblies, advanced chemical and microbial
fluid inspection, verifiable closed loop modelling of chemical
and microbial recombination in the regenerative processes.
The names applied to these development areas are:
i) Automatic Fault Diagnosis of ECLSS Subsystems,
2) In-line, Realtime Chemical and Microbial Fluid Analysis,
and
3) Object-oriented, Distributed Chemical and Microbial
Modelling of Regenerative Environmental Control Systems
These technology topics are discussed individually below,
giving a description of the technology including the rational
behind its endeavor, and possible approaches to development.
\
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Introduction (continued)
* ECLSS AAP Phase I Analysis Overview
* The ECLSS is an advanced, flexible, and autonomous
system in many areas.
* Deficiencies in
FDIR,
Fluid Analysis Instrumentation, and
Modelling.
_ * Hooks and Scars in the baseline system are suggested to
incorporate these technologies in the evolution of the
ECLSS.
* Analysis Results
i) Automatic Fault Diagnosis of ECLSS Subsystems,
2) In-line, Realtime Chemical and Microbial Fluid
Analysis, and
3) Object-oriented, Distributed Chemical and Microbial
Modelling of Regenerative Environmental Control
Systems
The ECLSS AAP Evolution & Technology Assessment
I) Automatic Fault Diagnosis of ECLSS Subsystems Description
Description
The ECLSS Software Architecture contains ground based and
flight computer software which monitors and diagnoses faults
both inside and across subsystems. In the Space Station
software environment, these processes can be developed
extensively and used on the ground, and migrated to an
on-board processor.
The automatic diagnosis software is developed in the ECLSS
ground support center. At a sufficient stage (when there is
o_ enough computer resource available) the software is migrating
on-board, detecting and isolating faults in the process
control assemblies of the ECLSS, and recommending recovery
action to the crew.
The ECLSS process control environment is extremely applicable,
because of its long latency periods, to automatic fault
diagnosis and prediction. ECLSS ground support engineers (and
computer programs) have a relatively long time to think about
faults in the system.
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I) Automatic Fault Diagnosis of ECLSS Subsystems Description
(continued)
Approach
The ECLSS Advanced Automation Project is currently developing
Model Based Reasoning (MBR) software for automatic diagnosis
of the ECLSS Potable Water Recovery, Hygiene Water Recovery,
and Air Revitalization Subsystems.
Knowledge aquistion for automatic Failure Modes and Effects
Analysis (FMEA) will provide failure detection, while MBR will
provide the diagnosis and prediction functions.
Design Knowledge of the Space Station ECLS system will be
stored using automatic Knowledge Aquisition tools. This
knowledge will be useful in augmenting the evolutionary ECLSS
and for future environmental control system projects.
The ECLSS Advanced Automation Team is software automation
oriented, therefor the applications we chose to automate were
software-only or mostly software. But our analysis covered
system and process advances, which will need to be addressed
for a fully automated ECLSS.
) . I I)
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1) Automatic Fault Diagnosis of ECLSS Subsystems
* Approach
* Model Based Reasoning (MBR) Diagnosis
* Automatic Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
* Design Knowledge Aquisition for Evolutionary ECLSS and
future projects
* Software-only oriented advancements, but in analysis
system and process advances were found to be necessary
in order to completely automate the flight ECLSS.'
)The ECLSS AAP Evolution & Technology Assessment
2) in-line, Real-time Chemical and Microbial Fluid
Analysis Description
Description
In-line: an automatic part of the fluid recovery loops.
Real-time: constituent data available in seconds.
Provides a running count of a) major Chemical constituents and
levels and b) major Microbial constituent levels wherever this
smart instrument is hooked into the closed loop fluid system.
This is a difficult but interesting problem that will probably
be solved in time to help Space Station ECLSS Evolution, Lunar
base, and Mars Mission regenerative environmental control
systems.
More complete knowledge of the transitions and interactions
which take place in regenerative environmental control systems
is necessary to increase the state-of-the-art. Advancements
in instrumentation such as this will enhance our analysis and
modelling capabilities.
An environmental control system with this degree of
regeneration has never been flown before, and the Space
Station ECLSS instrumentation must support acquisition of
complete fluid constituent data in order to build more robust
and autonomous systems in the future.
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2) In-line, Real-time Chemical and Microbial Fluid Analysis
* Description
* In-line: an automatic part of the fluid recovery loops.
* Real-time: constituent data available in seconds.
* Running count of
a) major Chemical constituents and levels
b) major Microbial constituent levels
* More smarts in the inline water quality monitor needed
to use Space Station Freedom as a testbed for
space-based regenerative ECLS systems.
The ECLSS AAP Evolution & Technology Assessment
2) In-line, Real-time Chemical and Microbial Fluid
Analysis Description (continued)
Approach
There are three or more implementation possibilities, all
involving research in both hardware and software:
i) Batch Water Quality Monitor Automation
Advanced Mass spectroscopy combined with visual frame
microscopic data. Knowledge based systems and/or neural
networks may analyze the combined patterns resulting in
_ constituent types and levels
On the baseline ECLSS, Batch mass spec data along with
visual analysis is used by a water quality expert to
determine the contents of the water.
This seems like the proper place to start in order to use
the components and processes currently in the baseline
ECLSS.
ECLSS Advanced Automation Project 
Batch Water Quality Monitor Automation 
I Baselined BWQM Technique I 
Automated BWQM Technique 
i 
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2) In-line, Real-time Chemical and Microbial Fluid
Analysis Description (continued)
Approachs (continued)
ii) Flow cytometry analysis with neural network analysis
of resulting data is promising candidate technology.
Flow cytometry is the process of determining the size and
shape of a microbe by the deflections of a lazer through
it. Neural networks may be 'trained' to automatically
identify up to two dozen microbe types.
There has been promising results from this
combination of technologies at MIT in their analysis
of sea water.
iii) Enhancements in medical process fluid analysis
technologies. Catch-all approach implying that the
promising medical technologies emerge daily. This void
in automation technology should be filled within the next
10 years and the Freedom Station should be properly
prepared to upgrade.
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2) In-line, Real-time Chemical and Microbiel Fluid
Analysis (continued)
* Approachs
ii) Flow cytometry analysis with neural network analysis
of resulting data.
iii) Enhancements in medical process fluid analysis
technologies.
on
on
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3) Object-oriented, Distributed Chemical and Microbial
Modelling of Regenerative Environmental Control Systems
Description
Description
Each process in the ECLSS can be thought of as a
semi-independent agent with inputs, processing, and outputs.
Independent enhancement of each subsystem may produce
undesired or unknown effects on another subsystem or the
stability of the entire ECLSS.
o A lab is needed in which models and actual assemblies can be
integrated, analized, verified, and upgraded with new
information due to Space Station ECLSS results.
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Figure 1 - Regenerative ECLSS Functional Interfaces
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3) Object-oriented, Distributed Chemical and Microbial
Modelling of Regenerative Environmental Control Systems
Description (continued)
Description (continued)
Inputs, transfer functions, and outputs for each subsystem
(including chemical, microbial, and process control data) can
be independently enhanced.
New technology subassembly and biological models can be
exchanged with the old models to analyze effects.
A network acts as the integrating agent.
Evolutionary Space Station ECLSS, Lunar Base, and Mars Mission
regenerative environmental control systems development can use
such a modelling system with a closed environment testbed to
determine the effects, including chemical and microbial closed
On loop stability, of implementing:
- Evolutionary Space Station ECLSS process control
technologies
- Lunar oxygen mining operations
- Plants and biomass systems
Analysis and modelling of closed loop environmental control
systems may enhance our knowledge of, or provide a structure
for analysis of, inherent instabilities in the Earth
environment.
Approach
Each node in the testbed network can be either a subassembly
model or an actual subassembly under test. Shared
environmental data can come from the closed environment
testbed or model. Subsystem and their models, developed by
independent subsystem developers, can be added to the network.
The modelling system should be verified and enhanced in a
ground closed environment testbed, and compared with
micro-gravity results from Space Station data. Some
unexpected chemical and microbial combinations may take place
due to changes in fluid mixing behaviors in micro-gravity.
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The ECLSS AAP Evolution & Technology Assessment
Conclusion Description
In our Environmental Control and Life Support System
automation analysis we found three areas which definitely need
further research and development: Automatic fault diagnosis of
ECLSS subsystems, in-line real-time chemical and microbial
water analysis, and object-oriented distributed chemical and
microbial modelling of regenerative environmental control
systems.
The Space Station ECLS System should act as a testbed for each
of these research areas, as it is for automatic fault
diagnosis of process control systems in the ECLSS Advanced
Automation Project. Modelling of chemical and microbial
closed loop interactions should begin immediately in order
that our knowledge may be verified on the ground and on board
in time for future missions.
We have entered into an exciting time for man-made
regenerative environments. With further research in chemical
and microbial interactions, the Space Station environmental
control system can be used as a spring board to increase man's
knowledge of all existing and envisioned closed environments.
The ECLSS AAP Evolution & Technology Assessment
Conclusion
* Automatic fault diagnosis of ECLSS subsystems
* In-line real-time chemical and microbial water
analysis, and
* Object-oriented distributed chemical and microbial
modelling of regenerative environmental control
systems.
* The Space Station ECLS System should act as a testbed
for each of these research areas.
* Modelling of chemical and microbial closed loop
interactions should begin now.
* Joint ventures between research centers and development
centers are necessary to increase man's knowledge in
regenerative environments.
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CODE S CODE ST EXPLORATION
-. SPACE STATION SPACE STATION TECHNOLOGIES SBIR
DEVELOPMENT EVOLUTIONSTUDIES (PATHFINDER)
• SystemDevelop- • Hooks and • Combustion
mentTesting Scars ID I= Monitor
• SubsystemDevel- • Automation/AI CODE R I CODEZ • Water Recoveryopment
• Sensors
• SpecialStudies • Lead on System • PD Directorate • Contaminant
• OxygenRecovery Monitoring/Control Transportation Removal
: Testing Instrumentation Study (Consul-
0.Water Recovery • Support in 10 tation)
Testing Other WBS areas
• AnalyticalModelling
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ECLSS MODELING APPROACH 
TOP LEVEL EFFECTS 
MASS BALANCE CONSIDERATIONS ONLY 
RESOURCE ASSESSMENTS, MASS BALANCE SENSITIVITIES 
8 INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SYSTEMSIMODULES 
FURTHER SIMPLIFICATION OF PHYSIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS 
SYSTEMIMODULE INTERACTIONS 
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SUBSYSTEMSICOMPONENTS OF 
SUBSYSTEMS 
SIMPLIFY ASPECTS OF PHYSIOCHEMICAL EFFFCTS 
SUBSYSTEM INTERACTIONS 
0 INSIDE "BLACKBOX" 
PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL THERMODYNAMIC EFFECTS ON 
MICROSCOPIC LEVEL 
SUBSYSTEMICOMPONENT PERFORMANCE 
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ANALYTICALMODELNEEDS
• Detailed(of componentsand subsystems,for subsystemdesignand assessment)
e.g., membranetransportevaluation
- macroscopic/microscopictheoryincorporationintodetailed"1st principles"
models
- extensive"phenomologicallevel" test datato supportmodeldevelopment
- theoryfor microbialmodeldevelopment
- multi-componentchemicalinteractionmodels
o_ • System-module (for subsystemgroups,designand assessment)
e.g., detailedtransientsfor water tank sizing
- simplificationsof the above models, which representdetailed processes to
good fidelity
- system interactiondata
- large/fastcomputers
- CASE/Aprogram improvements
• System-intermodule(for validationmodels)
e.g., pressurizedvolumeCO2levelprediction
- furthersimplificationof the abovesystem-modulemodels
- large,fast computers
- CASE/Aprogramimprovements
• Top level (for resourceassessments)
e.g., resupplyneeds
- betterinputdata
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EXAMPLEOF WATERRECLAMATIONMODELINGNEEDS
CURRENT CAPABILITIES: • System level representations of water processing operations
- distillation (TIMES, VCD)
- reverse osmosis
- multifihration (particulate filtration, adsorption, ion exchange)
• "Curve fit" performance simulations of production rate, sensible loads, etc.
• Contaminant rejections (and therefore product water quality) from supplier-
"_ defined efficiencies
REQUIRED CAPABILITIES: * Detailed models based on the thermodynamic and physiochemical
phenoena occurring within the processes
• Impacts of physiochemical interactions
- solute/solute
- solute/solvent
- solute/process
- solvent/process
• Ability to predict transient performance and water quality
TECHNICAL CHALLENGE: • State-of-the-art modeling limited, at best, to wastewater systems containing
2 or 3 known solutes
• Extension of bi-solute or tri-solute models to multi-solute systems is currently
very limited
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MSFCECLSSHardwareDevelopmentActivities
I. Code S - Space Station Freedom
A. Phase I Independent Subsystem Testing (1986-present)
B. Phase II Integrated Testing (1987)
C. Phase III Integrated Testing (1989-1990)
D. Subsystem Comparative Testing ('BA) (1989-1990)
E. Operational System Tests.(1989-1993)
F. Microbial Ecology Lab Studies
II. Code ST - Space Station Freedom Evolution
A. ECLSS Evolution and Evaluation For Hooks And Scars
B. Automation/Artificial Intelligence
o_ III. Code R - Exploration Technologies (Pathfinder)
A. Sensor Development
B. Trace Organic Removal Process Development
C. Trace Contaminant Monitoring Technology Development
IV. Code Z - Exploration Studies (Program Development Directorate)
V. SBIR - Small Business Innovation Research Program
A. Phase I 1989 awards
1. "Incipient Combustion Monitor for Zero Gravity Environments"
• , 2. "A Reagentless Separator for Removal of Inorganic Carbon From Solution"
3. "Thin Membrane Sensors"
B. Phase II 1989 awards
1. "Catalytic Water Purification Development"
VI. University Involvement
A. University of Alabama in Huntsville
B. University of Wisconsin
C. Harvard (funding: 80% ARC, 20% MSFC)
D. Georgia Institute of Technology
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Code S - SpaceStationFreedom
Phase I Independent Subsystem Testing (1986-present)
Objectives: Verification that the subsystems operate properly and familiarization of personnel with subsystem op-
eration, acquisition of performance data, verification of integration requirements in anticipation of later
integrated testing, identification of any special problems, determination of off-nominal performance.
Subsystems Tested:
ol CO 2 Removal - Four-Bed Molecular Sieve (4BMS)
--.3
..a Solid Amine Water Desorbed (SAWD)
Electrochemical Depolarized Cell (EDC) [planned]
Two-Bed Molecular Sieve (2BMS)
CO2 Reduction - Sabatier
Bosch
0 2 Generation - Static Feed Electrolyzer (SFE)
Water Reclamation -Thermoelectric Integrated Membrane Evaporation System (TIMES)
Vapor Compression Distillation (VCD)
Trace Contaminant Control - Trace Contaminant Control Subsystem (TCCS)
Results: Operation and performance of the subsystems evaluated, special integration considerations identified,
subsystem anomalies identified.
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CodeS - SpaceStationFreedom
Phase II IntegratedTesting (1987)
Simplified Integrated Test - 42 hours of "open door" integrated operation (June 1987)
Metabolic Control Test - 148 hours of "closed door" integrated operation (November 1987)
Objectives: Verify proper operation of the ECLSS subsystems when integrated and gather per-
o_ formance data for the partial ECLS system used in the test.
oo
Subsystems Tested: 4BMS, Sabatier, SFE, TIMES, TCCS
Results: Demonstrated the feasibility of operating and maintaining an integrated ECLS system
for an extended period, provided baseline data about the stability of an ECLS system,
and pointed out what developments and improvements are needed to conduct future
integrated ECLS system tests. The knowledge gained is then incorporated into the de-
sign of the next generation subsystems.
The results are documented in:
"Space Station ECLSS Simplified Integrated Test Final Report" NASA TM-100363,
March 1989,
and "Space Station CMIF Extended Duration Metabolic Control Test Final Report"
NASA TM-100362, March 1989.
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CodeS - SpaceStationFreedom
Phase IIIIntegrated Testing (1989-1990)
Simplified Integrated Test - 256 hours total of "open door" with 148 hours of integrated operation (August 1989)
Subsystems: 4BMS, Bosch, SFE, TCCS
Objectives: Investigation of system integration of the Space Station air revitalization subsystems, operation of the
Bosch until cartridge "switchover" occurs.
Results: Preliminary report expected to be released in November.
Water Recovery Test - Testing of the water recovery subsystems planned for February 1990.
¢.n
-.a Subsystems: Multi-filtration, Reverse Osmosis, Water Quality Monitor (TOC), TIMES, VCD¢.D
Objectives: A major objective is to include people in the loop to provide hygiene water and to drink reclaimed
potable water. Water analysis techniques are being developed and verified to ensure quality control and
quality assurance during analysis of samples.
Waste water to be reclaimed includes: perspiration, respiration, urine, shower water, and water from a
hand washer, a clothes washer, and a dish washer. These waste waters will be generated in the End-use
Equipment Facility (EEF) which is a 100K clean room where the test subjects and equipment (exercise,
etc.) are located.
An Institutional Review Board (IRB) has been established in accordance with NMI 7100.8A to review
protocols and procedures for ECLSS testing using human subjects. This board will address the
institutional safety, medical, and legal requirements associated with human research.
Metabolic Control Test - Integrated testing planned to begin in mid-1990 for three months.
Subsystems:4BMS, Bosch, SFE, TCCS, TIMES, RO, MF, VCD
Objectives: Integration of the Space Station air revitalization and' water recovery subsystems.
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NEW ECLSS PHASE Ill TEST SCHEDULE !10123189) May 1989
C_.,Fe._*R YEAR 1_9 1990
Z_
BUIBSYSTEM TESTING ECLSSPDR
REVITALIZATION
-MOLECULAR SIEVE I & CIO
-_E .... r- ,=c,o --3
I
-TCCS - - | I•CJO I I
-BOSCH ........ d' e•c_o I "
WATER RECOVERY -(30
-.ULT,-F,.T_T,_ ...... _ I-3
-REVE.._os=o=s ..... _ r'- tE_.o
-WQ_I |TOCI ..... _. ...... _
r---q $uDsystem Fu,3ct_onal
-TIMES .......... _ Tests
-VCD I & cloT'1
._._systera/sysl ern
P_rlotmauve Tests
SYSTEM TESTING _ Integrat*on_ CheCkO_JI
IN.PENDENT SUtBSYSTEST ........ I F ...... I
AIRREVITALIZATION
S&U='LFIEDINTEGRATED ...............
TEST (SITI IS DAYS)
WATER RECOVERY TESTS ..... 4 ...... , ...... , ...... _:_
METABOLIC CONTFK3t.TEST ................................... _
IMCT) 14DAYS) i
EXTENDED DURATION
METABOLIC CONTROL TEST ..................................... L.--
130 DAYS)
TRANSIENT CONTROL TESTS .........................................
(14 DAYS)
i
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Code S- SpaceStationFreedom
PrimeContractor SubsystemComparativeTesting
(1989-1990)
Independent Subsystem Testing (Boeing Aerospace) - beginning late 1989
Objective: Evaluation of prototype hardware of comparable maturity and with the same test condi-
tions, for performance, safety, reliability, servicing and maintenance requirements.
Subsystems:CO2 Removal - Four-Bed Molecular Sieve (4BMS)
¢_ CO2 Reduction - Bosch
oo Sabatier
02 Generation - Static Feed Electrolyzer (SFE)
Anode Feed Solid Polymer Electrolyte (AFSPE)
Waste Water Reclamation
Urine Recovery - Thermoelectric Integrated Membrane Evaporation System (TIMES)
Vapor Compression Distillation (VCD)
Hygiene Water - Reverse Osmosis (RO)
Multi-Filtration (MF)
Potable Water Recovery - Multi-Filtration (MF)
Reverse Osmosis (RO)
Results: Final selections of the subsystems to be used on the Space Station Freedom will be based on
the results of these tests.
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CodeS- SpaceStationFreedom
Prime ContractorOperationalSystemTests
(1989-1993)
Concept Confirmation Tests (CCT) - 1989-1990
Testing avionics air flow control to equipment racks and fire suppressant flow
control concepts.oo
Predevelopment Operational System Test (POST) - 1990
Early evaluation of the baseline concepts, verification of operating interfaces,
acquisition of data prior to CDR.
Early Race Track (ERT) - April 1991
Operational evaluation of the inter-element air circulation system, verification
of the ability to control ventilation requirements from centralized locations.
Baselined Operational System Test (BOST) - 1992
Verification of flight qualifiable hardware including a 30-day unmanned test.
Manned Operational System Test (MOST) - January 1993
Includes a 90-day manned test. After completion of the test the subsystems will
be refurbished and delivered to JSC for further testing.
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CodeS - SpaceStationFreedom
MSFCMicrobialEcology Lab Studies
Purpose: (1) Provide routine sampling and microbiological identifications for
ECLSS test activities.
¢.,"1
0o
oo (2) Conduct research leading to predictive models of behavior of
microorganisms in the closed loop environment of Space Station
Freedom.
(3) Provide test information on the effects of microbial growth on
materials to be used on Space Station Freedom.
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CodeST- SpaceStationFreedomEvolution
ECLSS Evolution
OBJECTIVE: This task will develop and apply the analytical tools needed to allow the ECLSS to evolve in
a manner such that it meets the needs of the users over the long term, and will also identify
hooks and scars required to implement the selected growth technologies.
APPROACH: • Conduct a survey to identify ECLSS technologies with growth option potential
ca • Develop a prioritized list of candidates and perform an IOC hook and scar assessmentoo
• Expand the existing analysis tools
• Perform a comparative analysis against the IOC system
• Perform cost/benefit trade studies based on the analysis
PRODUCTS: • Interface requirements/performance characteristics/figures of merit
• Preliminary hooks and scars requirements
• CASE/A component models and documentation
• Comparative data
• Final report
STATUS: A preliminary study has been done and a contract to perform the full study is in the process
of being awarded.
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ECLSSAdvancedAutomation
OBJECTIVE: To design, test, and evaluate Knowledge Based System (KBS) components for the ECLSS
which will assist the crew and increase system autonomy.
APPROACH: • Phase 1
• Establish the KBS requirements
• Determine the hooks, scars, and interfaces
• Study KBS research and techniques in NASA and industry
• Begin initial prototyping of ECLSS advanced automation software components
• Phase 2 - Initial proof of concept design and development
• Phase 3 - Implementation and testing of the KBS on actual subsystem hardware
(ECLSS test bed in Building 4755 at MSFC)
PRODUCTS: • Documentation - reports, development plan, design & test specifications
• Hardware - Software Support Environment (SSE) compatible workstation integrated into
the software development environment
• Software - ECLSS KBS with Ada knowledge based system shell, integrated with the SSE
software tools
• Final system - KB system(s) ready to be integrated with ECLSS hardware and software
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CodeR - ExplorationTechnologies(Pathfinder)
MSFC is the lead for Systems Monitoring and Control Instrumentation.
RTOP #591-34-61 System Monitoring, contract with MDSSC
"real-time sensor" development
chemical composition monitoring technology¢..n
to
RTOP #591-34- ECLSS Evolution and Advanced Instrumentation, new contract
continuation of 591-34-61 effort
RTOP #591-34- Trace Contaminant Monitoring
In support of 10 other WBS categories MSFC has one water recovery technology task.
RTOP #591-34-21 Water Recovery, contract with MDSSC, subcontracted to Sievers
Research trace organic removal water reclamation (funded through
Ames)
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CODE R PATHFINDER
NASA CENTER ROLES - P/C CLLS OFFICE
ARC JPL JSC LaRC MSFC
1.1 PHYSICAL/CHEMICAL LIFE SUPPORT
1._1:1.,THERMALCONI',,ROL S .L ,_
1.1.2 AIR REVITALIZATION S S I, _;
1.1.3 WATERMANAGEMENT L S S S
1.1'.4 SOLIDWASTEMANAGEMENT L S S S
q._ 1.1.5 FOODMAI_GEMENT S l.
bo
1.2' PORTABLE LIFE'SUPPORT SYSTEMS
1.2.1 THERMALCONTROLSYSTEMS SEE EVA/SUIT
.2'.2 ATMOSPHERECONTROL PROJECT PLAN
1.2.3 MONITORING&CON'I'_3L FORDETAILS
t.2.4 SYSTEMINTEGRATION
1.3 SYSTEMS CONTROL
1.3.1 SYSTEMSMONITORING& CONTROLINSTR. S L
t,3.2 SYSTEMSCONTROLSTRATEGY L S
1.4 SYSTEM INTEGRATION
t.4.1 SYSTEMREQUIREMENTS S S L
1.4.2 P/C BIOSYSTEMS L S
1.4.3 SYSTEMSANALYSIS& ASSESSMENT L S S S S
1.4.4 VALIDATION&VERIFICATION L S S
t.4.5 SYSTEMTESTS L S S
t.4.6 HUMAN-RATEEiTESTS S L S
L = LEADCENTER
S = SUPPORTCENTER
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CodeR - ExplorationTechnologies(Pathfinder)
Sensor DevelopmentNeeds
• Water Quality Monitor (WQM) - on-line
- Specific contaminants/mechanical properties
- Improvement in Trace Organic Contaminant (TOC) sensitivity
• Water Quality Monitor (WQM) - off-lineO-1
€.o
- Automation
• Trace gas analyzer
- Automation
- Turn-around time
• Specific hazardous gas sensors
- Hydrogen
- Methane
- Other hazardous payload substances
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CodeR - ExplorationTechnologies(Pathfinder)
OtherNeedAreas
• Different Subsystem Selection Because of:
• Space Station shortfalls
• Design differences - e.g., propulsion other than OJH2, venting allowed,
90-day resupply, photovoltaic power supply, etc.
• Different weighting factors and priorities
_- - power
- weight
- volume
- other
• New technology breakthroughs
- automation improvements
- improvements/maturing of existing P/C processes
- advancements in P/C processes
- CELSS
• System Differences
• Mission scenarios different from the Space Station
• Local resource usage capability
• Mission isolation with no resupply
i
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I II
Code Z - ExplorationTechnologies
PD Directorate Transportation Studies Support
- Review Technical Content of Contract Studies
- Act as an Advisor to PD Personnel
- Support Reviews
- Provide PD/Contractor Personnel SSF Data and Consultation
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PhaseI SmallBusinessInnovationResearchContract's
1. TITLE: "Incipient Combustion Monitor for Zero Gravity Environments"
CONTRACT: TBD (SBIR '89 Phase I) CONTRACTOR: ADA Technologies, Inc.
PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE: 1/90 - 7/90
GOAL: To investigate the feasibility of using a dynamic expansion condensation nuclei chamb,r for the
detection of submicron particles emitted when combustible materials are heated.
¢.D
2. TITLE: "A Reagentless Separator for Removal of Inorganic Carbon from Solution"
CONTRACT: TBD (SBIR '89 Phase I) CONTRACTOR: Umpqua Research Co.
PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE: 1/90 - 7/90
GOAL: To investigate removing inorganic carbon by first converting it to CO2 using a solid-phase acidic
material and then separating it using a CO2 permeable membrane degasser.
3. TITLE: 'rrhin Membrane Sensors"
CONTRACT: TBD (SBIR '89 Phase I) CONTRACTOR: Resource Technologies Group, Inc.
PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE: 1/90 - 7/90
GOAL: To investigate the feasibility of using a thin membrane sensor with controllable electrical properties
to detect a variety of chemical and biological agents.
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PhaseI! SmallBusinessInnovationResearchContract's
TITLE: "Removal of Contaminants From Experiment Waste Water Using Immobilized Enzymes"
CONTRACT: NAS8-37642 (SBIR '87 Phase I) CONTRACTOR: Umpqua Research Co.
PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE: Phase I: 1/88 - 7/88, Phase II: 1/90 - 12/91
GOAL: To investigate the use of immobilized enzymes to enhance the removal of low molecular weight
organic contaminants from the Process Materials Management System (PMMS) and ECLSS
wastewaters
ol
t.O
-.a PHASE I RESULTS:
• Two enzymes were focused on:
• urease (for removal of urea)
• alcohol oxidase (for removal of methanol, ethanol, and related contaminants)
• Both enzymes successfully immobilized the contaminants
• Good performance was demonstrated
PHASE II PROPOSAL:
• Continue development to:
• optimize enzyme preparation and immobilization methodologies
• investigate synergistic effects through co-immobilization of complementary enzymes
• investigate additional enzymes to broaden-the range of contaminants removed
• develop and test alternate reactor designs
• perform long term parametric and life testing
• fabricate and deliver prototype reactors to the MSFC for testing
• Contract awarded 12/89
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UniversityInvolvement
University of Alabama i_ Huntsville -
"Identifying Critical Monitoring Tests for Recycled Water Systems"
University of Wisconsin -
¢j1
Developing a Predictive Model of the Ecological Behavior of Microorganisms
Developing Techniques and/or Equipment Which Facilitate Rapid Monitoring of Microorganisms
Harvard (funding: 80% ARC, 20% MSFC) -
"Processes Involved in Microbial Biofilm Formation in Water Reclamation Systems for the Orbiting
Space Station"
Georgia Institute of Technology -
"CO2 Reduction Subsystem Combustion Kinetics"
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JohnsonSpace Center- Houston,Texas
Technology for Space Station Crew and Thermal Systems Division
Evolution Workshop A.F. Behrend I 1-16-90
Technology for Space Station
Evolution Workshop
¢j1
== JSC ECLSS R&T Proqram Overview
Dallas, TX A.F. Behrend _ "_,
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Advancements in Electrochemical CO2 Removal
Objective
• Investigate and develop fundamental process enhancements in electrochemical
CO2 removal
Benefit
c_
• Improveperformanceand reliability
- CO2 removalefficiencyimprovement(5-10%improvementachieved)
- Cell compositionimprovement
- Hydrogenfeed elimination
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Advancements in Electrochemical CO2 Removal
Technical Description
• Air passes through electrochemical cell where CO2 is absorbed at cathode and
evolved at anode
• ElectrochemicalCO2removalwith hydrogenutilizes alkaline hydrogen/oxygenfuel
cell reaction
- 02 from airsuppliedat cathodewhere CO2is absorbed
- H2 suppliedat anodewhere CO2 is evolved
- CO2 reactswith hydroxylions(OH")tOform carbonateand bicarbonateions
( CO3 = and HCO" ) which migrateto anode where heat energyfrom the fuel
cell reactionreleasesthe CO2
- Half-cell reactionsat bothelectrodesare thermodynamicallyspontaneous
- Processgenerateselectricity
• Same processcan be carried out withoutsupply of hydrogen
- Seriesof reactionsnot spontaneous
- Powermustbe supplied(approximately105W/perperson)
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Advancements in Electrochemical CO2 Removal
€'()_= Transfer: 2CO2 + 21I2 + 20 2 --m 21120 + 2CO2 + Etecuiceo*er+ Heat
!!C()3" Transfer:2CO2 + 112 + 1/202 _ 2CO2 + 1120 + Elcclric Power + IlealSchematic
Dower I0
purIfIed External ,,-'_ H2/C02 to Vent or C02 Reduction
Air Coolant
Cathode Reacttons
Anode React Ions
Air With C02 _ Liquid Coolant
H21C02 from
Other Cells
Electrochemical Carbon Dioxide Removal with Hydrogen
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Advancements in Electrochemical CO2 Removal
CO3: Transfer: CO2 + t/202-_ CO2 + 11202
i!CO3- Transfer: 2CO2 + tf202 _ 2CO2 + 1/202
Schematic ,--,._o_,co2toventofco2.e_tlo.
Power from Coolant
Purified Air External Source
O_
0 Calhode J Anode React Ions
React Ions
Air With C02 -- Liquid Coolant.
02/CO2 from
Otner Cells
Electrochemical Carbon Dioxide Removal without ltydrogen
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Advancementsin ElectrochemicalCO2 Removal
Status
• Programwith Life Systems,Inc./TexasA&M; Initiated in December1987
• 2 year PhaseI to investigateand developfundamentalprocessenhancements
- Literaturereviewto identifyareas of study for improvedperformanceand
operationalflexibility
- Bench-scalelaboratorytesting of cell componentsto identifybest candidates¢J1
for integrated testing
- Singlecell unit design,fabrication,and testing
• Singlecell testingbeingcompletednow
• 1 year PhaseII for multi-cellunit design,fabrication,and test
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Advancements in Electrochemical CO2 Removal
Results
• Determined optimum electrocatalyst loading and binding agent content for gas
diffusion electrodes
• Developed an improved electrode fabrication method using ultrasonic device for
the dispersion of gas diffusion electrode components
= Proved that the electrolyte matrix thickness can be reduced to half of the
baseline matrix thickness for improved performance without sacrificing the
differential pressure capability
• Identified and developed electrode materials for the anode of the "without
hydrogen" electrochemical CO2 removal cell
FY90Activity
• Documentationof Phase I Results
• Initiation of Phase II Multi-cell Unit Design and Fabrication
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SupercriticalWaterWaste Oxidation
Objective
• Expandthe fundamentalunderstandingof the SCWOwaste treatmentprocess
• Determinereactionmechanismsand effect of SCWO processvariables
(temperature,residencetime, feed concentration,pressure) for simple
compounds- methane,ammonia,etc.
o= . Determinemechanismof reactionresidue(salt) formation - rate, temperature,
etc.
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SupercriticalWaterWaste Oxidation
Benefit
• Systemand crewwaste approximately6-8 Ib/person-day
(approximately0.25 ft3/person-day)
• SCWOprocesspotentially
c_ 3 3
oo - Reduces waste storage (35 ft reduced to approximately0.1 ft )
- Producesexcesswater
o Enhancedhygiene
o Radiationprotectionsupplement
o EVAsupport
~.,\
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Supercritical WaterWaste Oxidation
TechnologyDescription
• SCWOprocessconvertsorganic waste (feces, urine, trash) to carbondioxide
nitrogen,andwater
• Processoperationabove the water critical point ( 3200 psia,705 °F;
218 atm, 374 °C)
= . Organicmaterialis oxidizedleaving reactionresidue in the form of salts and
oxides
• Processdependsupon containmentand removalof reactionash
Status
• M.I.T.grantin final phase
- September1987 to September1990
• Focusuponreactionkineticsand salt formationwith analysisand experimental
results
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Supercritical Water Waste Oxidation
Results
• Reaction kinetics
- Expanded experimentsal capability to 700 °C, 300 atm
- Measurementof kineticsand correlationto analyticalmodelsfor carbon
monoxide,ethanol,methanol,methane, ammonia,ammonia/ethanol,
carbonmonoxide/ethanol
I--L
• Salt formation
- Completedtest apparatusassemblyand initial checkoutwith water
- Initiatedpreliminarysodiumchloride experiments
- Progressingwith numericalmodeling of salt mixingand precipitation
FY90Activity
• Completesalt nucleationand preciptiationexperimentsand modeling
• Expandkineticdatabaseto examinepressurevariation,alternateoxidants,
dissolvedsalts, heat transfer rate
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ELECTROOXIDATIONFOR POST-TREATMENTOF RECLAIMEDWATER
OBJECTIVE
• DEMONSTRATEFEASIBILITYOF ELECTROOXIDATIONTECHNIQUEFOR
POST-TREATMENTOF RECLAIMEDWASTEWATERS(DISTILLATES,
PERMEATESAND HUMIDITYCONDENSATES)FOR POTABLEAND HYGIENE
USAGE
O_
t_o
BENEFITS
• NEWCOMPETINGTECHNOLOGYFOR PURIFYINGRECLAIMEDWASTEWATERS
• NO EXPENDABLES
• REMOVESTOTALORGANICIMPURITIESTO < 500 PPB
• SHOWSPOTENTIALFORPROVIDINGDISINFECTION
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ELECTROOXlDATIONFOR POST-TREATMENTOF RECLAIMEDWATER
TECHNICALDESCRIPTION
• ELECTROCHEMICALCELL PROVIDESGENERATIONOF STRONGOXIDIZING
RADICALS (HO.)
• LIQUIDELECTROLYTE(0.7 a SODIUM PERCHLORATE)
- 170W-HR REQUIREDTO OXIDIZE50 PPMOF ORGANIC IMPURITYTO < 500 PPB
IN 1 LITEROF WATER
• NO MOVINGPARTS
STATUS
• GRANTINITIATEDWITH TAMU IN APRIL 1989
• EVALUATINGFEASIBILITYOF CONCEPTAND OBTAINING PARAMETRICDATA
FORDESIGNAND FABRICATIONOF A BREADBOARDSYSTEM
• COMPLETIONOF RESEARCHGRANT IN APRIL 1990
ELECTROLYSIS TEST CELL: INCORPORATING AN
ION-CONDUCTING MEMBRANF_
Thermometer
Reference _ j Gas In
Electrode "''"_ _1 Pt Cathode
__ Nation Ion-Conducting
Membrane
Pt Anode
Stirrer
TYPICAL DISSOLVED ORGANIC CONTAMINANTS
Acet,CAcid: CH3COOH * 2_ 2 0 _ 2CO 2 _"4H 2
Benzox: A¢_I : C6H$COOH • 121420 _ 7C_ . 15H2
_t&no=c Act_ : CH3(CH )6COOH ,_ 14H20 _ 8CO2 . 22H 2
u,.. _.=CO_H2-%O'-_CO2 • N=-3H2
C_,K3AN)COXIDAT!C_I REACTIONS
O_
SCHEMATIC OF ELECTROCHEMICAL WATER POST-
TREATMENT UNIT
oo _,DKSSOLVED
"11::0 oqov_c
='-
r" DI
SOLID POLYMER
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ELECTROOXlDATION FOR POSTREATMENT OF RECLAIMED WATER
FUTURE PLANS
• DEVELOPA BREADBOARDSYSTEM USINGA SOLID POLYMER
ELECTROLYTEFROMFUEL CELL TECHNOLOGY
O_p.L
O"1
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PHOTOCATALYTIC POST-TREATMENT OF RECLAIMED WATER
OBJECTIVE
• DEVELOP A BREADBOARD PHOTOCATALYTIC SYSTEM FOR POST-TREATMENT
OF RECLAIMED WASTE WATERS (DISTILLATES, PERMEATES AND HUMIDITY
CONDENSATE) FOR POTABLE AND HYGIENE USAGE
O_
o_
BENEFITS
• NEW COMPETING TECHNOLOGY FOR PURIFYING RECLAIMED WASTE WATERS
• REMOVES ORGANIC IMPURITIES TO LEVELS < 500 PPB
• PROVIDESDISINFECTION
• NO EXPENDABLES
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PHOTOCATALYTIC POST-TREATMENT OF RECLAIMED WATERS
TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION
• ORGANIC IMPURITIES IN WATER ARE OXIDIZED BY POWERFUL OXIDIZING
HYDROXAL RADICALS (OH.) AND HOLES (h +) PRODUCED WITH THE
COMBINATION OF FINE METAL OXIDE CATALYST PARTICLES DISPERSED IN
= WATER WITH UV LIGHT AND DISSOLVED 02
-,,1
• BATCH SYSTEM PROCESSES 12 LITERS OF WATER EVERY 2 HOURS
". SEPARATES CATALYST PARTICLES BY CROSS-FILTRATION THROUGH
MICROPOROUS MEMBRANE
• RECOVERSPARTICLESFOR REUSEBY BACKFLUSHING OF MEMBRANE
• OPERATESCLOSETO AMBIENT TEMPERATURE(35 oC)
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SCHEMATIC OF PHOTOCATALYTIC
BATCH REACTORPOST-TREATMENT SYSTEM
BACKPULSE
HYDRAULIC
ACCUMULATOR
FILTRATION
L IGHT HYDRAULIC DEVICE
o, o o t i°o _
i ICATALYST WATERPARTICLE _ _ <500 PPBTOCCATALYST PARTICLE RETURNLINE
MIXING
REACTOR
POST-TREATMENT SYSTEM PROCESSES
12 LITERS PURIFIED WATER PER HOUR
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•PHOTOCTALYTICPOST-TREATMENTOF RECLAIMEDWATER
STATUS
• PHASE II SBIRWITH PHOTOCATALYTICS,INC. BOULDER,CO INITIATEDIN
APRIL 1987
• BREADBOARDSYSTEMIN FABRICATIONAND SCHEDULEDFORCOMPLETION
FEBRUARY
= FY 90 ACTIVITY
• TEST BREADBOARDSYSTEM WITH RECLAIMEDWASTEWATERSTO
DEMONSTRATEPERFORMANCEFOR
- REMOVALOF ORGANICIMPURITIESTO < 500 PPB
- DISINFECTIONFROM 10 EXP7 CFU TO O MICROORGANISMS
• CONTRACTCOMPLETIONIS APRIL1990
FUTUREPLANS
• CONTINUETECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENT
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